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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER
CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY

}

AND

}
}
}
}

MATTHEW JAMES OWENS, JR.

}

Plaintiffs,}
}

v.

}
}

case No. (9j)(czA

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY,}
Thomas R. Robinett, Esq.
County Attorney
Gloucester county Administration
Building
Main street and Duval Avenue
Gloucester, VA 23061,

Serve:

AND

WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES
OF VIRGINIA, INC.
Serve:

}
}
}
.}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

Edward R. Parker, Esq.
}
}
Registered Agent for
Waste Management Disposal Services}
}
of Virginia, Inc.
5511 Staples Mill Road
}
}
Richmond, VA 23278
}

Defendants.}

BILL OF COMPLAINT SEEKING DECLARATORY
JUDGMENT AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Come now your Plaintiffs, Concerned Residents of Gloucester
County and Matthew James owens,
Virginia Code

§

interest,

by counsel,

pursuant to

8. 01-184 seeking this Declaratory Judgment and

Injunctive Relief.
1.

Jr.,

In furtherance, Plaintiffs state as follows:

Concerned Residents of Gloucester County is a public
nonprofit Virginia corporation.

1

It

is composed of

Gloucester County residents and taxpayers and represents their
interests in this litigation.
2.

Mr. Owens is a resident of Gloucester County, residing at

Route 615, Ark, Virginia.

Mr. Owens is a taxpayer in Gloucester

County.
3.

The Board of Supervisors of Gloucester County is the

governing body of Gloucester County, a political subdivision of the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
4.

Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia,

("Waste Management")

is

a

Virginia

corporation

Inc.

in the waste

disposal business.
5.

On

November

Gloucester County,

20,

1992,

the

Board of

Supervisors

through its office of purchasing,

of

issued a

request for proposal, RFP #93-020, seeking proposals for a private
firm to permit, construct, and operate a landfill in Gloucester
County over a period of a twenty-year contract.
6.

(Exhibit 1).

On April 6, 1993, the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester

County awarded a contract (the "Agreement) to Waste Management
Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc. pursuant to the aforementioned
RFP.

(Exhibit 2).
7.

For reasons set forth below,

the Agreement is both

unconstitutional and illegal, and Plaintiffs are aggrieved by the
unlawful,

arbitrary,

and

capricious

action

by

the

Board

of

Supervisors in approving this Agreement.
8.

Plaintiffs have complied with all necessary prerequisites

to filing and maintaining this lawsuit.
2

2

STANDING
9.

The Concerned Residents of Gloucester is an organization

comprised of citizens and taxpayers of Gloucester County with
authority to represent its members in these proceedings.

Mr. Owens

is a landowner and taxpayer of Gloucester County.

As a result,

both Plaintiffs have standing under Virginia law.

Armstrong v.

Henrico county, 212 va. 66, 76 (1971) (" [T]axpayers have standing to
attack an alleged illegal diversion of public funds."); Gordon v.
supervisors of Fairfax county, 207 Va. 827, 830 (1967) (" (T]axpayers
have the right to resort to equity to restrain local government
officials

from

exceeding

their

powers

in

a

way

which

will

injuriously affect the taxpayers, such as making an unauthorized
appropriation of public funds.").
10.

In the Agreement between the Board and Waste Management,

the Board has committed to purchase or condemn a large tract of
land currently owned by Chesapeake Forest Products Company (the
"Property")

and to use this public property for the use and

enjoyment of Waste Management.

The Board further agreed to be

liable for the expenditure of future
authorized by law.
taxes

under

funds

not permitted or

The Agreement further calls for the rebate of

certain

circumstances

to

Waste

Management.

Accordingly, your taxpayers have immediate standing to enjoin this
unlawful use of County funds.

This suit is for the purpose of

restraining the Board from exceeding its powers in a way that will
injuriously affect your taxpayer Plaintiffs.

3

3

COUNT I
The Agreement Illegally Binds
Future Boards to Spend Money.
11.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

10 as if fully set forth in this Count I.
12.

The

Agreement

purports

Supervisors to pay damages.

to

bind

future

Boards

of

This binding of a future Board to pay

money is unlawful under the constitution of Virginia, Art. VII,

§

10 because it is not enacted in accordance with the Constitution
and laws of Virginia.

Among other things,

there must be an

approved public referendum on such commitments.

No such referendum

was held on this Agreement, and the commitment of future funds is
illegal.

Such illegal expenditures include the following:
A.

Section 14.3 requires payment to Waste Management by

future Boards over the next twenty years in the event of a breach
of contract:
In the event the County terminates this agreement for any
reason, except as a result of WMD's default without cure,
the County shall pay WMD, in addition to any other
damages payable to WMD, within one hundred eighty (180)
days after such termination, the fair market value of the
property and all improvements thereon.
B.

Section 11.4 of the Agreement authorizes Waste

Management to impose future charges upon this Board and subsequent
Boards in the event the Board exercises its legislative power to
zone or rezone the property.
c.

Section 11.8 obligates the Board and future Boards

to pay tipping fees for "County" waste in excess of 37,000 tons per
year.
4

4

D.

Section 11.22 obligates future Boards to pay for

certain waste disposal costs resulting from disposal of hazardous
wastes.

COUNT II
The Agreement Is Void Because It Was Adopted in
Violation of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
13.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

12 as if fully set forth in this Count II.
14.

The entire Agreement is void in that it was adopted in

violation of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.

Virginia

Code§ 2.1-340.1(0) states that "(a]ny ordinance adopted by a local
governing body which conflicts with the

pr~visions

of this Chapter

shall be void."
15.

The award of the Agreement to Waste Management is in

conflict with this section.
16.
Virginia

Among other things, the Board of Supervisors violated the
Freedom of

Information Act

by holding meetings

and

discussing the Waste Management Agreement (Exhibit 2) and the RFP
(Exhibit 1) under circumstances which are unlawful including the
following:
October 20, 1992:
March 2, 1993:

courthouse parking lot

Courthouse men's room

December, 1992 through present: five or six
meetings at Mr. Belvin's place of business
At dinners held regularly prior to Board of
Supervisor meetings.

5

5

Specifically, three or more members of the Board would
assemble

for

purposes

of

discussing

Management, or the landfill.

the

Agreement,

Waste

Such meetings were neither public nor

advertised as required by law.
17.

In addition, the Board has violated the Virginia Freedom

of Information Act by calling meetings at locations which were
inadequate to accommodate the public's interest to attend in
violation of Virginia Code
thi~gs,

§§

2.1-340.1 and 2.1-343.

Among other

on January 5, 1993, January 19, 1993, February 16, 1993,

March 2,

1993,

and March 16,

1993,

meetings were held where

citizens could not attend the meetings and comment upon the RFP or
the proposed Agreement.
18.

Accordingly, the entire contract is void because it was

adopted under circumstances in conflict with the Virginia Freedom
of Information Act.

COUNT III
The Agreement Confers an Unlawful
Privilege upon Waste Management.
19.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

18 as if fully set forth in this Count III.
20.

The

Agreement

violates

the

Virginia

Constitutional

prohibition on special privileges.
21.
from

11

The Virginia Constitution prohibits Gloucester county

enacting any local, special, or private law ••• [g]ranting to

any private corporation, association, or individual any.special or

6

6

exclusive right, privilege, or immunity."

Va. Const., Art. IV,

§

14(18).
22.

In addition, the Virginia Constitution further forbids

any corporation to "be specifically exempted from the operation of
any general law."
23.

Va. Canst., Art. IV.

§

15.

The Agreement violates both of these provisions.

Among

other things:
A.

Section 9.3 waives real estate taxes which the

county is otherwise required to impose under§§ 58.1-3200 and 58.13201, and Article X,

§§

1 and 4 of the Virginia Constitution.

Specifically, these sections require the assessment and taxation of
Waste

Management's

lease

hold

interest

and

the

physical

improvements Waste Management will make on the property.
B.
efforts"

of

Article
the

2

Board

of
to

the

Agreement

provide

Waste

commits

the

Management

"best

with

competition within the political jurisdiction of the Board.

no

This

is the kind of economic favoritism specifically prohibited.
c.

Section 11.10 of the Agreement authorizes Waste

Management to remove improvements
at

the

end

of

the

lease.

(§

By

11.16) erected on the Property
application

of the

Constitution, Article X, §§ 1 and 4, and Virginia Code

§§

Virginia
58.1-3200

and 58.1-3201, these improvements must be taxed separately.

Yet,

the County has agreed that these improvements are not taxable.

7

7

COUNT IV
The Agreement Is a Violation
of the Public Procurement Act.
24.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

23 and 28 through 30 as if fully set forth in this Count IV.

The Virginia Public Procurement Act, va. Code S 11-35, et

25.

seq., requires that all contracts for such services be awarded only
after compliance with the procedures set forth in the Act.
Section

26.

11-37

required

the

Board

to

issue

an

RFP

"indicating in general terms that which is sought to be procured."
27.

The Agreement awarded to Waste Management bears little

resemblance to the RFP issued, and therefore violates the Public
Procurement Act.

The Board requested an entity willing to provide

waste disposal services to Gloucester County.
A.

Section

11.1

of

the

Among other things:

Agreement

authorizes

construction of a cogeneration facility.
B.

The Agreement is, in reality, an agreement by the

Board to use its police powers to further the business interests of
Waste Management.

In consideration, Waste Management will provide

the Board with limited, free disposal service.

Such an Agreement

was neither contemplated by the RFP nor authorized by Virginia Code

S

11-35 et

~

8

8

COUNT V
The Agreement Is an Unlawful Bartering
Away of Legislative and Police Powers.
28.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

27 as if fully set forth in this Count V.
29.

The

Agreement

constitutes

an

unlawful

sale

of

the

legislative and police powers of the Board.
30.

Broken down to its essence, the Agreement is a bilateral

agreement between the Board and Waste Management for the Board to
exercise or to forego to exercise its legislative and police powers
in return for the consideration tendered by Waste Management,
thereby impinging upon essential governmental powers.
A.

For example, · Article 3,

§

3. 1 of the Agreement

requires the Board to buy or condemn "the Property. " Section 3. 1. 2
then requires Waste Management to pay ("pass through") the purchase
price to the Board.

The Agreement then allows Waste Management to

use the Property as a private, landfill servicing the entire east
coast.

Purchase of real property and condemnation are fundamental

powers which must be exercised through legislative action.
~Virginia

B.

Code

§§

See,

15.1-282 and 25-46.1, et seg.

Section 9. 3 is an agreement by the Board not to

impose taxes required by law or subsequently deemed necessary in
that it requires a rebate to Waste Management of all new tax
revenues received by the Board.

The county has absolutely no

authority to rebate taxes or otherwise impinge, through contract,
its taxing authority.

9

9

C.

Further, the Board quarantees to Waste Management

that it will ensure proper zoning of the property (§ 3.2.2) and
that it will not change the zoning without penalty
Zoning is a quintessential

legislative power.

(§

11.4).

It cannot be

bartered away or impinged through contract.
D.

Section

2.2

states

that

the

Waste

Management

facility is intended to be the only landfill or solid waste
management facility in Gloucester County "and that the exclusivity
of the Facility is a major consideration for this Agreement."

The

Board then proceeds to guarantee its best efforts to prohibit
competition with Waste Management.

The Board is utterly without

authority to.provide such "major consideration."
E.

Article III requires the Board to exercise an option

to purchase the Property, such option to be automatically exercised
upon the occurrence of certain events.
("Option

Agreement").

This

is

a

Agreement,

total

Constitutional mandates of Article VII,

§

Exhibit c

abrogation

of

the

9 of the Virginia

Constitution.
31.

The Agreement guarantees the exercise of legislative

discretion

(to purchase or condemn property and restrain the

enterprise of others) and otherwise impinges the Board's authority
to

exercise

other

police

powers

(zoning,

taxation).

This

constitutes an unlawful sale and infringement of the legislative
authority of the County, rendering the Agreement void.

10

10

COUNT VI
The Agreement Is Void Because It
Illegally Alienates County Property.
32.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

31 as if fully set forth in this count VI.
33.

Article III of the Agreement requires the Board to

provide Waste Management an option to purchase the Property after
the County buys or condemns the Property for a landfill.

An

option

to buy is tantamount to a sale since the option may be enforced
through specific performance.
34.

such a provision in this instance is illegal.

35.

Virginia Code§ 15.1-262 prohibits the disposal of public

land without compliance with that section,

including a public

hearing thereon.
36.

Article VII,

§

9 of the Virginia Constitution prohibits

the sale of property without a public vote by the Board with a
three-fourths vote for approval.
37.

No public hearing has been held on the Board's option

commitment.

No three-fourths vote was achieved.

A public hearing

and vote after the option is granted would render any public
hearing and vote meaningless if Waste Management owns a valid
option.

Thus,

§

15.1-262 must mandate a public hearing prior to

the conveyance of an option right.
For the foregoing reasons, your Plaintiffs respectfully pray
that this Court take jurisdiction of this matter, declare the
Agreement void for the reasons stated herein, enjoin the parties
from implementing this Agreement, order the ·refusal of all moneys
11

11

spent by the Board in furtherance of this unlawful Agreement, and
qrant such other relief as the Court deems appropriate.
Respectfully submitted,
CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF
GLOUCESTER COUNTY and
MATTHEW JAMES OWENS, JR.

w.

Todd Benson, Esquire
Bondurant & Benson, P.c.
1207 Roseneath Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23230
(804) 278-8900

12
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PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
RFP fi 93-020
Issue Date:
Title:

1

November 20,· 1992

Develop~ent,

PerDitting, Construction and Operation of a

Landfill
Commodity Code: 902-25
Issuing Public Body:

Office of Purchasing Director
County of Gloucester
P.O. Box 329
Gloucester, VA
23061

Using Agency And/Or Location
Where Work Will Be Performed:
Gloucester County, VA
Period of Contract:
From Award
through Termination
Sealed Proposals Will Be Received Until December 11, 1992 at
3:00 P.M. EST for furnishing the Goods/Services described herein.
The proposals will be opened on December. 11,. 1?92 at 3:00 PM EST,
and offerors names will be made public at that time.
All inquiries for project information should be directed to Mr.
William H. Whitley, County Administrator at (804) '693-4042.
All inquiries concerning proposal procedures should be directed
to Mr. Marion L. King, Jr., CPPO, Purchasing Director at (804)

693-6235.

IF PROPOSALS ARE MAILED, SEND DIRECTLY TO ISSUING PUBLIC BODY
ABOVE.
IF PROPOSALS ARE HAND DELIVERED, DELIVERED TO:
OFFICE·OF
PURCHASING DIRECTOR, GLOUCESTER ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, MAIN
STREET AND DUVAL AVENUE, GLOUCESTER, VA 23061
In compliance with this Request for Proposals and to all the
conditions imposed herein, the undersigned offers and agrees to
furnish the goods/services in accordance with the attached signed
proposals or as mutually agreed upon by subsequent negotiation.
Name and Address of Firm:
_________________________________________ Date ____________________________
Name:

--~~----------~--------(Please Print)

-----------------------------------------By=--~----------------~~----(Signature in Ink)
Title:

--------------------------

FEI/FIN No. ________________________ Telephone No.

RFP 93-020

o:rhn<f!~

13

( ___ ) ____________
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1.

Purpose

& General Criteria:

The County of Gloucester requests proposals for a private enterprise firm to permit, construct and operate a landfill
in Gloucester County over the period of a twenty year contract.
The following are the general criteria which apply:

*

The proposer shall complete closure and provide the
post-closure care for the County's existing landfill
per the County's approved closure plan.

*

The proposer shall complete closure and provide the
post-closure care for the proposed landfill per the
approved closure plan.

*

The proposer shall properly dispose of the County's solid
waste at no cost to the county for a period beginning
October 1, 1993 through the balance of the twenty year
contract period, and/or until the final closure of the
landfill if that extends beyond the end of the initial
twenty year contract.

*

The proposer shal~ provide for the collection of the
County's solid waste for a period beginning October 1,
1993 through the balance of the twenty year contract
period.

*

The proposer shall provide for the disposal of the
county's municipal solid waste for the period beginning
October 1, 1993 on an interim basis until the proposed
landfill is in operation.

*

2.

The proposer shall provide for the post-closure site
maintenance and aonitoring for the County's existing
landfill and the proposed landfill during their respective post-closure care periods.

Specific Criteria:
2.1

The site for this landfill will be the site which has
been referred to as Site 13 in previous planning studies
performed for the County by Olver, Inc. of Blacksburg,
Virginia.
Please see Attachment 1 to this RFP which is
pages extracted from a report entitled "Preliminary
Landfill Siting and Recycling Evaluation", which was
prepared by Olver, Inc. for the County on May 1, 1989.

2.2

This shall be a landfill constructed, permitted and
operated to dispose of solid waste falling within the
definitions of Section 5.1, "Sanitary Landfill"; Section
5.2, "Construction/Demolition/Debris Landfills"; and
Section 5.3, "Industrial Waste Disposal Facilities" as
defined in the Solid Waste Management Regulations,
VR672-20-10, promulgated by the Department of Waste

Page 3 of 24
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Management of the Commonwealth of Virginia,
be revised or superseded.

as

it may

2.3

This is an RFP for a contract for the financing, development,permitting, construction and operation of the proposed landfill in accordance with State and Federal laws
and regulations.

2.4

The term of the contract shall be an initial period of
20 years from the date of execution by the County, to be
automatically extended until the landfill is closed and
all post-closure care periods/activities are concluded.
All terms and conditions of this contract shall remain
effective in accordance with its terms irrespective of
what the closure date of the proposed landfill may eventually be.

2.5

The landfill permit will be issued in the name of Gloucester County, although the permit application will be
prepared and submitted by the proposer.
Ultimately, if
agreed to by the County, the permit m~y be issued in the
name of/transferred to the Contractor.

2.6

Th~

land
for
the
landfill
shall
be
acquired by the
County,
and shall,
for purposes
of
this
RFP
only,
be
presumed
to
cost
$451,300.00,
its
present
assessed
value
for
taxation purposes
(See Attachment 2).
The
impact
of
changes
in
the
actual
cost
of
the property after County acquisition will be
addressed in contract negotiations.
If acquired by proceedings
filed
under
appropriate
eminent
doma4n
statutes, the cost of such proceedings, to include reasonable
attorney's fees, shall be considered part of
the cost of acquisition of the land.
This cost shall be
entirely reimbursed to the County by the successful proposer, who shall receive, in exchange, either a deed to
the land with the possibility of an equitable reversion·
to the County should the proposer's contract be breached
through insolvency or otherwise, or, in the alternative,
a lease
for the land which shall run with the term of
the contract. A responsive proposal to this RFP ~
address the question of lease or deed, and prpvide ·
appropriate draft legal documents which would effectuate
the lease or deed for consideration by the County
Attorney.
However, alternative arrangements may
be
considered by the County.

2.7

The proposer shall fund and accomplish the closure of
the existing Gloucester landfill in accordance with the
approved closure plan being revised by Olver, Inc.
at
this time and will cov~r the closure costs up to a
maximum of 1.5 million dollars which shall include Olver,
Inc.'s design costs for .the closure.
The closure shall be
accomplished prior to April 9, 1994.
The County will consider Contractor's proposals for modi-

RFP 93-020
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fications to the Olver plan and may, in its discretion,
approve such modifications that it wishes to, providing
they are in accordance with law and regulation (ref. paragraph 8.22.)

2.8

The proposer shall fund all groundwater monitoring
and other post-closure care activities for the legally
required post-closure maintenance and care period, which
is currently anticipated to be a ten year period (if the
landfill does not receive waste after. October 9, 1993
and is closed prior to April 9, 1994)
up to a maximum
of $75,000 per year.
This shall include all required
groundwater monitoring and reporting and surface
maintenance of the present landfill. The proposer
shall be responsible for any additional post closure
care periods/financial assurance requirements which cay
be required by state or federal regulations.
The
$75,000 1992/93 initial figure shall be automatically
adjusted annually on the contract date anniversary upward or downward to reflect changes in the cost of doing
business, as ~easured by fluctuations in the Consumer
Price Index, (CPI-U) published by the U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, covering the area
which includes Gloucester Countr, which is presently
"South-C".

2.9

The proposer shall provide for the closure of the proposed landfill in accordance with the state and federal
regulations in existence at that time and for the postclosure care of the facility in accordance with regulations which are in effect at that time.
This shall
include both the actual
post-closure care and the
financial instrument assuring post closure care which is
required by state and federal regulations.
Post-closure
care must be assured through a specific funding mechanism which may be combined with the environmental trust
fund described below, if approvable in accordance with
applicable State and Federal regulations, which shall
apply (see Paragraph 8.22).
For clarity, the cost of closure will
be paid "out of
pocket" by the Contractor, and not from the trust fund.
The environmental trust fund will be available for
three purposes;
1) ·closure, in the event the Contractor
is insolvent or not in existence; 2) correction of catastrophic environmental damage/accident, in which case the
fund shall be used but later reimbursed by the Contractor;
and.3) to fund the post-closure care activities.
Post
closure care shall initially be paid "out of pocket" by
the
Contractor.
As each phase/activity is approved by
the County, the Contractor ~ay draw down those funds to
reimburse himself from the trust fund.

RFP 93-020
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2.10 Beginning October 1, 1993 the proposer shall provide for
disposal of Gloucester County's municipal solid waste at
no cost to the County, for the balance of the ~wenty
year period, or until closure of the proposed landfill,
whichever is later.

2.11 Beginning October 1, 1993 the proposer shall provide the
disposal of the
construction/demolition/debris waste
generated in the County at
no cost to the County for
the balance of the twenty year period, or until closure of
the proposed landfill, whichever is later.

2.12 Beginning October 1, 1993 the proposer shall provide for
collection of the County's municipal solid waste from
its green box/convenience center system and expansions
thereof and delivery of the municipal solid waste. to its
point of disposal at no cost to the County, for the
balance of the twenty year period, or until the closure of
the proposed landfill, whichever is later.
This shall"
include
provision
and ~aintenance
of
the
containers/equipment and site maintenance/staffing, but
shall not include site acquisition/construction.

2.13 The contractor shall establish a"' household hazardous
waste program providing for a collection center, where
household hazardous waste can be stored for later
collection by a hazardous waste disposal company, and keep
the center open year round, and maintain and operate the
center at no cost to the County for
the twenty year
period.

2.14 The contractor shall establish an environmental trust
fund which will be built through contributions derived
from the tonnage charge for disposal (a certain charge
per ton).
This fund shall be allowed to accumulate
and may be used to correct any contamination releases
from the site or other environmental problems occurring
at the site.
It may also be used to fund the
postclosure care activities.
At the end of the required postclosure care period the balance of the environmental
trust fund shall revert to the County's name.
Please
see Attachment 3 for the proposed conditions and terms
of this trust fund.
See Paragrah 2.9 for a f~rther description of the relationship/use of the trust fund in relationship to
other funds/costs.
Expenses to correct contamin~tion releases or other
environmental problems at the site ("catastrophic"
events") shall be drawn from the fund, if desired, by the
Contractor, but shall be later reimbursed to the fund
on a schedule approved by the County.
Expenses for post-closure care shall first be expended
"out of pocket" by the Contractor, and may be drawn from

RFP 93-020
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the trust fund by the Contractor after the County has
approved the phase/activity at hand.

2.15 The proposer shall post an environmental trust and performance bond in the nominal amount of 10 million dollars at the time the contract is executed. This bond
will be structured with a decreasing coverage amount so
that, as the environmental trust fund (paragraph 2.14)
grows, the face value of the bond may decrease.
Details are discussed in Attachment 3.
2.16 The proposer shall fund the County's recycling program
for the twenty year period.
The county currently
recycles through the VPPSA, and it is anticipated that
it will be necessary to continue this in order for the
County to meet the State's 1995 recycling goal of 25%;
however, the terms of this may be negotiated with the
contractor as long as those terms provide that the
County will be in compliance with state recycling goal
requirements.
The current annual cost of the recylcing
program is anticipated to be aproximately $40,000.
2.17 The proposer shall fund the activities of a professional
engineer which the County shall hire to assist the
County in reviewing the Part A and Part B applications
and designs and groundwater monitoring data which the
contractor shall produce.
This shall be in addition to
the host community fee.
It is anticipated that fees will
be "in line" with the fee schedules generally utilized by
professional engineering firms in the area.

2.18 The proposer shall fund the cost of legal assistance for
the county attorney in his activities reviewing the proposer's proposals, their environmental trust fund terms,
their bonding, etc. This shall be in addition to the
host community fee.
It is anticipated that fees will be
"in line" with the fee schedules generally utilized by
legal firms in the area.

2.19 The proposer shall provide host community fees to the
County as follows for the twenty year period, or until
closure of the proposed landfill, whichever is later:
1.
2.

a guaranteed minimum annual fee which shall be for
a certain tonnage irrespective of whether such
tonnage is received and disposed or not; and
a fee on each ton of refuse disposed above the tonnage associated with the guaranteed annual fee.

2.20 The proposer shall provide all designs and Part A and B
applications to the state.
2.21 The proposer shall provide an acceptable
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waste disposal dropoff point for citizens in the vicinity of the landfill entrance.
It shall be established
within twelve months of contract award and shall be
operated for the balance of the twenty year period or
until closure of the proposed landfill, whichever is
later.
This shall include capabilities for tire drop
off, and brush and white goods disposal.
2.22 The proposer shall provide for the mulching and recycling of yard waste, making the product available to
County citizens at no cost.
The mulching operation
shall be established at the time the proposed landfill
is opened and shall be operated for the balance of the
twenty year period or until closure of the proposed
landfill, whichever is later.
2.23 The proposer shall not exceed a maximum of 2,000 tons
per day disposal in the landfill.
2.24 The proposer shall provide a detailed conitoring program
to provide the exclusion of hazardous waste froo the
landfill.
2.25 The proposer shall provide the following minimum physical improvements at the landfill:
an administrative building/scale house;
1.
a recycling and drop-off center, previously
2.
described;
maintenance building;
3•
groundwater nonitoring wells;
4.
provisions for leachate collection and disposal;
5.
and
a wheel wash and truck wash facility.
6.
2.26 The proposer shall provide for facilities for active
recreational use of the landfill site during the postclosure care period.
The facilities shall be approved by
the County after Contractor provides an evaluation of
appropriate post-closure recreational use.
2.21 The proposer shall provide and maintain a gas management
plan which, at a minimum, complies with applicable State
and Federal requirements (ref. Paragraph 8.22).

2.28 The proposer shall provide and maintain an erosion and
sediment control plan which, at a minimun, complies with
applicable State and Federal requirements (ref. Paragraph 8.22).
2.29 The proposer shall provide insurances as described in the
Owner's Instructions for Bonds and Insurance (Attachment
4) •
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3.

General Requirements:

3.1

RFP Response:
In order to be considered for
selection offerors must submit a complete response
to this RFP to the County of Gloucester.
The
offeror must submit twelve (12) complete copies of the
proposal.

3.2

Proposal Preparation:

3.3

4.

3.2.1

Proposals shall be signed by an authorized
representative of the offeror.
All requested
information must be presented.
Failure to do
so might result in the proposal being
.considered not responsive and, thus, rejected.

3 • 2. 2

Proposals should be prepared in a simple and
straight forward manner with emphasis on
completeness and clarity.

3.2.3

Each copy of the proposal should be bound in a
single volume where practical.
All
documentation submittea with the proposal
should b~ bound in that single volume.

3.2.4

Each proposal must have a title page showing
the RFP subject, name of contact person and
date;
table of contents; and letter of
transmittal (understanding).

Oral Presentation:
Offerors who submit a response to
this RFP may be required to give an oral presentation of
their proposal.
This will provide an opportunity for
the offeror to clarify or elaborate on their proposal.
It will.not alter the proposal.
If there is an oral
presentation it will be at the offeror's expense.
Oral
presentations are discretionary, therefore, proposals
should be complete.
However, if scheduled, the County
will designate a convenient time and place.

Minimum Proposal Requirements:

4.1

Submit a full proposal addressing the purpose, general
criteria and specific criteria described and presented
in Sections 1 and 2 of this RFP.
Offerors proposals
shall
be comprised of 1) the Required Information
requested in Section 4.2 and 2) Additional Information
(Section 4.3).

4.2.

Required Inforoation:
Submit the following sections, supplying the figures and
responses requested in precisely the following
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order/format (the questions may be re-typed to provide
more space for responses, however, the questions/for~at
shall be duplicated in the re-typed version).
Provide
the response directly below the applicable question.

4.2.1

Describe how the proposer will handle disposal
of the County's municipal solid waste and construction/demolition/debris waste for the
period between October 1, 1993 and the time
that the new landfill becomes operational.

4.2.2

In the event that the proposed landfill does
not remain open to the conclusion of the
twenty year period, describe in general terms
how the proposer will dispose the County's
municipal solid waste and construction/demolition/debris waste, after the landfill closes, for the balance of the twenty
year period.

4.2.3

Describe how the proposer will collect the
County's municipal solid ·waste from its green
box/convenience center system and deliver it
to its point of disposal beginning on October
1, 1993, and how the proposer will equip
dumpster sites and equip/staff convenience
center sites.

4.2.4

Describe the composition and operation of the
environmental trust fund to be
established
pursuant to paragraph 2.14 above and describe
the financial instrument assuring post-closure
care which is required by state and federal
regulations.
If desired, respond here to the
invitation contained in the second sentence of
Attachment 3.

4.2.5

Describe how the proposer will establish the
performance bond in the nominal amount of $10
million and how the proposer will interface
that with the environmental trust fund and
whether the proposer will propose that the
nominal.amount of the performance bond
decrease as the a~ount in the trust fund
increases.

4.2.6

Describe the proposer's proposal with resp~ct
to maintenance of the County's recycling program, i.e., whether the proposer will continue
to work throug~ the VPPSA framework and
whether the proposer would propose to make any
changes in that program in the future.

4.2.7

The proposer proposes to make
a
guaranteed
minimum annual host community fee payment to
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the County, $
/year, payable
monthly, which shall be for
tons
per year.
A fee of $
per ton
shall be paid to the· County as a host community fee for each ton of refuse disposed above
the tonnage cited in the guaranteed fee
above, payable monthly.
(Fill in blanks).
The host community fees, both the minimum
and the per ton fee payable to the County
for the second and subsequent contract years
of the term hereof shall be adjusted upward or
downward to reflect changes in the cost of
doing business, as measured by fluctuations in
the Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) published by
the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, covering the area which includes
Gloucester County, which is presently
"South-C".
At the start of the second contract year and every year thereafter, the compensation shall be increased or decreased in a
percentage amount equal to the net percentage
change in the said CPr-u for the previous contract year.

4.2.8

Describe in general terms the recycling and
waste disposal dropoff point that
the proposer shall construct for citizens in the
vicinity of the landfill entrance (reference
paragraph 2.21 above).

4. 2. 9

Describe the facility for the mulching and
recycling of yard waste which the proposer
will construct at the landfill and how this
product would be made available to County citizens for reuse.

4.2.10

Describe the program and procedures and methods which the proposer will use to provide for
the exclusion of hazardous waste from the
landfill.
Describe in general terms the physical improvements which the proposer would
make at the landfill including the administration building/scale house, the maintenance
building, the groundwater monitoring wells, the
systec for leachate collection and disposal, and
the wheel wash and truck wash facility.
Describe how the proposer intends to dispose of
leachate.
Describe. the water supply, for fire
fighting and other purposes, which the proposer
would construct.

4.2.11

Describe the evaluation of facilities for active
recreational use of the landfill site during the
post-closure care period which the proposer
would conduct.
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4.2.12

Describe in general terms the gas management
system which the proposer would create at the
site.

4.2.13

List below this paragraph any wastes which are
acceptable for disposal in sanitary landfills,
construction/demolition/debris landfills
and/or industrial waste disposal facilities as
defined in, Sections 5.1 through 5.3 of the
Virginia Solid Waste Management Regulations
which the proposer proposes to exclude from
this landfill (if any) and list below any
wastes which are not acceptable for disposal
in Section 5.1, 5.2, or 5.3 landfills which
the proposer would propose to accept in this
landfill under special permit conditions (if
any).

4.2.14

Describe in general terms how the proposer
would design for/handle the access situation
relating to the site, how they will control
traffic, and how they will do that particularly during school bus hours;

4.2.15

Describe the service area which the proposer
would propose to service with this landfill.

4.2.16

Describe the hours of operation and holidays
which the proposer proposes for this landfill.

4.2.17

Describe any proffers or additional environmental protection the proposer would be willing to provide which would be over and above
those things required by minimum State and
Federal regulations; for example, measures
which might promote greater groundwater protection and guarantees for the protection
and/or maintenance of property values of
neighboring properties.

4.2.18

Describe what the proposer proposes with
respect to the ow~ership of the waste; i.e.,
who owns it and at what time does ownership
transfer from one party to another.

4.2.19

Describe in general terms any litigation on
environmental protection or environmental pollution matters which is pending against the
proposer and any convictions that the proposer
has suffered in State or Federal courts on
environmental protection or pollution matters.

4.2.20

Express the proposer's preference as to the
provision of a lease or a deed to the land,
and insert herein the proposed format of the
necessary and appropriate legal documents to
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effect the lease or deed (ref. para. 2.6).

4.2.21

4.3

Set forth the proposer's proposal with regard to
specific language to govern contract cancellation (ref. Paragraph 8.10).

Additional Information:
The proposer may provide information in addition to that
required in Section 4.2 in this Section 4.3.
He may
present whatever he wishes in whatever format he
desires; however, at a minimum, he should include a
record of his experience, his qualifications, references
from other clients, and his most recent financial statement (audited if possible).

5.

Selection Process/Evaluation/Award Criteria:
This Request for Proposal is part of a competitive
procurement process that helps to serve the County of
Gloucester's best interests.
It also provides firms with a
fair opportunity for their services to be considered.
The
process of competitive negotiation being used in this case
should not be confused with the different process of
competitive sealed bidding.
The latter process is usually
used where the services being procured can be precisely
described and price is generally the determinant factor.
With competitive negotiation, on the other hand, price is not
required to be the deterainant factor.
Although it may be,
the County has the flexibility it needs to negotiate with one
or more firms to arrive at a mutually agreeable relationship.

5.1

Selection Process:
Selection shall be made of two or more Offerors deemed
to be fully qualified and best suited among those
submitting proposals on the basis of the evaluation
factors included in the Request for Proposals, including
price, if so stated in the Request for Proposals.
Negotiations shall be conducted with the Offerors so
selected.
Price shall be considered, but need not be
the sole determining factor.
After negotiations have
been conducted with each Offeror so selected, the
Purchasing Director shall select the Offeror(s) which,
in his opinion, has ma~e the best proposal, and shall
award the contract to that Offeror(s).
The Purchasing
Director may cancel this Request for Proposals or reject
proposals at any tim~· prior to an-award, and is not
required to furnish a statement of the reason why a
particular proposal was not deeced to be the most
advantageous.
(Section ll-65D, Code of Virginia.)
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Should the Purchasing Director deterQine in writing and
in its s~le discretion that only one Offeror is fully
qualified, or that one Offeror is clearly more highly
qualified than the others under consideration, a
contract may be negotiated and awarded to that Offeror.
The award document will be a contract incorporating by
reference all the requirements, teres and conditions of
the solicitation and the contractor's proposal as
negotiated.
5.2

Evaluation:
The following criteria shall be used to evaluate
responses to this RFP:
FACTORS
Point Value
5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3

5.2.4

5.2.5

5.2.6

Demonstrated ability to follow the
instructions contained in this
Proposal

10

Experience, qualifications of offerors, financial statement, and
references from other clients.

20

Responses to Sections 3 through
4.3 of this RFP.

20

Contract Price (i.e., "Section 4.2.7")
and other items of revenue/compensation
offered to the County.

30

Innovations contained in the offeror's proposal in terms of their
perceived value to Gloucester County.

10

Level of service offered.

10

6.
Communications:
Adherence to Provisions.
Any failure to
adhere to the provisions set fort.h below may result in the rejection of any offeror's proposal or in the cancellation of this
Request for Proposal.
Informal Communications:
From the Date of receipt of
this Request for Proposal by each offeror until a binding contractual agreement exists with the selected
offeror(s) and all other offerors have been notified, or
when the County rejects all proposals, informal communi-
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cations regarding this procurement shall cease.
Informal communications shall include but not be limited to:
(1)
requests from offerors to any departments of the
County (with the exception of the designated County Central Purchasing office and County Administrator's office)
for information, comments, speculation, etc. (2) requests
from any department of the County (with the exception of
the designated County purchasing authority and County
Administrator's office) tor information, comments,
speculation, etc. regarding the RFP, responses or process.
Formal Communications:
Nature of Communication:
From the date of receipt of
this Request for Proposal by each offeror until a binding contractual agreeoent exists with the selected
offeror or when the County of Gloucester rejects all
proposals, all communications between the public body
and the offeror will be formal or as requested by the
County purchasing office.
Address all inquiries to Mr.
William H. Whitley, County Administrator, at (804)

693-4042.

~

Revisions/Additions to RFP:
Revisions or additions to
this Request for Proposal shall be at the sole discretion of the public body.
In the event it becomes necessary to revise any part of this Request for Proposal,
revisions will be mailed by the issuing office to all
offerors to whom the initial Request for Proposal was
mailed or by whom the initial Request for Proposal was
requested.

7.

General Terms and Conditions:
7.1

Vendor's Manual:
This solicitation is subject to the
provisions of the Commonwealth of Virginia Vendor's
Manual and any revisions thereto, which are hereby
incorporated into this contract in their entirety.

7.2

Applicable Laws and Courts:
This solicitation and any
resulting contract shall be governed in all respects
by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia and any
litigation with respect thereto shall be brought in
the courts of the County.
The Contractor shall comply
with applicable Federal, State and local laws and regulations.

7.3

Anti-Discrimination:
By submitting their bids or
proposals Bidders or Offerors certify to the County
that they will conform to the provisions of the
Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, where
applicable, The Virginians With Disabilities Act, the
Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended,
as well as the Virginia Fair Employcent Act of 1975,
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as amended, where applicable, and Section 11-51 of the
Virginia Public Procurement Act which provides:
In every contract over $10,000 the provisions in
7.3.1 and 7.3.2 below apply:
7.3.1.

7.3.2.

During the performance of this contract, the
Contractor agrees as follows:
0

The Contractor will not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for
employment because of race, religion,
color, sex or national origin, except where
religion, sex or national origin is a bona
fide occupational qualification reasonably
necessary to the normal operation of the
Contractor.
The Contractor agrees to post
in conspicuous places, available to
employees and applicants for employment,
notices setting forth the provisions of
this nondiscrimination clause.

0

The Contra c tor , in·· a 11 s o 1 i c i tat ions or
advertisements for. employees placed by or
on behalf of the Contractor, will state
that such Contractor is an equal
opportunity employer.

0

Notices, advertisements and solicitations
placed in accordance with federal law, rule
or regulation shall be deemed sufficient
for the purpose of meeting the requirements
of this Section.
The Contractor will include the provisions
of 7.3.1. above in every subcontract or
purchase order over $10,000, so that the
provisions will be binding upon each
subcontractor or vendor.

7.4

Ethics In Public Contracting: By submitting their
bids or proposals, Bidders or Offerors certify that
their bids or proposals are made without collusion or
fraud and that they have not offered or received any
kickbacks or inducements from any other Bidder/
Offeror, supplier, manufacturer or subcontractor in
connection with their bid or proposal, and that they
have not conferred on any public employee having
official responsibility for this procurement
transaction any payment, loan, subscription, advance,
deposit of money, services or anything of more than
nominal value, pres~nt or promised unless
consideration of substantially equal or greater value
was exchanged.

7.5

Immigration Reform And Control Act Of 1986:

By

1
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requested.
The County reserves the right to inspect
Bidder's or Offeror's physical facilities prior to
award to satisfy questions regarding the Bidder's or
Offeror's capabilities.
The County further reserves
the right to reject any bid or proposal if the evidence submitted by, or investigations of, such Bidder
or Offeror fails to satisfy the County that such Bidder or Offeror is properly qualified to carry out the
obligations of the contract and to complete the
work/furnish the item(s) contemplated therein.

8.

7.12

Assignment of Contract:
A contract shall not be
assignable by the contractor in whole or in part
without the written consent of the County.

7.13

Changes To The Contract:
The County Purchasing
Director may, upon mutual agreement with the firm,
issue written modifications to the scope of
work/specifications of the contract, and within the
general scope thereof.

7.14

Execution:
All shall be in accordance with all local,
state and federal codes, laws·· and regulations,
including but not limited to:
laws and regulations
governing the permitting,
cortstruction, and operation of waste management facilities, Virginia (VA)
Conflict of Interest Act, VA Fair Employment Contracting Act, VA Freedom of Information Act, VA Prompt Payment Act, VA Public Procurement Act.

7.15

Peraits, Licenses, Insurance and Fees:
Shall be the
responsibility of the contractor to secure.
They
shall be obtained and paid for·by the contractor as
required to perform under any resulting contract.

7.16

Default:
In case of failure to deliver goods or
services in accordance with the contract terms and
conditions, the County, after due oral or written
notice, may procure them from other sources and hold
the Contractor responsible for any resulting additional purchase and administrative costs.
This remedy
shall be in addition to any other remedies which the
County may have.

7.17

Local Business License:
By entering into a contract
with the County/Schools of Gloucester, the Contractor
certifies that they shall obtain ~ Gloucester County
Business License when the gross amount of business
done by the contractor exceeds the sum of $25,000 in
any one year
(Code of Virginia, Section 58.1-3715 and
Code of Glouc~~ter County, Section 10-41).

Special Terms and Conditions

8. 1
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supplies, equipment, or services resulting from this
bid/proposal, no indication of such sales or.services
to the County of Gloucester will be used in product
literature or advertising without the express written
consent of the County.
The Contractor shall not state
in any of the advertising or product literature that
the County or any department has purchased or uses its
products or services without the express written consent of the County.
8.2

Audit:
The Contractor hereby agrees to retain all
books, records, and other documents relative to this
contract for five (5) years after the completion of
the post-closure care period. The County, its authorized agents, and/or State auditors shall have full
access to and the right to examine any of said materials during said period.

8.3

Availability Of Funds:
It is understood and agreed
between the parties herein that the County shall be
bound hereunder only to the extent of the funds
available or which may hereafter become available for
the purpose of this agreement~

8.4

Rejection of Proposals:
The Purchasing Director may
cancel this Request for Proposal or reject proposals
at any time prior to an award, and is not required to
furnish a statecent of the reason why a particular
proposal was not deemed to be the most advantageous.
(Section 11-650, Code of Virginia.).
Should it be
determined in writing that only one offeror is fully
qualified, or that one offeror is clearly more
qualified than the others under consideration, a
contract may be negotiated and awarded to that
offeror.

8.5

All Documents which the bidder is required to execute
under this RFP shall carry the signature of the
president of the corporation, the corporate seal and
shall be attested by the secretary of the corporation
provided, however, if the board of directors of a
corporation authorizes another officer to act for the
corporation, then a sealed and attested copy of such
authorization shall accompany the signature of such
other officer. In the case of an individual or
partnership, the individual to be bound shall sign, and
each partner to be bound shall sign the document or
documents.

8.6

Bid/Proposal Acceptance Period: Any bid/proposal
resulting fro~ this solicitation shall be valid for
(365) days.
At the end of the (365) days the
bid/proposal may be withdrawn at the written request
of the Bidder/Offeror.

8.7

Identification Of Bid/Proposal Envelope:
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special envelope is not furnished, or if return in the
special envelope is not possible, the signed
bid/proposal should be returned in a separate envelope
or package, sealed and identified as follovs:
From=----------------~·------------Name of Bidder/Offeror

Street or Box Number

Due Date
Time

City, State, Zip Code

IFB No./RFP No.

Name of Contract/Purchase
Officer or Buyer

IFB/RFP Title

The envelope should be addressed as directed on Page 1
of the solicitation.
If a bid/proposal not contained in the special
envelope is mailed, the Bidder/Offeror takes the risk
that the envelope, even if marked as described above,
any ·be inadvertently opened and the information
compromised which may cause the bid or proposal to be
disqualified.
Bids/Proposals may be hand delivered to
the designated location in the office issuing the
solicitation.
No other correspondence or other
Bids/Proposals should be placed in the envelope.
8.8

Ownership of Materials:
Ownership of all data,
material and documentation originated and prepared
pursuant to this Request for Proposal shall belong
exclusively to Gloucester County, Virginia and is
subject to public inspection in accordance with the
Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
Trade secrets or
proprietary information submitted by an offeror shall
not be subject to public disclosure under the Act;
however, the offeror must invoke protection of this
Section prior to or on submission of the data or other
materials, and must narrowly specify and identify the
data or other materials to be protected and state the
reasons why such protection is necessary.

8.9

Contractual Disputes:
In accordance with Section 1169 of the Code of Virginia, claims arising out of this
contract, whether for money or other relief, may be
submitted to the County of Gloucester, by submitting
the claim in writing, with all necessary data and
information to substantiate the claim attached, to the
Purchasing Director on the first page of this
solicitation.

8.10

Cancellation Of Contract:
As a matter of policy,
Gloucester County inserts the right of no-fault
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ternination into all of its contracts, and never,
under any circumstances, agrees to arbitration of
any contractual dispute which cannot be resolved
through negotiation.
The successful reply to this
Request for Proposal should set forth specific
language, to be reviewed by the County Attorney,
which covers cancellation in all respects.
However,
a proposal which does not meet the minimum policy
requirements outlined above will not be favorably
considered.
The final selection of cancellation
language will be accomplished during the negotiation
of the final contract.
8.11

Liquidated Damages:
A.

8.12

RFP 93-020

Liquidated Damages: Delivery of services is
required not later than 24 hours after notification
by the County.
It is understood and
agreed
by
the Bidder/Offeror that time is of the essence in
the delivery of services of the character and
quality specified in the bid/proposal document. In
the event these specified services are not delivered as specified there will be charged, not as a
penalty but as liquidated damages, the sum
required to continue the essential municipal waste
services for the contract period; except that if
the service be delayed by any act, negligence or
default on the part of the County, public enemy,
war, embargo, fire or explosion not caused by the
negligence or intentional act of the Contractor or
his supplier(s), or by riot, sabotage or labor
trouble that results from a cause or causes
entirely beyond the control or fault of the contractor, a reasonable extension of time as the procuring public body deems appropriate may be
granted.
Upon receipt of a written request and
justification for any extension from the Contractor, the County may extend the time for performance
of the contract herein specified, at the purchasing
department's sole discretion, for good cause shown.
Not Used
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8.13

Prime Contractor Responsibilities:
The Contractor
shall be responsible for completely supervising and
directing the work under this contract and all
subcontractors that he may utilize, using his best
skill and attention. Subcontractors who perform work
under this contract shall be responsible to the prime
Contractor.
The Contractor agrees that he i$ as fully
responsible for the acts and omissions of his
subcontractors and of persons employed by them as he
is for the acts and omissions,of 'his own employees.

8.14

SubContracts:
'No portion of the work shall be.
subcontracted without prior written consent of the
purchasing department.
In the event .that the
Contractor desires to subcontract some part of the
work specified herein, the Contractor shall furnish
the purchasing department the names, qualifications
and experience of their proposed subcontractors.
The
Contractor shall, however, remain fully liable and
responsible for the work to be done by his
subcontractor(s) and shall assure compliance with all
requirements of the contract.

8.15

Contract Documents:
a.

The contract entered into by the parties shall
consist of the Request for Proposals, the signed
Proposal submitted by. the Contractor, the Notice of
Award or County Purchase Order, the General and
Special Conditions, the other terms and conditions
mutually agreed to by the County and the Contractor, any modifications negotiated thereto, and
the
Specifications with drawings, if any, including all
modifications thereof, all of which shall be
referred to collectively as the Contract Documents.

b.

All time limits stated in the Contract Documents
are of the essence of the contract.

c.

If any provision, term or condition of the contract
is later declared illegal, void, or unenforceable,
the other provisions, terms or conditions shall not
be affected and shall remain in full force and
effect.
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8.16

Separate Contracts:
The County reserves the right to
let other contracts
in connection with the project
or services, the work under which will proceed
si~ultaneously with the performance of this
Contract.

8.17

Landfill Inspection:
To ensure that the detailed
ordinances, specifications, regulations, and laws
for the operation of the landfill are complied
with, a representative of Gloucester County may
inspect the landfill site and operation daily
during the term of the Agreement.
The County may
make inspections of the landfill site accompanied
by designated personnel during regular business
hours.

8.18

Books and Records:
The Contractor shall keep daily
records of wastes received, and the County shall
have the right to inspect the same insofar as they
pertain to the operation of the sanitary landfill
site(s).
The records shall show:
the type,
weight, and volume of solid waste received; the
portion of the landfill us~d, as determined by
cross section and survey; ~ny deviations made from
the plan of operation; equip~ent maintenance; and
cost records.
The Contractor shall submit a
proposed record and accounting system for approval.

8.19

Use of local and minority businesses:
It is the
policy of the Purchasing Director to contribute to
the establishment, preservation, and strengthening of
the County's business community and minority
business enterprises, and to encourage this through
participation in procurement activities.
Towards
that end, the Director encourages proposers to
provide for the participation of such local and
minority owned businesses through
partnerships,
joint ventures, subcontracts, and other contractual
opportunities offered during the performance of
this contract.
The Director would appreciate
receiving your ideas concerning possible
implementation of such a concept in your proposal.

8.20

Failure to permit/Lack of Suitability
This RFP assumes that Site 13 as described in
Attachment 1 is an environmentally suitable site
for the construction and operation of a regional·
landfill, and further, that the site will be
permitted by the appropriate state authorities.
However, in the event that the site is not suitable
for the
proposed use or is not for some reason
permittable
as a landfill, the remaining obligations
and commitments of any proposer are inappropriate
and, thus, unenforceable.

RFP 93-020
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8.21

Contractor Obligations With Respect to Closure and
Post-Closure Care of Existing Landfill:
The obligations and commitments that a proposer incurs
with respect to closure of the existing County landfill are limited to the physical elements associated
with closure and post-closure care, and any long-term
liabilities that may exist as the result of the past
practices associated with operation of the facility
remain the obligations of the County.

8.21

Requirements for Development, Permitting, Design,
Construction, Operation, Closure, Post-Closure, PostClosure Care, Groundwater and Other Monitoring, and
Financial Assurance of Landfills and Definitions of
Terms:
The requirements for development, permitting, design,
construction, operation, closure, post-closure, postclosure care, groundwater and other monitoring, and
financial assurance, of landfills and definition of
terms, as these terms/requirements are cited in
various
paragraphs/sections of this RFP, shall be as
cited/defined in Fede~al 4o··cFR Part 257, 40 CFR Part
258, and Virginia Department of Waste Management Regulations VR 672-20-10 and VR "672-20-1, as any of them
may be subsequently amended or superceded, and other
State and/or Federal laws and regulations as they may
apply, except where more stringent terms/requirements
are
stated
herein,
in which
case
the
terms/requirements
herein shall apply.

RFP 93-020
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IX.

SITE SPECIFIC TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS
This section of the evaluation

consideration

providing

addresses

of

both

on

also been

utilized

in preparation of each site's

should be

further

will be

information

and

analysis

proceed in the landfill permitting process.
preliminary

process proceeds forward.
setbacks,

and

related

area,

considering

The data

~lalysis.

preliminary

and

The costs presented are

consid-

and will require additional refinement as the siting
Changes in the approach
issues

on

the

to

development,

policy

issues

access,

site selected may occur, based upon

which

the

residents

in

have yet to be adopted by the
:

Site 13

A.

l.

General Discussion of Site

Site 13 is located two miles north of the community of Adner,
in Gloucester COunty.

ia Route 601.
site

noted

required on the site chosen to

Board.

ia

data

~reviously

considered

comments received in the siting process from the Board or
the

The

.

prel~nary·testing

Assumptions

development.

presented with respect to each site

ered very

landfill.

each site is the result of site walkovers,

and borings, and overall data

have

under

preliminary technical, engineering, a1d cost analy-

sis associated with the development of each site as a
presented

the ·sites

and

flow

The site is adjacent to

Two intermittent streams drain the
into Woods

feet from the southern edge of
Poropotank River.
portion of the
River.

Local

s~te

Two

S. Route 17 and Virgin-

southern portion

of

the

Mill Swamp which is located_approximately 2,500
the

site

and

eventually

drai~s

into

the

additional intex:mittent streams drain the northern

and flow approximately 12,000 feet

into

the

Poropotank

relief is approximately 90 feet, with the high point located

along the ridge at the northeastern edge
located

u.

Virgin-

of

the

site

and

the

low

point

along the central stream where it exits the site flowing toward Wood
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Mill

Swamp.

Site

improvements

include

two man-made

ponds

and

several

unimproved roads; however, no residential dwellings or other structures are
located on the site.
The entire acreage of the potential site is owned by the ~hesapeake
Corporation of Virginia and totals approximately 565 acres.

Fiqure 9.1

indicates the location of this site and the proposed access onto the site
from Route 17 via Route 601.
2.

Results of Geotechnical Investigation

Surficial soil deposits occurring on Site 13 are assigned to the
Kempsville-Hapludults-Eunola

Association

soils which are predominantly well

which

is

characterized

by

deep

to moderately well drained and have

primarily loamy. and clayey subsoils as shown on Fiqure 9. 2.

Detailed SCS

mapping of the area indicated that surface deposits on the site are dominated by upland soils classified as the Kenansville loamy fine sand, SuffQlk
fine

sandy loam,

moderate~y.

and Emporia sandy loam

(5).

These soils are well to

well drained, with a brown fine sandy loam and loamy fine sand

surface horizon underlain by a brown to yellowish brown sandy clay loam to
sandy loam subsoil.

Other minor soil types include Psamments, Hapludults,

and Eunola fine sandy loam on the valley slopes and Eunola fine sandy loam
and Fluvaquents in the valley floors.

These soils tend to be well drained

and sandy on the upper slopes and poorly drained, saturated and sandy to
clayey in the valley floors.
A series of four

(4)

soil borings were performed on Site 13 and

Appendix D contains the boring logs and related soils infomation.

The

boring locations were dictated by the limited existing site access and the
request of the property owner not to destroy existing trees.
varied from a completed depth of 30.0 feet to 65.5 feet.
3 provided surficial lithologic data.
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The borings

Borings 1, 2, and

Boring 4 was advanced down below

j
N

!

SITE 13
LOCATION MAP
FIGURE 9.1

j
N

!

TO RTE. 6\0 __.,-

~-~~----------PROPERTY

LINE

II

SCALE: I = 1/4 MILE (APPROX.)

NOTE I )MAP TAKEN FROM SOIL SURVEY MAPOF
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7
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the

water

tion.

table

into

the

upper surface of the underlying Yorktown Forma-

casing was set in the borehole

to

enable

subsequent monitoring

of

ground water elevations.
In

Boring

1,

a very loose to loose deposit of brown fine sand over-

lies horizons of more dense silty sands and sandy silts.
feet,

a

very

stiff

lens

of

gray

At a

depth

sandy clay was encountered.

of

14

All soil

samples from Boring 1 were damp; however, no ground water was encountered.
Boring 2 samples consisted primarily of brown to gray sands and silty
sands

of

low

to

medium density.

All horizons sampled were damp with the

exception of one dry horizon that was sampled

at

a

depth

of

9.0

10.5

feet.
In

Boring

a

3

surface layer of topso-il and medium dense brown fine

sand overlies a five-foot loose horizon of brown·silty sand.
from

7.0

feet

to

28.5

brown and gray fine sand.
a

depth

of

28.5

to

feet

The

consisted of loose to very dense

A wet horizon of brown silty sand was

30.0

feet.

interval

ae~sits

of

sampled

at

Water accumulated in the bottom of the

boring.
Boring 4 samples consisted of brown fine sandy silts and
of

low

density

to a depth of 4.0 feet.

A lens of brown fine sandy clay of

medium stiffness was encountered from 4.0 to 7.0 feet.
underlain

The

clay lens

is

by a loose to medium dense deposit of brown fine silty sand from a

depth of 7.0 feet to 29.0 feet.
present

silty sands

at

A medium stiff layer of brown silty clay

a depth of 29.0 feet.

Groundwater was encountered at a depth of

approximately 32.5 feet.

From a depth of 34.0 feet to 54.0 feet

horizons

sandy clay

of

very

soft

alternating

and very loose sand were sampled.

weight of the hammer in itself caused penetration in these deposits
ing .. saturation

of the soil and a loss of cohesion.

an abrupt change in soil color from

is

brown

41

to

qray

The

indicat-

At a depth of 54.0 feet
was

encountered.

This

change

is

indicative of

the

underlying Yorktown formation.

contact between

the Columbia Group and the

The Yorktown formation soils sampled consist-

ed of silty sand and sandy silts of medium density.

Boring 4 was

at a depth of 65.5 feet.
Visual

examination

nary borings indicates

that

liner/cap material do

not

of

terminated

.

the soil samples obtained during the.prelimisufficient quantities

of

suitable

soil

for

exist; however, most of the soils sampled, with

the exception of the clean sands, appear to be favorable for daily cover
occur

in

potentially sufficient quantities.

and

Further quantification of the

soil properties and the extent of the potential soil uses will be determined
during

future geotechnical investigations associated with the preparation of

a Part A application should this site be chosen,for further consideration.
Enqineerina/Oesian Issues

3.

a.

Site Access

Access to the site could be made from Route 17 or Route 601.
purposes

For

the

of this evaluation, it was determined that access will be made from

Route 601 as indicated on Figure 9.1, which would

impact

fewer

residences

and provide for the safer travel of solid waste collection vehicles entering
and exiting Route 17.
posed

as

shown

Access onto the site and to the

on Figure

The

areas

is

pro-

The on-site access road will have a paved

9.3.

surface to minimize the generation of
traffic.

fill

dust

from

daily

collection vehicle

estimated cost of improvements for site access are indicated

in subsequent sections.
b.

Landfill Oevelocment

Prelimina+Y engineering analysis of the development of the site
cates

that

both

a

solid

waste

and debris disposal area, as presented on

Figure 9.3, can be located on this proposed site.
this

landfill

has

indi-

been preliminarily

42
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solid waste and debris disposal areas.

A small portion of the soil located

on the site may be sui table for liner or cap construction; however, based on
the preliminary borings,

it does

exists for the project.

A

not appear that a

sufficient quantity

synthetic liner/cap system has been asJumed in

the preliminary development and closure cost estimates for the site based
upon the data to date to present a conservative analysis.

Acceptable daily

cover exists on the site; however, future investigations will be required to
determine the qUantity of acceptable cover material.
Recontouring of the site will be required to provide the two percent
minimum slope required for the

~nstallation

of liner systems.

The grading·

required to meet this regulation may be restricted_ by the height of the
ground water table which will in turn affect the useful life of the facility.

Stor.mwater management will consist of diversion structures constructed

at the perimeter of the fill areas to restrict runoff from the
and run on from the surrounding ,P.ortions of the site.
of

Gloucest~r

County,

fil~ are~s

Due to the topography

stormwa ter considerations will not be difficult to

address although they are very important issues in the construction of any
landfill.

Based upon this preliminary evaluation, it is contemplated that

the fill

area will extend from depths of zero to twenty feet below the

ground surface to heights of up to thirty to forty feet above the ground
surface.

Leachate from the disposal areas will be collected into a 20,000

gallon holding tank on the site.

It is envisioned that the leachate will be

pumped from the holding facility via a force main to the proposed HRSD force
····· ···- .... ""
main at Route 17, approximately 3500 feet from the site.

Leachate will be

treated at the treatment facility of the HRSD; however,

industrial waste

surcharges
leachate.

may

be

applied

depending

upon

the

characteristics

It has been presumed that no pretreatment will be required.
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of

the

c.

Environmental and Related Factors

There are no known endangered species on the site; however, further
investigations of the site will be required to identify any potential
endangered species if this site proceeds forward in the siting

proc~s~.

No

known historic or archaeoloqical sites exist on the site; however, it is
recommended that a historic and archaeoloqical investigation also occur if
further consideration of this site in the permitting process is recommended,
especially due to the historic nature of Gloucester County.
Site

distances

and

screening will

be

important

for

this

site,

particularly in reference to the impact on homes located west of the site.
A SO foot buffer of existing trees or fencing may be required in some areas.
Further investigations . will be ·required to address the potential
issue of non-tidal wetlands and the possible impact, if any, that may result
from development of a landfill on this site if this site is chosen for
further consideration in the
and has

bee~ consider~d

pe~itting

process. This issue is very complex

only briefly during the preliminary siting analysis.

4. Economic Factors
a.

Deveioament/Cacital Cost Estimates

Table 9.1 presents the preliminary estimated site development costs
for the landfill, broken down into solid waste and debris disposal areas.
It is estimated that the

total cost of the initial development of the

landfill .site proper is approximately 950,000 dollars, based upon preliminary engineering analyses

conducted to date.

Table

9.2

indicated the

preliminary estimated capital costs for the site to be 2,330,000 dollars
which includes development of the access road from Route 601 to·the disposal
areas of the site.
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TABLE 9.1

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED SITE DEVELOPMENT COSTS
SI'rE 13
SOLID WASTE AREA
Initial Clearing/Grading

$ 120,000

Double Liner System (Synthetic}

550,000

Erosion Control and Stormwater Management

40,000

Groundwater Monitoring

30,000

Subtotal

$ 740,000

DEBRIS FILL AREA
Initial Clearing/Grading

$

Single Liner System (Synthetic}

40,000
120,000

Erosion Contr9l and Stormwater Management

20,000

Groundwater Monitoring

30,000

Subtotal

$ 210,000

TOTAL

$ 950,000

~:

1.

The liner systems include all required leachate systems and drainage
layers.

2.

Erosion control includes all stormwater diversion ditches and sedimentation structures.

3.

Groundwater monitoring includes installation of four wells at each area
and background monitoring.

4.

The estimated total cost has been rounded to the nearest ten thousand
dollars.

Job Number 10935
May 1, 1989
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TABLE 9.2

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS
SITE 13

$

Property Acquisition(!)

510,000

Initial Site Development(2)

950,000

Site Access

120,000

Facilities and Utilities

450,000

Engineering/Per.mitting/Const. Management

250,000

Legal Fees

50~000

TOTAL

$2,330,000

~:

1.

Property Acquisition Costs have been calculated usinq Gloucester County
Tax Assessed values.

2.

The Site Development Cost is taken from Table 9.1.

3.

The estimated total cost has been rounded to the nearest ten thousand
dollars.

Job Number 10935
May 1, 1989
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b.

eperatinq Costs
present~

The preliminary estimated operating costs for this site are

ed in Table 9. 3 which indicates an estimated annual operating cost of
1,390,000 dollars

for the

first year of operation.

These

prel~azy

estimated operating costs relate to an estimated disposal cost of $40 per
ton for this site at the initiation of landfilling operations on or about
July 1, 1992, while the disposal cost estimate of $43 per ton is· estimated
for the fifth year of landfill operation.
devel~pment

It has been assumed in the

of these operating costs that the operation at the landfill will

be advertised fer bids and constructed utilizing outside contractors for the
initial development.

All costs associated with operation of the landfill

will be the responsibility of the landfill operator with the exception of
ground water monitoring, engineering, and environmental trust fund costs •

...

B. Site 27
l.

General Discussion of Site

Site 27 is located approximately 0.8 mile southwest of

u.s.

near the community of Marlfield, Virginia in Gloucester County.

Route 17
The site

can be accessed by either Virginia Route 613 or Virginia Route 615.

Two

intermittent streams drain the southern portion of the site located southeast of Route 613.

These two unnamed streams flow into two other perennial

streams that form the southern property boundary of the site.

This drainage

basin empties into the York River at Purton Bay, approximately 3. 2 miles
from the site.

The portion of the site located northwest of Route 613 is

drained by two inte%mittent streams that flow into Poplar Spring Branch,
approximately 0.9 miles for the site.
Poropotank River.

Poplar Spring Branch drains into the

Local topographical relief on the site is 85 feet, with

the local high point at 105 feet just south of Route 613 in the northeast
and a low point of approximately 20 feet at the southernmost

48

portion of the

TABLE 9.3
PRELIZ.tit;ARY ESTIZ.1ATED ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
SITE 13

Debt Service

$

Interest payments to HRSD

260,000
240,000

-----10,000
')0~

HRSD Surcharges
Environmental Trust Fund

50,000

Ground Water Monitoring

30,000

Engineering

20,000

Operating Contract

730,000

Contingency

50,000
$1,390,000

TOTAL

-Notes:
1.

These costs represent preliminary estimated first-year operating costs
in 1992 dollars.

2.

The debt service cost assumes the project is financed with a twenty year
bond at 9% interest.

3.

Interest payments will be made to HRSD on the capital expenditures
necessary for installation of the force main paralleling Route 17.

4.

The operating contract includes site development/closure costs, daily
operation costs, and overhead costs.

5.

Estimated fifth year annual operating cost is $1,650,000.

6.

Utilizing first and fifth year projected waste generation rates of
34,900 tons per year and 38,800 tons per year, respectively, results in
an estimated disposal cost, exclusive of transportation charges, of
$40/ton for the first year and $43/ton for the fifth year.

Job Number 10935
May 1, 1989
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~ ~ OLVER

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

INCORPORATED

1116 Saulll Main SlrHI

BORING LOG

·

Bl_,q,Virg•n~a 24060

Gloucester Countv Landfill Siting
Bortng No.:
J Elevatton ·Too of Sortnq: Apx 128'
1
Locataon: Site 13; Near Adner, VA

Project=

10935
January 26, 1989

I Oate of Scrinq:

I

Ayers & Ayers, Inc.

Orilhng Conrrac:ror:

JJob No.:

Type of Bortnq: Hollow

t

30.0'

Total Oeoth ;

Stem Auger/SPT

Grouna Water Oat a:
Water level as

N/A

Water level •s
Elevarton

ft. below ground surface or comotttion.
hrs. after comptetron.

ft. below ground surface

SPT
Density

Oescrrption

Oeoth

--

0

1.5 -

Sctncfe
Slows

•

%Coto
R~

2-2-4

--

Very Loose

2-2-1

--

Loose

3-3-3

--

Loose

Brown Fine Sand; damp

I

~.o-:

3.5 - 4.0-

--

...

5.5 ~
7.0

-=
-

8.5
9.0-

Gray and Brown Silty San.d; damp
.·
.

10.5 ~
1

.

Dense

--

12-16-20

I

Med. Dense

9-7-7

--

---

14.0

-=-

15 .5' 5

Gray Sandy Clay; damp

Verv Stiff

7-11-18

-

-

-24.0 $5--

25.

-

Gray Sandy Silt; damp

Brown Fine Sand with Silt Seams; damp

Me d.

Dense

4-8-11

Med. Dense

5-6-9

-

98'

~!5

----

'

Bottom

Med. Dense
@

3-6-5

30.0'

---

51

of Slows t40·1b. Hammer, 30·rt Faii,ReQuJrctd to Drive Z·in 0.0., 1.375-in. 1.0. Sampler 6·in.
Recovery as Percent of Length of Ori II Run.
See NOTES TO BORING LOG whicrt are o port of this log.

-----

----

----

-

*No.

** Core

---

--

--

28.5-30
--

---

19 .o -

So--

-..
---

--

20.

~
-

Scola: 1" = 5'

••
fl•

She.t I of

~·~OLVER

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

1116 South Main Sl,..t

Protecr:

BORING LOG

INCORPORATED
SlaciiSI>I.rg, V1t9lftiG 24060

Gloucester County Landfill Siting
2
j Elevar1on • Too of Bor~nq ~ Apx. 110'

Bormq No.:

Job No.:

I Date of Sor~nq:

Location:

Site 13; near Adner, VA
Drillinq Ccnrracror: Ayers & Ayers, Inc.

J

10935
January 26, 1989

Type of Sarmq:

. . Totot

Doorn :

30.0
Hollow Stem Auger/ SPT

Grouna Water Data:

N/A

Water levet 1s
Water level
Elevoreon

ft. below grouna surface or comotetion.
hrs. after completion.

ft. below qround surface

IS

Depth

0

SPT
Density

Description

1.5-

Brown Fine Sand; damp

-

2.0
3.5_:
4.0

-

5.5 5-

-7.0 8.59.0:

.'<X

10.5

-=-

10

Brown and Gray Silty Sand; damp

Sornote
Blows

"*'

I

Loose

4-4-4

Loose

3-3-4

Med. DensE

4-4-7

Loose

3-4-4

%Con
R~

..
_.

Med.

Brown Silty Sand; dry

DensE

~-_6-13

. --'

14.0

-.

-

15
_:

15. 5

Brown and Gray Silty Sand; damp

Loose

4-4-5

Loose

3-4-5

---

-19.02020 .5-·
---

-

..-

24.0--

--

-

2~-

25.5-

----

28.5.....:
80'

30

_3~

-

-..
-.
--

-

Loose

3-4-6

Med. Dens

7-8-9

----.J

--

Bottom @ 30.0'

--
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*No. of Blows 140·lb. Hammer, 30·in Faii,Requered to Drive 2·in. O.D., J.375·in. 1.0. Sampler 6·in.
**Core Recovery as Percent of Lenqtn of Drill Run.
Soe NOTES TO BORING LOG whicn are o part of this loCJ.

-Scale; t" =5

1

R

-~

Shwtl of.

OLVER

JNCO~PORATED

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

BORING LOG

Sloc:ksDI..rq,V~rgrnia 24060

1116 South Main Street

Gloucester County Landfill Siting
No.:
3
Elevorron- Top of Boranq: Apx 92'

Project;
SortnCJ

1

I

Locatron:

Site 13; Near Adner, VA
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GLOUCESTER. VIRGINIA
23061
ENGINEERING (804) 693-5480
PUBLIC UTILITIES (804) 693-4044
BUILDINGS Sc GROUNDS (804) 693-5250

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS
P.O. BOX 329
MAIN STREET

MEMORANDUM
To: ·

Wesley D. Jones, Director of Public Works

From:

Sandra P. Hogge, Administrative

Date:
Subj:

Secreta~

tiOV 0 3 1992
Site 13, Owl Trap Proposed Landfill Site

The "Preliminary Landfill Siting and Recycling Evaluation"
report prepared by Olver, Inc. on May 1, 1989 identified a 564.96
acre site owned by Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia as Site 13.
This same parcel was identified on the Gloucester County tax maps
as parcel 60 on tax map 9.
Chesapeake Corporation transferred title to 54.62 acres of
this parcel located north of State Route 601 on September 14,
1991 to Delmarva Properties, Inc., leaving 510.34 acres in parcel
9-60. (Deed Book 390, Page 279)
On January 23, 1991, the Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia
transferred title to the 510.34 acre tract to Chesapeake Forest
Products company. (Deed Book 397, Page 731)
According to the assessment field sheet located in the commissioner of Revenue's office, the fair market value of parcel
9-60 is $451,300. The assessment's breakdown is 494.34 acres of
wooded land assessed at $900 per acre, plus 16.00 acres of residue assessed at $400 per acre. The unit values per acre were
established during the 1989 General Real Estate Reassessment.
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ATTACHMENT 3

The following is intended to be an expression of the County's
minimum acceptable requirements for an Environmental Trust Fund.
Firms responding to this RFP are encouraged to propose. any and
all appropriate additions to this minimum required language in
order to further enhance the County's guarantee of faithful
performance of the anticipated contract, especially as to site
specific environmental catastrophe.

ENVIRONMENTAL TRUST FUND
The Contractor shall provide at its expense and maintain during the entire term of the Contract security payable to the
County for the faithful performance of the contract.

Initially,

security shall be provided in the form of a corporate surety
bond, or bond secured by irrevocable Letter of Credit.

During

performance of the Contract, the Contractor shall, in addition,
make deposits into an Escrow Fund (as defined below) which, upon
obtaining the hereinbelow specified levels of funding, will eliminate the need for a surety bond.

In order to retire the surety

bond or security fund and to provide a Ten Million Dollar
($10,000,000.00) Escrow Fund in lieu thereof, the Contractor
shall undertake the following:

(A)

SECURITY REQUIRED UPON EXECUTION OF CONTRACT.
Upon execution hereof, the Contractor shall provide the
County with minimum performance security in the amount
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of Ten Million Dollars ($10,000,000.00).

This security

may be provided by either a corporate surety bond or, in
lieu thereof, a bond secured by irrevocable Letter of
Credit drawn on a financial institution approved by the
County Attorney.

Any attorneys-in-fact who sign the

bond must file with the bond a certified and dated copy
of their powers of attorney.

(B)

ESCROW FUND.

Upon commencing

operation~

at the Disposal

Facility, the Contractor shall establish with a national
bank with offices in Gloucester County, Virginia, _which
is approved by the county, an escrow account in the name
of the county (the "Escrow Fund"), for the purpose of
guaranteeing the availability of funds to meet the Solid
Waste disposal needs of the County.

All monies in the

escrow fund, including all deposits and all interest thereon, shall belong to the County.

As long as the Con-

tract is in effect, the County shall not use the Escrow
fund.

However, upon default by the Contractor or termi-

nation of the Contract for any reason, the County may
use any or all of the Escrow fund for the purposes of
meeting the County's Solid Waste disposal needs, to
include closure and post-closure care.

(C)

DEPOSITS TO THE ESCROW FUND.

Immediately upon receipt of

payment for the acceptance of SC?lid Waste for disposal
at the Disposal Facility, the contractor shall deposit in
the Escrow Fund a minimum of two dollars ($2.00)
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per

ton of.Solid Waste received at the Disposal Facility
which shall be payable from the Tipping Fees received by
the Contractor. The Contractor shall continue to make
these deposits until the corpus of the Escrow Fund,
excluding any interest, is equal to the amount of Ten
Million Dollars ($10,000,000.00).

(D)

DECREASE IN SECURITY.

The contractor shall maintain its

surety bond payable to the County at the level of Ten
Million Dollars ($10,000,000.00) until the Escrow Fund
described in (B), above, contains one Million Two
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,250,000.00).

At that

time, Contractor may reduce the amount of its performance bond to Eight Million Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($8,750,000.00).

Thereafter, the Contractor

must maintain through a combination of additions to the
Escrow Fund and the Contractor's performance bond, a Ten
Million Dollar ($10,000,000.00) aggregate security for
the benefit of the County.

The Contractor may reduce

the amount of performance bond provided in Two Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollar ($250,000.00) increments while
maintaining a .Ten Million Dollar ($10,000,000.00) aggregate from both the performance bond and the Escrow Fund.
At such time as the Escrow Fund contains Ten Million
Dollars ($10,000,000.00), exclusive of interest, the
Contractor will no longer be required to maintain a performance bond.

All interest accrued by the Escrow Fund

shall be retained in the Escrow Fund, but shall not be
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credited towards the Contractor's obligation to provide
the total aggregate Escrow Fund and performance bond
surety described above.

The Contractor may, at any

time, deposit monies over and above those derived from
the Tipping Fees into the Escrow Fund which will apply
towards the Contractor's obligation to furnish a Ten
Million Dollar ($10,000,000.00) corpus.

However, any

monies so deposited shall, immediately upon deposit,
become the property of the County.

(E)

COUNTY SURCHARGE.

Once the corpus of the Escrow Fund

reaches Ten Million Dollars ($10,000,000.00), the Tipping Fee received by the Contractor shall be reduced by
an amount equal to that amount which was designated for
deposit in the Escrow Fund.

Simultaneously, the Con-

tractor shall automatically add to the Tipping fee an
amount equal to the amount by which the fee was just
reduced, which will represent a County surcharge for
deposit into the Escrow Fund.

The Contractor shall con-

tinue to collect this county surcharge until the corpus
of the escrow fund reaches Fifteen Million Dollars
($1S,OOO,OOO.OO), exclusive of accrued interest.

The maximum corpus of the escrow fund cited in the previous sentence, annually on the anniversary date of the
contract, shall be adjusted upward or downward to
reflect changes in the cost of doing business, as measured by fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index (CPI-U)

published by the

u.s.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, covering the area which includes Gloucester
County, which is presently "South-C".
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Owner's Instructions for Bonds and Insurance
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT

That CONTRACTOR agrees to indemnify and save harmless the COUNTY
against and from any and all claims by or on behalf of any person
or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corporations, arising
from the conduct of or management about the demised premises, or
from any accident on or on the demised premises, and will further
indemnify and save the COUNTY harmless against and from any and
all claims arising from any breach or default on the part of the
CONTRACTOR in the performance of any covenant or agreement on the
part of the CONTRACTOR to be performed pursuant to the terms of
this agreement, or arising from any act or negligence of the CONTRACTOR, to any of its agents, contractors, servants, employees
or licensees, and from and against all costs, counsel fees,
expenses and liabilities incurred in or about any such claim or
action proceeding brought thereon: and in case any action or proceeding be brought against the COUNTY by reason of any such
claim, the CONTRACTOR upon notice from the COUNTY covenants to
resist or defend at CONTRACTOR'S expense such action or proceeding by counsel reasonably satisfactory to the COUNTY.
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

CONTRACTOR agrees to provide either a Commercial General Liability Insurance Policy, only, or a Commercial General Liability AND
Umbrella or Excess Liability Insurance Policy, along with either
a Business Automobile Policy or a Non-Owned and Hired Business
Automobile Liability Policy, including coverage for Bodily
Injury, Personal Injury, Advertising Liability, Property Damage,.
Fire Damage Legal Liability, Medical payments to Others, Products
Liability and Completed Operations and Automobile Liability
Insurance coverages in the amounts of $3,000,000 General Aggregate Limit (Other than Products/Completed Operations), $3,000,000
Products and Completed Operations Aggregate Limits, $3,000,000
Personal and Advertising Injury Liability, $3,000,000· Each Occurrence Limit, $50,000 Fire Damage Limit, $5,000 Medical Expense
Limit, and a $3,000,000 owned, Hired or Non-owned Automobiles,
plus $1,000,000 Uninsured Motorist coverages, on an OCCURRENCE
form, with a company or companies licensed to conduct business
within the Commonwealth of Virginia, and furnishing the COUNTY
with a certificate of Insurance reflecting at least a 45 Day
notice of either cancellation, change in any coverage or limits,
or non-renewal, in addition to naming the COUNTY as an Additional
Insured for all policies issued on behalf of the CONTRACTOR.
In addition, CONTRACTOR will provide a Certificate of Insurance
to the COUNTY reflecting a standard Workers Compensation and
Employers Liability coverages as mandated. by the Virginia Work•ers' compensation Board, giving the COUNTY a 45 day notice of
cancellation or non-renewal, is in force on. behalf of the CONTRACTOR.
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Should any events be of a maritime nature, the CONTRACTOR'S
Workers' Compensation coverages will reflect the existence of the
proper Maritime compensation Coverages (USL&H, etc.) as mandated
by the Virginia Workers' Compensation Board. The Employers Liability limits will be not less than $100,000 Each Accident for
Bodily Injury by accident; $500,000 Policy Limit for Bodily
Injury for Disease; and $100,000 Each Employee for Bodily Injury
by Diseases. The CONTRACTOR'S Workers' Compensation policy will
be further endorsed to include the Voluntary Compensation and
Employers Liability Coverage Endorsement to include all
employees not subject to the Workers' compensation Law or Occupational Disease Laws or the United States Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Act of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
POLLUTION LIABILITY
The CONTRACTOR must provide pollution liability insurance coverages, and the CONTRACTOR will purchase the insurance in the
amount of at least $3,000,000, and name the COUNTY as an additional insured. The CONTRACTOR will purchase the pollution liability insurance coverages from an insurance carrier providing
such coverage, and give the COUNTY a Certificate of Insurance
reflecting the existence of this coverage.
The pollution liability insurance may be purchased on a ClaimsMade basis. The CONTRACTOR agrees to continue all Claims-Made
insurance placements in force during the term of this agreement
with retrospective coverage dates being continued at the inception date of this agreement, or the date of any existing ClaimsMade policy in force at the time of this agreement, if any, and
will not allow the retrospective coverage date to be changed or
amended during the life of this agreement or its extensions.
CONTRACTOR agrees to continue the original claims-made insurance
carriers during the life of this agreement, or its extensions.
CONTRACTOR also agrees to continue all Claims-Made insurance
placements in force during the term of this agreement for at
least one year after the termination of this agreement by either
continuing the existing claims-made contract or by purchasing the
extended claims reporting endorsement.
PREMIUM PAYMENTS
Not withstanding the prov~s~ons of the Insurance Paragraph above,
the COUNTY has the right to pay the premium for each insurance
policy required under this agreement and the CONTRACTOR hereby
understands and agrees to reimburse the COUNTY for all premiums
and related expenses associated with the procurement of the necessary .insurance coverages that are included and agreed upon by the
CONTRACTOR under the terms and conditions of this agreement.
Failure of the COUNTY to secure such insurance for the CONTRACTOR
shall not impose any liability upon the COUNTY and such failure
shall not operate to waive or invalidate any obligation assumed
hereunder by the CONTRACTOR.
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REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
The COUNTY shall not be liable or responsible for any loss or
damage to any real and personal property of the CONTRACTOR,
including loss of income and extra expense associated with any
incident, arising out of any incident which is the proximate
cause of any peril included within the "Special Causes of Loss"
form of the standard Commercial Property Policy, or the "All Risk"
perils reflected in an Inland Marine Floater, as used within the
Commonwealth of Virginia, and including additional perils of
flood, the dishonest acts of either the COUNTY'S OR CONTRACTOR'S
employees, earthquake, earth movement, the back-up of sewers or
drains, collapse of any building or structure, weather conditions, acts of God or any other causes of loss arising out of
Nature.
In addition, the COUNTY shall not be liable or responsible for
any loss or damage to any Inland Marine, Contractors' Equipment,
Mobile Equipment, Communications Equipment, Electronic Data
processing Equipment, or other special machinery or property used
by the CONTRACTOR in the execution of this·agreement, including
all heavy duty equipment at the landfill, including but not limited to such items as bulldozers, front-end loaders, tire cutters, and the like.
EMPLOYEE DISHONESTY
The COUNTY shall not be liable or responsible for any loss of
money, securities, real or personal property of every description, of the CONTRACTOR caused by the dishonest acts of either
the CONTRACTOR'S employees, agents or volunteers, or the dishonest acts of all other third-parties.
CONTRACTOR may,· at its own cost, purchase a commercial Crime
policy to protect itself from these types of incidents.
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PLAINTIFF'S
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Contract
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The county of Gloucester, Virginia
and
Waste Management Disposal services of Virginia, znc •
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CONTRACT

'l'IIIS CON'l'RAC'l' (this "Agreement") is made and entered into as
of the
day of April, 1993, between 'l'HB COUNTY OP GLOUCESTER,
VI:RGINIA (the "County"), and WASTB MA!O.GEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES
OP VIRGINIA, I:NC., a Virginia corporation ("WMD"), and provides:

B E Q .I I AM s:
A.
The County issued a Request for Proposal (RFP # 93-020)
for a firm to permit, construct and operate a solid waste
management facility on the Property. The County will purchase or
otherwise acquire and own the Property.
B.
WMD responded to the Request for Proposal and was
selected to enter into this Agreement with the County to lease
the Property and to permit, construct and operate a solid waste
management facility on the Property.

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing and
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy
of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1
1;\.efinitions
Section 1.1 pefinitions. The following terms, phrases, and
words shall have the meaning given herein. When not inconsistent
with the context, words used in the present tense include the
future tense, words in the plural tense include the singular and
words in the sinqular include the plural. The words "shall" or
"will" are always mandatory and not directory. The term "or" is
not exclusive when used in this Agreement. The words "include"
and "including" and words of similar import when used in this
Agreement are not limiting and shall be construed to be followed
by the words "without limitation" whether or not they are in fact
followed by such words. The words "terminate" or "termination"
as used herein shall refer to the end of this Agreement whether
due to the expiration of the Agreement Term or the earlier end of
this Agreement in accordance with the terms and provisions
hereof. Every mention hereof of the County or WMD shall include
the heirs, executors, legal representatives, administrators,
successors, and assigns of each so designated. Unless defined
1
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otherwise herein, all terms shall have
the DWM Regulations and all applicable
laws, regulations and ordinances. All
shall be deemed references to exhibits
as a part hereof.
Acceptable Wastes.
Additional Rent.

meaning consistent with
federal, state and local
references to exhibits
which are attached hereto

Solid Waste other than Unacceptable Wastes.
As defined in §9.2.

Agreement.

This contract and all exhibits hereto attached.

Base Rent.

As defined in §9.1.1.

Business License Taxes.
Closure Term.

As defined in §9.3.

As defined in §4.1.3.

Commencement of Commercial Operations. The date upon which Solid
Waste is deposited into the landfill (constructed as a part of
the Facility) and a Tipping·Fee is charged for disposal of such
Solid Waste.
Condemnation.
The County.

As defined in §6.2.
The County of Gloucester, Virginia.

County's Capacity.

As defined in §11.8.

County's Existing Landfill. The Gloucester County Sanitary
Landfill located off of Route 17 and the subject of Permit 34,
issued by the Virqinia Department of Health.
CPI.

As defined in §9.1.3.

:~~··

DWM. The Virginia Department of Waste Management, or a successor
agency thereto.
DWM Regulations. The Virginia Department of Waste Management's
Solid Waste Management Regulations VR 672-20-10 December, 1988,
as amended (including the amendments expected to be effective on
or about March 15, 1993) or superseded.
Default.

As defined in §14.1.

Delivery Date.

As defined in.§4.1.2.

Environmental·Trust Fund.

As def.ined in §11.13.

Facility. The Solid Waste management facility, to be developed,
permitted, constructed, operated and closed on the Property as
described in this Agreement and any and all improvements thereon
2
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to be required of WMD to satisfy its requirements herein. This
term shall include the Property and any and all improvements
constructed thereon.
Guaranteed Annual Rent.
Implementation Fee.
Lease.

As defined in §9.1.2.

As defined in §9.2.1.

As defined in §3.2.

Lease Year. The period from 12:00.01 a.m. January 1,
12:00.00 a.m. December 31 of each year.
Mortgage.

~hrouqh

As defined in §13.1.

Operation. The complete activity of WMD necessary to dispose of
waste at the Facility pursuant to this Agreement including,
without limitation, planning, design, construction, handling of
waste, waste reduction, recycling, maintenance, monitori~g,
closure and post-closure of some or all of the Facility.
Option.

As defined in §3.1.3.

Personal Property Taxes.
Preliminary Term.
Primary Term.

As defined in §9.3.

As defined in §4.1.1.

As defined in §4.1.2.

Property. All those parcels of land consisting of approximately
510 acres located in the southeast corner of the intersection of
Route 17 and 601 in the county of Gloucester, Virginia and more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto, and all
access or other easements ben.efitting the land or the operation
of the Facility thereon, and including all privileges and
appurtenances thereunto belonging, and any rights, interests and
reversions of the County now or hereafter existing which relate
to such parcels. WMD shall obtain a survey of the parcels
described on Exhibit A at WMD's sole cost and expense, and upon
such survey's completion and approval by the county and WMD, such
survey shall be substituted as Exhibit A hereof and shall
thereafter be deemed a part of this definition of the "Property".
Rates Per Ton.
Rent.

As defined in §9.1.1.

As defined in §9.1.

Solid Waste. All material customarily referred to as such in the
DWM Regulations, including but not necessarily limited to
garbage, refuse, rubbish, debris and other discarded material
resulting from residential, industrial, commercial or
3

agricultural processes and operations or from community
activities exclusive of Unacceptable wastes.
surety Bond.
Term.

As defined in 511.14.

The period of the Primary Term and the Closure Term.

Tipping Fees.

As defined in §9.1.4.

Title Commitment.

As defined in §8.4.

Unacceptable Wastes. Any material, the disposal of which would
violate applicable federal or state laws, rules, regulations,
permits or requirements in effect at the time of disposal;
provided, however, that WMD shall not seek to permit the
acceptance at the Facility of Solid Waste other than that which
is permitted to be disposed of in facilities described in §§5.1,
5.2 and 5.3 of the DWM Regulations.
WMD. Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc., a
Virginia corporation.
ARTICLE 2
Purpose, Exclusivity and cooperation

Section 2.1 Purpose. The County, subject to the terms and
conditions contained in this Agreement, desires to provide a
safe, sanitary and environmentally sound waste disposal facility
to be constructed and operated on the Property by WMD and a ·
collection system to be constructed and managed by WMD, all in
accordance with this Agreement. WMD, subject to the terms and
conditions contained in this Agreement, desires to construct and
operate such facility as a r~gional facility disposing of waste
generated both within and outside of the County of Gloucester and
the Commonwealth of Virginia and to construct and operate such
collection system. The County and WMD have agreed that the
Property will be purchased by the County and leased to WMD for
development of a regional landfill.
Section 2.2 ExclusivitY. The County and WMD agree that
from the date of this Agreement until the expiration of the Term
of this Agreement, the Facility is intended to be the only
landfill or solid waste management facility located in the County
of Gloucester, Virginia and ~hat the exclusivity of the Facility
is a major consideration for this Agreement. The County agrees
to use its best efforts to the maximum extent permitted by law to
maintain such exclusivity with WMD until the end of the Term.
Section 2.3 Cooperation. The County agrees to cooperate in
a timely and prompt manner with WMD in its efforts to acquire all
state and federal permits, licenses and approvals which must be
4
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'
obtained for the construction and operation of the Facility, in
complying with all state and federal regulations applicable to
the Facility during the Term and in enforcing the limitations set
forth in this Agreement. WMD shall apply for a permit from DWM
for the operation of a landfill on the Property. WMD shall apply
for such permit in the name of the county, and the county shall
cooperate with WMD in the application process and in WMD's
utilization of such permits for operation of the Facility. WMD
may apply for revisions or amendments of such permits from time
to time, and, provided the same are not inconsistent with this
Agreement, the County shall promptly cooperate with and join in
such revision or amendment. During the Term hereof, the County
shall not take any action to seek the amendment or modification
of the DWM permit relating to the Facility without WMD's prior
written approval of such modification or amendment.
ARTICLE 3
Acquisition and Lease; Conditions
Section 3.1

Acquisition.

Section 3.1.1 Contracting. ~he County shall
enter into an option or contract to buy the Property
or, if necessary, the County shall condemn the
Property. Before such contract, option or condemnation
is finalized the purchase price shall be approved by
WMD. No conditions shall be included in such contract,
option or condemnation which continue past closing
unless approved by WMD. No encumbrances or title
defects shall be accepted by the County as a part of
such conveyance unless first approved by WMD. The
County shall complete the acquisition of the Property
promptly followin~nWM's approval of Part A of the
application for the DWM Permit for the Facility (or
earlier if WMD shall so notify the County) unless such
date is extended with reasonable consent of WMD. The
County and WMD shall use their best efforts to complete
such acquisition before October 1, 1993.
Section 3.1.2 Payment. At the time of the
acquisition of the Property, following the County's
request therefor, WMD shall provide the County with
funds equal to the sum of the purchase price (approved
by WMD) and the purchaser's recording costs and
associated clerk's fees which shall be due in
connection with the recordation of the deeds for the
Property.
Section 3.1.3 option. At the time the funds
described in §3.1.2 are advanced to the County, the
County shall enter into an option to sell the Property

to WMD substantially in the form set forth as Exhibit c
hereof (the "Option"). The parties agree that
consideration for the conveyance of the Property to WMD
shall be the forgiveness of any and all obligations to
repay any funds advanced to the county pursuant to
§3.1.2 plus Ten Dollars ($10.00). The Option shall not
be exercisable unless the condition described in §3.4
has failed, and the Option shall terminate upon the
satisfaction of the §3.4 condition.
section 3.2

Lease.

Section 3.2.1 Execution. Promptly following the
acquisition of the Property, the County shall lease the
same to WMD pursuant to a lease substantially in the
form set forth in Exhibit 0 hereof (the "Lease"). All
of the terms and conditions of ~his Agreement shall
survive the execution of the Lease.
.
Section 3.2.2 Status of the Propertv. The County
shall.deliver the Property to WMD properly zoned,
without the need for any special use permit,
conditional use permit, special exception or other
zoning or landuse permit or approval (except for such
permits as may be nec~ssary to comply the County's
Erosion & Sedimentation, Chesapeake Bay Protection Act,
and site plan approval ordinances and normal building
permits and certificates of occupancy) necessary to
allow the Facility as a permitted use under the County
of Gloucester Zoning Ordinance.
Section 3.2.3 Relationship of This Agreement and
the Lease. The terms of this Agreement shall be
incorporated into~the Lease. A Default under the Lease
shall constitute a Default hereunder. Following the
Preliminary Term, the Term of the Lease and the Term of
this Agreement shall be simultaneous and the expiration
or termination of the Lease shall also be the
expiration or termination of this Agreement.
Section 3.3 Failure of Acquisition, Option or Lease. No
portion of this Article 3 shall be interpreted to require any
governmental action except in strict accordance with all
applicable laws and after undertaking all necessary notices and
public hearings required for such action. In the event that, as
a result of such compliance:
i)

the County is unable to acquire the Property,
then this Agreement shall terminate,
following notice from either party;
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ii)

The County is unable to provide to WMD the
option described in §3.1.3, then this
Agreement shall terminate, following notice
from either party and all sums paid to the
County pursuant to §3.1.2 hereof shall be
promptly returned to WMD, or

iii) The County is unable to lease the Property to
WMD pursuant to the Lease as required by §3.2
hereof, then this Agreement shall terminate,
following notice from either party, and WMD
shall have the right to exercise the Option
to purchase the Property.
Section 3.4 Condition. The County recognizes that WMD's
obtaining, beyond all appeal or challenge, all permits, licenses
and approvals required to construct and operate the Facility {at
a sufficient size and with operating para~eters that allow the
Facility to receive not less than fifteen million (15,000,000)
gross bank cubic yards of waste and cover material, including
approval of Part A and Part B applications for the DWM permit,
all without any conditions which WMD, in good faith (without
arbitrary determinations), deems unreasonable, is a condition
subsequent to this Agreement and the Lease executed pursuant
hereto. Such condition shall be deemed satisfied upon the
passage of the statutory appeal period for the last permit,
license or approval necessary for construction or operation of
the Facility without:
(i) appeal of such permit, license or
approval (or if there is appeal, then the resolution of such
appeal), (ii) unresolved appeal of any previously issued permit,
license or approval or {iii) any such permit, license or approval
being denied or any condition being imposed on such permit,
license or approval which WMD, in good faith (without arbitrary
determinations), deems unreasonable.
ARTICLE 4
Term; Time for Satisfaction and Conditions.
Section 4.1

Term.

Section 4.1.1 Preliminary Term. The term of this
Agreement shall commence on the date first set forth
herein and continue through the Delivery Date (the
"Preliminary Term").
Section 4.1.2 Primary Term. Unless this
Agreement shall be earlier terminated or extended, as
herein provided, the term of this Agreement (the
"Primary Term") shall continue for a period of twenty
(20) years from the Delivery Date; provided, however,
such term shall be automatically extended for an
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additional period until all capacity of the Facility
has been utilized. Upon the exhaustion of such
capacity (but not before the Primary Term has continued
for the initial 20 years), WMD shall provide the County
with notice of not less than one hundred twenty (120)
days and the Primary Term shall expire. Upon delivery
of possession of the Property from the County to WMD
pursuant to the Lease, the County and WMD shall execute
Exhibit E to this Agreement designating the date upon
which such possession of the Property was delivered to
WMD (the "Delivery Date").
Section 4.1.3 Closure Term. The term of this
Agreement shall continue from the expiration of the
Primary Term until the completion of all requirements
of closure and post-closure pursuant to the DWM permit
(the "Closure Term").
Section 4.2 Time for Satisfaction of Condition. WMD shall
have a period of three (3) years after the Delivery Date to
satisfy the condition set fo.rth in §3. 4 of this Agreement.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, in the event,
despite the County's and w~'s diligent, good faith best efforts,
the condition to the construction and operation of the Facility
has not been satisfied within such period, this Agreement and all
obligations hereunder shall automatically terminate unless the
County and WMD agree to extend the time for satisfaction of such
condition. If, prior to the expiration of such period,
notwithstanding such best efforts, it is reasonably determined
that such condition cannot be satisfied and has not been waived
by WMD, WMD shall have the right to terminate this Agreement by
written notice to.the County as provided herein. "Best efforts"
as used in this §4.2 shall not require that WMD bring suit
regarding, or appeal, either~administratively or judically,
determinations by agencies or courts regarding the issuance of
permits or approvals.
Section 4.3

[Intentionally Omitted].

Section 4.4 Commencement of Operations. Subject to S14.2,
WMD shall commence commercial operation of the Facility pursuant
to the terms hereof not less than twenty-four (24) months after
satisfaction of the condition set forth in §3.4 hereof.
ARTICLE 5
Representations, Warranties and covenants
Section 5.1 The County's Representations and Warranties.
The county represents and warrants as follows:
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(a)

The County's Board of Supervisors has approved the
execution of this Agreement in accordance with all
applicable requirements;

(b)

The County has full power and authority to enter
into this Agreement, and

(c)

The County has no knowledge of any failure to
comply with any applicable federal, state or local
law which would preclude it from entering into
this Agreement.

Section 5.2 WMD's Recresentations and Warranties.
represents and warrants as follows:

WMD

(a)

It is a corporation in good standing under the
laws of Virginia, authorized to do business and to
enter into contracts in Virginia;

(b)

It has obtained all approvals from its directors
or other parties required to·enter into and be
bound by this Agreement, and

(c)

It certifies that this Agreement is made without
collusion or fraud and that it has not offered or
received any kickbacks or inducements from any
other offeror, supplier, manufacturer or
subcontractor in connection with this Agreement,
and that it has not conferred on any public
employee having any official responsibility for
this transaction any payment, loan, subscription,
advance, deposit of money or anything of more than
nominal value, present or promised, unless
consideration of substantially equal or greater
value was exchanged.
•

Section 5.3 WMP's Nondiscrimination Covenant. WKD
covenants to the County that it will conform to the applicable
provisions of (i) the Federal civil Rights·Act of 1964, as
amended, (ii) the Virginia Fair Employment Act of 1975, as
amended, and (iii) and the Federal Americans with Disabilities
Act, as amended.
AR'l'ICLB '

condemnation
Section 6.1 Condemnation. To the maximum extent permitted
by law, during the Term, the County agrees that it shall
cooperate with WMD to resist any exercise of condemnation rights
by any other governmental or private entity with condemnation

•

rights which would adversely impact the Property or WMD's
operation of the Facility.
Section 6.2 Termination of Agreement. If the entire
Property and WMD's rights therein shall be taken in the exercise
of the power of eminent domain (a "Condemnation"), this Agreement
shall terminate as of the date of the taking pursuant to such
Condemnation. If a portion of the Property or WMD's rights
therein is taken in the exercise of the power of eminent domain
so as to render the Property substantially unusable for the
purposes intended by this Agreement, WMD shall have the right to
cancel and terminate this Agreement as of the date of the taking
pursuant to such Condemnation giving to the County notice in
writing of such election within sixty (60) days after the receipt
by WMD from the County of written notice of such Condemnation;
provided, however, notwithstanding such termination, for any
portion of the Property which has been utilized by WMD for the
disposal of Solid Waste, and has not been condemned, this
Agreement shall continue but the Closure Term shall be deemed to
have commenced with regard to such portion of the Property
immediately upon delivery of WMD's notice of termination, and WMD
shall complete all closure and post-closure'requirements under
this Agreement with regard to such remaining portion of the
Property. The County agrees that it will give written notice to
WMD immediately of any Condemnation of the Property. Any
Condemnation proceedings shall be deemed to render the Property
substantially unusable hereunder if such Condemnation results in
WMD's inability to use the Property in the manner in which and
for the purposes for which it has been or is intended to be used
under this Agreement. The entire damage award of the
Condemnation proceedings shall be paid to WMD. The County hereby
waives any right that the County might have to pursue a separate
award from the court in such Condemnation proceeding or to claim
any right to the award paid t.c;:·WMD.
Section 6.3 Calculation of Damages. If, notwithstanding
the provisions of 56.1, the Property or WMD's rights under this
Agreement is the subject of a condemnation proceeding by the
County, the County and WMD agree that the appropriate method of
valuing the Property will be to determine the total of (i) the
present value of the net income which could be derived from the
operation of the Facility during the remainder of the Term and
(ii) the residual value of the Property after the Term (but not
less than zero); and that the Commissioners in a Condemnation
will be so directed. This 56.3 shall not apply to a Condemnation
for.road widenings or other similar Condemnations which do not
affect WMD's ability to operate the Facility in accordance with
this Agreement.
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ARTICLB 7
[Intentionally omitted]

ARTICLB 8
covenants of Quiet Enjoyment and Title

Section 8.1 . Ouiet Enjovment. WMD, upon paying the Rent and
performing the obligations pursuant to this Agreement, shall have
the right, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
to peaceably hold and enjoy the Property with exclusive control
and possession thereof during the Term. WMD shall permit and
encourage examination of operations by the officials and citizens
of the County of Gloucester, Virginia. Because normal site
conditions at an operating landfill can be dangerous and because
WMD, in the absence of advance notice may not necessarily have
the staff available to escort and protect visitors, visitors to
the Facility shall be permitted only on the following conditions:
(i) visitors will only be permitted beyond the gate observation
areas when personnel are available to escort them; WMD will
endeavor to assure such personnel are available when given at
least 24 hours notice of the visit; (ii) all visitors must obey
at all times WMD's rules and regulations, and (iii) WMD reserves
the right to control the area, extent and frequency of such
escorted visits in order to protect the safety of visitors and
avoid int~rference with WMD's operations. Neither the County,
nor any person claiming through the County, shall disturb or
otherwise interfere with WMD's control and possession of the
Property during the Term, except as set forth in this Agreement.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, during the Closure Term, if
applicable, WMD recognizes that the County may be using portions
of the Property as described in §16.1 of this Agreement which may
require common use or acces&. ~·of some areas.
Section 8.2 Title. The county warrants that, upon
acquisition of the Property provided for in §3.1.1, the county
will hold fee simple title to the Property (including mineral
rights) and that the Property shall be delivered to WMD subject
only to those exceptions then applicable to the Property and
approved by WMD. The County covenants that it will not qrant any
liens or create additional·exceptions to title to the Property
which would impair or adversely impact WMD's rights hereunder
without the prior written consent of WMD.
Section 8.3 Easements. WMD shall have the.right to enter
all easements and other agreements which WMD deems
appropriate for the use of the Premises in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement, subject to the County's approval, not to
be unreasonably withheld and after any public hearing which may
be necessary pursuant to §15.1-262 of the Code of Virginia. The
County covenants and agrees to e··qcute any and all documents,
int~
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agreements or other instruments which are required to evidence
the County's approval or to implement such agreements made by
WMD.

Section 8.4 Title Insurance. The County will cause the
title to the Property to be examined and a commitment for title
insurance to be issued by a title insurance company (the "Title
Commitment"). The County will have the title to the Property
approved by a competent attorney pursuant to 515.1--285 of the
Code of Virginia. Upon the conveyance of the Property to the
County as provided in S3.1 of this Agreement, the County shall
cause the requirements of the Title Commitment to be satisfied
and a policy to be issued in the County's name. WMD shall have
the right, at WMD's sole cost to have a leasehold policy issued
in WMD's name, simultaneously with the County's policy, and WMD
shall repay to the county the reasonable cost of the county's
policy.
ARTICLE 9
Rent, Additional Rent, Taxes and Utilities
Section 9.1 Rent. WMD agrees to pay the County rent (the
"Rent") as described below during the Primary Term in accordance
with the provisions hereof. No Rent shall be due hereunder until
the Commencement of Commercial Operations and the collection of
Tipping Fees.
Section 9.1.1 Base Rent. The base rent (the
"Base Rent") shall be equal to the qreater of (a) the
Guaranteed Annual Rent or (b) a sum determined by
multiplying tonnage of waste delivered to the Facility
during the Lease Year for which a Tipping Fee is
charged and colleeted by the following:
(i) fifty
cents ($0.50) per ton for the first 459,000 tons per
Lease Year, and One Dollar ($1.00) per ton for the
balance of the tonnage in such Lease Year ("Rates Per
Ton").
Section 9.1.2 Guaranteed Annual Rent. WMD hereby
guarantees an annual rent during the Primary Term
following Commencement of Commercial Operations of
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) (the 11 Guaranteed
Annual Rent 11 ) . Any partial years shall be
appropriately prorated. Together with the final
quarterly rent payment for any Lease Year, WMD shall
pay the amount, if any, by which the Guaranteed Annual
Rent exceeds the total amount of the quarterly Rent
payments made for such Lease Year.
Section 9.1.3 Base Rent Adjustments. The
Guaranteed Annual Rent and the Rates Per Ton shall be

adjusted, beginning at the commencement of the Second
Lease Year to reflect changes in the cost of operations
as measured by fluctuations in the consumer Price Index
("CPI"). On or before the twentieth day of the Second
Lease Year, WMD shall submit to the County a schedule
setting forth the adjusted Guaranteed Annual Rent and
the adjusted Rates Per Ton. The adjustment shall be
made by multiplying the Guaranteed Annual Rent or the
Rates Per Ton as appropriate, by the following
fraction:
CPI for October of the most recent year
CPI for October of the year immediately
preceding
As used herein, the term CPI shall mean the United
States Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Consumer Price Index, covering the area
which includes the county of Gloucester, Virginia,
which is presently "South-C." The Rates Per Ton and
the Annual Rent shall be adjusted in a similar manner,
at the beginning of the Third Lease Year and each Lease
Year thereafter, with an increase or decrease equal to
the net percentage change in the CPI from the previous
Lease Year.
Section 9.1.4 Tiooing Fees. ..Tipping Fees" as
used herein shall mean those fees paid to WMD by users
of the Facility for the acceptance and deposit of
Acceptable Wastes exclusive of charges for
transportation and handling. Tipping Fees shall be
determined by WMD based on the weight of Acceptable
Wastes received, accepted and deposited in the
Facility.
;~~.
Section 9.1.5 Payments. Rent shall be paid once
each quarter on the twentieth (20th) day of the month
following the end of the quarter (January 20, April 20,
July 20, October 20) using the tonnages for which
Tipping Fees were received in preceding quarters as the
basis for calculation and shall be paid in the same
manner as notice to the County is given hereunder.
Each payment shall be accompanied by a statement of the
volume of Acceptable Waste for which a Tipping Fee was
received during the previous quarter. The quarterly
payment shall be calculated by multiplying the total
tonnage for the quarter by $.50 until the total tonnage
for the Lease Year exceeds 459,000 tons and thereafter
by $1.00 for the balance of the Lease Year. Formulas
and an example of this equation are attached as
Exhibit F.
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Section 9.2 Additional Rent. WMD agrees to pay the county
additional rent (the "Additional Rent") as described below during
the Term in accordance with the provisions hereof.
Section 9.2.1 Implementation Fee. As additional
consideration for this Aqreement, WMD shall pay to the
County up to One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,500,000) for use by the County in the closure of
the County's Existing Landfill, as needed, upon the
presentation to WMD of invoices in connection
therewith, and Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($75,000)
annually for a period of ten years for post closure
care of the County's Existing Landfill on or before
January 30 of each Lease Year (together the One Million
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) and the
annual payments shall be defined as the "Implementation
Fee"), provided, however, payment of the Implementation
Fee shall be contingent upon this Agreement, the Option
and the Lease being fully executed. WMD shall pay all
invoices in connection with such closure within 30 days
of receipt, up to a total of One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000). After the first annual
payment, the annual Seventy-five Thousand Dollars
($75,000) payments for the next nine years shall be
adjusted by multiplying such annual payment by the CPI
fraction set forth in §9.1.3 hereof.
The Implementation Fee shall be WMD's only
obligation with respect to closure of the county's
Existing Landfill.
Section 9.2.2 Reasonable Costs. WMD shall
reimburse the County for all costs, fees and expenses
of the County in connection with the review, approval,
documentation and negotiation of this Agreement,
including, without limitation, design and engineering
fees, appraisal fees and inspection fee~ and charges in
the amount certified in writing by the County provided
(a) such reimbursed amount shall not exceed Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($50,000) and (b) such amount shall
not include attorney fees. such payment shall be due
and payable within thirty (30) days of WMD's receipt of
a fully executed counterpart of this Agreement. such
sum shall not be returned to WMD, even in the event of
the failure of the conditions subsequent to this
Agreement. WMD shall have no responsibility for
payment of any of the County's costs, fees or expenses
relating to litigation involving this Agreement.
Section 9.2.3 Attorney Fees •. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary set forth herein, within
thirty (30) days of WMD's receipt of a fully executed
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counterpart of this Agreement, WMD shall pay to the
County actual attorney's fees for the review of this
Agreement by the County's counsel, provided, however
(i) WMD's payment pursuant to this §9.2.3 shall not
exceed Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000) and (ii) this
sum shall be in addition to the Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000) for costs set forth in §9.2.2. such sum
shall not be returned to WMD, even in the event of the
failure of the conditions subsequent to this Agreement.
Section 9.2.4 Closure. WMD shall close the
Facility and pay all closure and post-closure costs
(subject to the reimbursement provisions of 511.13 and
Exhibit H hereof) of the Facility which are required
for all operations conducted through the termination of
this Agreement, including, but not limited to,
maintaining the financial requirements as required
under the law. WMD shall have no responsibility for
closure of areas placed in service by the County or by
other parties who may operate the Facility after the
termination of this Agreement. Neither the County nor
any other party shall have any riqht to operate any
portion of the Facility unless this Agreement is
terminated as a result of WMD's Default.
Section 9.3 Taxes and Assessments. WMD acknowledges that
it will be subject to the county's ordinance providing for taxes
on personal property, machinery and tools ("Personal Property
Taxes") and the County's ordinance providing for taxes for WMD's
business and professional operating license ("Business License
Taxes") and agrees to pay all applicable taxes in accordance with
such ordinances. The county represents and warrants to WMD that
the Property is not subject to any real estate taxes under
applicable statutes and ord~ances and that there are no other
taxes in effect as the date of this Agreement which would apply
to the revenues, earnings or operation of the Facility. During
the Term, if the County assesses, imposes or adopts (i) any real
estate taxes on the fee or leasehold interests in the Property,
(ii) any taxes on the personal property used in the operation of
the Facility other than the Personal Property Taxes, (iii) any
taxes on the revenues from the Facility or (iv) any other tax,
fee or other charge upon the revenues, earnings or operation of
the Facility or to landfills other than the Business License
Taxes or other than taxes uniformly applicable to all businesses
in the County of Gloucester, or in the event WMD is required to
pay a state mandated host fee which is, directly or indirectly,
paid to the county, the County shall credit the amount of such
tax, fee or charge against the Rent to be paid under this
Agreement. If the total amount of all such taxes, fees or
charges and the increased costs described in §11.4 of this
Agreement exceeds the total Rent which would be due if such
taxes, fees or charges had not been imposed or such costs

incurred, WMD shall have the right, at WMD's sole option, to
terminate this Agreement or to charge a Tipping Fee on Solid
Waste received from the County pursuant to §11 hereof in an
amount sufficient to cover such excess.
Section 9.4 Utilities. WMD shall be responsible for and
shall pay all utility bills for the Property, including water,
electricity, gas, steam and telephone.
Section 9.5 Interest Upon Default. All Rent, Additional
Rent and all other amounts payable hereunder, not paid when due,
shall bear interest at the rate of one percent (1%) per month.
If it becomes necessary to bring suit for collection of the Rent,
Additional Rent or of any other sums due hereunder or in case the
same has to be collected upon demand of an attorney, WMD agrees
to pay reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs of collection
incurred by the County.
Section 9.6 Rent During Closure Term. During the Closure
Term the Rent shall be one Dollar ($1.00) per Lease Year and no
Base Rents or Guaranteed Annual Rent shall be due or payable.
ARTICLE 10
Improvement of Property; Convenience centers

Section 10.1 WMD's Construction. WMD shall, at WMD's
expense, design, permit, construct, operate and maintain the
Facility, including the convenience centers described herein; and
WMD may, at WMD' s expense, design, permit, ·construct, operate and
maintain such other accessory improvements upon the Property and
make such modifications, alterations or improvements to the
Property as are permitted or required by federal, state or local
law. Additionally, WMD shal~· provide an area at the Facility
designated for mulching and recycling of yard waste. The area
will be designed with controls for runon, runoff and a drain
system to a collection system for ultimate treatment or disposal,
if necessary pursuant to applicable federal or state laws, rules
or regulations. WMD shall conduct such mulching operations
within such area as are appropriate for the volume of materials
being received, and incorporating such machinery or operational
procedures as are necessary to recycle the ·yard waste into usable
products. This recycled material may be used as a part of the
landscaping activities on the Property or sold, provided, that to
the.extent it is not used for landscaping activities, WMD shall
not sell such mulch until it is first·offered to Gloucester
residents without charge. WMD may set reasonable restrictions as
to date and time for pick-up of mulch as well as volume
restrictions (such as 10 cubic yards per resident). WMD shall
obtain approval from the County for the final design of the
Facility and accessory improvements which may be added from time
to time to the Facility, provided that such approval shall not be

unreasonably denied or delayed. Denial of design or improvements
which conform to the terms of this Agreement and the DWM
Requlations shall be presumed to be unreasonable. Failure to
approve the desiqn or improvement or offer a valid reason for
denial within thirty days of receipt of notice of the desiqn or
improvement shall be deemed approval.
Section 10.2 Convenience Centers. WMD shall construct a
public convenience center at the Facility consisting of a
compactor or 40 yard open container for household waste, a 40
yard container for metal and white qoods and a 40 yard container
for tire drop-off, a 30 or 40 yard container for _brush and yard
waste and an appropriate container for the collection of used
oil •. The convenience center shall also include a separate dropoff box or boxes as required for at least five (5) recyclable
items as the parties shall mutually agree, and such other
recyclable items as the parties shall mutually aqree. WMD shall
construct three additional convenience centers of similar design
in Gloucester County on properties obtained and owned by the
county. The County shall obtain and maintain any and all landuse
permits necessary for the construction or operation of these
three centers. WMD shall obtain any State or Federal permits
necessary for their construction or operation, without cost of
the County. The properties obtained by the County for operation
of the convenience centers shall be free from contamination,
devoid of wetlands, located such and with adequate buffers to
avoid impact on surrounding properties, and generally usable for
the purpose intended. Within thirty (30) days of the
satisfaction of the §3.4 condition, WMD shall reimburse to the
county (or at the County's direction shall pay directly to the
seller) the cost of the land purchase of the three purchased
convenience center sites, up to a comulative total of ninetythousand dollars ($90,000). Within two hundred forty (240) days
of the later to occur of (i)ilf·the satisfaction of the §3.4
condition or (ii) the County's furnishing the three convenience
center sites, then WMD shall complete construction of the four
convenience centers.
Section 10.3 Liens. WMD shall not permit or suffer to
exist any mechanics' or materialmen's liens against the Property
and shall remove any such lien within one hundred eighty (180)
days after receipt of notice of a lien having been filed. NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE COUNTY IS NOT AND SHALL NOT BE LZABLE
FOR ANY LABOR, SERVICES OR MATERIALS FURNISHED OR TO BE FURNISHED
TO WMD, OR TO ANYONE HOLDING THE PROPERTY OR ANY PART THEREOF
UNDER WMD (OTHER THAN THE COUNTY) , AND THAT NO MECHANIC'S OR
OTHER LIENS FOR ANY SUCH LABOR, SERVICES OR MATERIALS SHALL
ATTACH TO OR AFFECT THE INTEREST OF THE COUNTY IN AND TO THE
PROPERTY OR ANY PART THEREOF.

-~~
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ARTICLE 11

Use of Property, Repairs, Alteration
Section 11.1 Permitted Uses. WMD may use the Property for
the Facility, including signs for the identification of the
Facility and information and instructions within the Facility,
cogeneration facilities, a maintenance garage, a waste water
treatment facility, a recycling center or a gas collection
facility. WMD shall attempt to permit the Facility to accept all
waste streams allowed for disposal in the types of facilities
described in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 of the DWM Requlations and
constituting Acceptable Waste hereunder.
Section 11.2 WMD's Compliance. WMD shall operate the
Facility and all accessory uses in accordance with the terms and
conditions herein and in accordance with all applicable federal,
state and local laws, ordinances, rules and regulations. In the
event, at any time during the Terc, any addition, alteration,
change, repair or other work of any nature, structural or
otherwise, is required to comply with this Agreement or under the
law, WMD shall undertake such work and the expense thereof.
Section 11.3 "As Is" Condition; Repairs and Maintenance.
WMD accepts the Property in its present condition for use for.the
Facility and other uses permitted hereunder. The County shall
not be required to make any repairs or improvements to the
Property during the Term, or in any manner to supply maintenance
for the Property, the Facility or any other improvements thereon.
WMD will, at all times and at its expense, keep the Property, the
Facility and any buildings or icprovements hereafter placed on
the Property in good order, condition and repair.
Section 11.4 Zoning; Governnental Restrictions and
Mandates. The County agree~that any increased costs imposed on
WMD in complying with any ordinance adopted by the County after
the date of this-Agreement, which would apply, directly or
indirectly, to the Facility or to landfills and not to businesses
generally, shall be credited against the Rent to be paid to the
County under this Agreement unless the adoption of such ordinance
is mandated by the Commonwealth of Virginia or the federal
government and its application to the Facility is
nondiscretionary. If the total amount of increased costs
described in this §11.4 of this Agreement exceeds the total Rent
which would be due if such increased costs have not been imposed
or such costs incurred, WMD shall have the right at WMD's sole
option to terminate this Agreement or to charge a Tipping Fee for
Solid Waste received from the County pursuant to §11.5 in an
amount sufficient to cover such excess. The County represents
and warrants to WMD that the Property as pr-esently zoned, as
owned by the county and leased to WMD pursuant to this Agreement,
allows the operation of the Facility thereon by WMD with no
further zoning action or approval.
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Section 11.5

oisposal of County Waste.

Section 11.5.1 Disposal of Residential Waste. As
further consideration, WMD shall dispose, without
charge or cost to the County or residents of the County
of Gloucester, all residential Solid Waste generated
within the County of Gloucester which is delivered to
the Facility, qreenboxes or convenience centers by
individuals or delivered to the Facility by private
haulers who certify that they have picked up only waste
which is entitled to be disposed of without charge
pursuant to this Agreement. If WMD obtains evidence of
false certification by any such private hauler, WMD may
permanently refuse to accept waste from such hauler or
require payment of Tipping Fees on future Solid Waste
brought to the Facility by such hauler or previously
disposed at the Facility by such hauler.
Section 11.5.2 Discosal of Waste from the County,
Schools. Fire and Rescue Organizations or Charitable
Institutions. As further consideration, WMD shall
dispose, without charge or cost to the county or the
County's schools or charitable institutions or fire and
rescue organizations, all institutional Solid Waste
generated within the county of Gloucester by the
County, the County's agencies or offices, the County's
public schools or the county's charitable institutions
(organizations or institutions qualifying as tax exempt
charitable organizations under §5.01(c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code), or fire and rescue
organizations located in Gloucester County which is
delivered to the Facility, qreenboxes or convenience
centers by individuals or to the Facility by private
haulers who certi~ that they have picked up only waste
which is entitled to be disposed of without charge
pursuant to this Agreement. If WMD obtains evidence of
false certification by any such private hauler, WMD may
permanently refuse to accept waste from such hauler or
require payment of Tipping Fees on future Solid Waste
brought to the Facility by such hauler or previously
disposed at the Facility by such hauler.
Section 11.5.3 Disposal of Waste from Businesses.
As further consideration, WMD shall dispose, without
charge or cost to the county or to the County's
businesses, all commercial Solid Waste generated within
the County of Gloucester by businesses operating within
the County and having all necessary business licenses
and permits for the oper~tion of such business, which
is delivered to the Facility or a convenience center by
such business and not by a commercial hauler or waste
hauling vehicle (e.g. frontend loader, roll-off or

rearend loader). To the extent Solid Waste from such a
business is delivered to the Facility by a commercial
hauler, such hauler shall be charged not more than 80%
of WMD's Tipping Fee at the gate for such waste. The
County shall assist WMD in the identification of
businesses entitled to disposal without charge, the
orderly delivery of this service and the prevention of
abuse of the service.
Section 11.5.4 Household Hazardous Waste. WMD
shall conduct a "household hazardous waste roundup" not
less than twice per year for a full operating day in
each instance. During such "roundup" period, any
resident of Gloucester County may deliver to a location
at the Facility designated by WMD any reasonable amount
of materials constituting "household hazardous wastes"
when disposed of in residential waste or from County
offices or schools provided that the delivered
materials are (i) stored in sealed containers if
liquids and (ii) are specifically identified to WMD as
household hazardous wastes. Any element of this
Agreement which would preclude acceptance of such
materials by WMD without Default hereunder is waived by
the County for purposes of this paragraph only. WMD
shall transport and dispose of such collected household
hazardous wastes in accordance with all applicable
laws, permits and regulations, without cost to the
County.
Section 11.6 Disposal Restrictions. Notwithstanding the
purchase of additional land, WMD shall only utilize the Property
for the actual permanent disposal of Solid Waste. WMD's disposal
shall not exceed Two Thousand (2,000) tons per day.
-1! ~·

Section 11.7 Unacceptabte Waste. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Agreement, (i) WMD shall not be obligated to
dispose of Unacceptable Wastes and (ii) the wastes.which WMD
agrees to accept without charge pursuant to §11.5 of this
Agreement shall not include Agricultural Waste, Ash or Sludge
(except for sludge produced by the Gloucester County Water
Treatment Plant, provided that such sludge shall be subject to
the other provisions of this Agreement provided that the disposal
of such sludge does not violate applicable federal or state laws,
rules, regulations, permits or requirements in effect at the time
of disposal).
Section 11.8 Limits on Disposal. If, during any Lease
Year, total wastes deposited in the Facility pursuant to 511.5
(except for any wastes for which a Tipping Fee or portion thereof
is collected) of this Agreement exceeds Thirty-seven Thousand
(37,000) tons (the "County's Capacity"), the County shall pay a
Tipping Fee for all amounts over the county's Capacity based on

the then current schedule of Tipping Fees. Any wastes for which
a Tipping Fee or portion thereof is collected shall not be
applied against the County's Capacity. The County's Capacity
shall be adjusted at the beginning of the second Lease Year and
then at the beginning of every Lease Year thereafter by
multiplying the then current County's Capacity by one hundred
five percent (105%). such capacity shall be prorated in any
partial year. Materials from the county's citizens and
.
businesses which are submitted to WMD as a proper part of the
recycling operations at the convenience centers or the Facility·
shall not be included in the calculation of the county's use of
the County's Capacity. Any amounts due to WMD pursuant to this
paragraph shall be set off in the annual calculation of Rent at
the end of each Lease Year as described in §9.1.5 hereof. In the
event any sum due from the County exceeds the Annual Rent, the
County shall make a cash payment to WMD subject to and contingent
upon the annual appropriations by the Board of Supervisors of the
County.
Section 11.9

[Intentionally Omitted].

Section 11.10 Surrender of Procertv. The county shall,
prior to execution of the Lease, take any and all steps and
actions required of the County pursuant to §15.1-261.1 of the
Code of Virginia. As required by §15.1-261.1 of the Code of
Virginia, at the termination of the Term, this Agreement and the
Lease shall not be extended or renewed if the Property is
required for any of the purposes described in Virginia Code
§15.1-258, and, upon termination, all improvements erected upon
the Property shall revert to the County and shall be free from
any encumbrances at the time of such reversion. Provided,·
however, WMD shall have the right to remove any and all equipment
or structures not associated with closure of the Facility.
Section 11.11

Inspection.

Section 11.11.1 The County's Representative. The
County shall identify to WMD a representative as having
primary responsibility for oversight of the Facility.
such representative may enter the Property at any time
during working hours for the purpose of ascertaining
the condition of and inspecting the Property and the
Facility and determining the compliance by WMD with the
provisions of this Agreement. such representative
.
shall give WMD notice of his or her presence and shall
obey all rules for worker and employee safety at the
Facility. WMD acknowledges that the County may elect
to hire outside consultants to assist the County in its
inspections of the Facility as well as its review of
construction plans and WMD agrees to cooperate with any
such consultants. The County's representative shall
obtain training from WMD for safety purposes before
commencing such inspections. The County's
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representative may be accompanied by other governmental
officials but they shall be the County's
responsibility. This section shall not limit any
rights of inspection which local officials may have by
operation of law which are applicable to all property
owners. The County's Representative shall be provided
access to the Facility at all times during operating
hours and at such times as WMD personnel are at the
Facility. Access in the event of an emergency other
than when personnel are at the Facility shall be
provided by WMD following reasonable notice to such
individuals as WMD may designate to the County from
time to time; provided that such access shall only be
requested in the event of an emergency condition.
Section 11.11.2 Insoection Service Fee. Upon
commencement of construction of the Facility, and
continuing for the Primary Term hereof, w~ shall pay
an annual fee of Forty Five Thousand Dollars
($45,000.00) (the "Inspection Service Fee") to the
County to cover the county's exp~nses for independent
sampling analysis and a County-employed landfill
inspector position. Such amount shall be paid by
January 30 of each Lease Year, with partial Lease Years
being prorated as may be appropriate. The individual
hired as the County Landfill Inspector should be
designated the County's representative pursuant to
§11.11.1. Such individual may have other duties in the
County such as supervision of the closure of the
County's Existing Landfill. The 'Inspection Service Fee
shall be adjusted annually by multiplying the fee by
the CPI fraction set forth in §9.1.3. The County
Landfill Inspector shall assist in policing community
compliance with th.~ disposal limitations in this
Article 11 and compliance with rules and regulation for
disposal at the convenience centers.
Section 11.12

Collection and Disposal Services.

Section 11.12.1 Collection and Disposal Prior to
Facility Operation. Beginning on July l, 1993, WMD
shall take over responsibility for the collection and
disposal of Solid Waste within the County. WMD shall
continue to man, operate and maintain the existing
convenience center at the County's Existing landfill,
and each of the four new convenience centers as the
same are constructed, and provide collection. at the
existing greenboxes (except to the extent that a
portion of these may be displaced-by the construction
of new convenience centers as a part of the county's
program), all generally in accord with the existinq
contract between Waste Management of Hampton Roads and
93·~
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the County (IFB #92-032). Additionally, WMD shall
collect and manage recyclables from the county's
present recycling sites, such management to be in
conformance with WMD's "Recyc_le America" program (or
such replacement programs as WMD may implement from
time to time) and §10.2 above. WMD shall be entitled
to utilize the county's Existing Landfill without
charge for any Tipping Fee or other disposal fee until
October 1, 1993 (and the County shall operate the same)
for the disposal of Solid Waste collected within
Gloucester County and such other waste as is
specifically approved by the County Administrator
(taking into account the remaining capacity of the
County's Existing Landfill and the nature of the
waste). In the event the county's Existing Landfill
does not have adequate capacity to receive the County's
Capacity, then the County and m1o shall work together
to make alternative arrangements for disposal of the
County's solid waste until October 1, 1993 at the
County's cost. Following closure of the County's
Existing Landfill by october 1, 1993, ~to shall be
responsible for locating an alternative site for
disposal of the County's Solid Waste. After October 1,
1993, WMD shall collect all Solid Waste delivered to
the County's Existing Landfill and to the extent the
convenience center at the County's Existing Landfill is
not adequate for such collection, WMD may locate
additional equipment at the County Existing Landfill.
At WMD's sole discretion, WMD may seek the necessary
state and federal permits and approvals for and
construct a temporary transfer station at the County's
Existing Landfill, and the County shall grant to WMD
any and all necessary temporary easements or licenses
for the location of such temporary facility, provided
that the County has first taken all necessary legal
steps to grant such license or easement. The nature
and location of such additional equipment or temporary
facility shall be subject to the County's approval,
such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed.
Such collection and disposal services shall be
rendered pursuant to the contract attached hereto as
Exhibit G. Provided that the volume of Solid Waste
does not exceed th~ County's Capacity, then charges for
such waste collection and disposal services shall be
equal to such funds as are advanced hereunder as the
Implementation Fee. Payment of such charges shall not
be due until the termination of this Agreement for any
reason other than WMD's Default under this Agreement
prior to the satisfaction of the condition set forth in
§3.4 hereof. Payment of such charges shall be on the
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terms and conditions set forth in Exhibit G and shall
be subject to and contingent upon annual appropriations
by the Board of Supervi~ors of the County. The County
represents that, to the best of its knowledge, there is
adequate capacity in the County's Existing Landfill to
dispose of all County Solid Waste generated until
October 1, 1993.
Section 11.12.2 Convenience Centers and Green
Boxes. Upon the Commencement of Commercial Operations,
and thereafter until the end of the Primary Term, WMD
shall man, operate and maintain the five convenience
centers (the center located at the County's Existing
Landfill and each of the remaining four, following
their construction). WMD shall also maintain the 23
existing green-box sites, with the understanding that
as the convenience centers are constructed, most of
these sites will be discontinued. In addition, WMD
shall be responsible for transporting Solid Waste and
recyclable materials from such locations and arranging
for the disposal or recycling of these materials.
Provided that volumes do not exceed the County
Capacity, such services shall be without cost to the
County and shall continue until the end of the Primary
Term. Recycling shall be conducted in accordance with
§10.2 and 11.12.1 above.
Section 11.12.3 Disoosal. WMD's disposal·
obligations, as described in §11.5, shall not commence
until the Commencement of Commercial Operations. WMD's
disposal obligations pursuant to §11.12.1 shall
commence on July 1, 1993 and shall terminate upon the
Facility's commencement of commercial operations. All
manning, collection, transportation or disposal
obligations of WMD shall terminate upon the termination
(by completion or otherwise) ·of the Primary Term.
Section 11.13 Environmental Trust Fund. Upon the
Commencement of Commercial Operations at the Facility, the County
and WMD shall establish an environmental trust fund with a
national bank with offices in the County of Gloucester with the
County as the beneficiary of such trust fund (the "Environmental
Trust Fund"). The Environmental Trust Fund will be funded thirty
(30) days after each quarterly period ending at the end of March,
June, September and December. The amount of funding shall be
calculated by multiplying. the tonnage (for which a Tipping Fee is
collected) received for disposal during the applicable quarter
times Two Dollars ($2.00). The Environmental Trust Fund will be
available to the County to provide assurance against any
environmental problems on the Property, as well as being used to
reimburse WMD for Closure Term activities at the Facility. In
addition such fund may be utilized by WMD from time to time to
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correct any Default hereunder provided such fund is promptly
reimbursed within thirty (30) days of such use~ Upon such
Environmental Trust Fund reaching Ten Million Dollars
($10,000,000), WMD's obligation to continue funding shall cease.
Interest payments shall be retained as a part of the fund. At
the end of the Closure Term, the balance of the fund, including
all interest earned, shall revert to the County. The
Environmental Trust Fund and the Surety Bond shall be held and
dispersed pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth on
Exhibit H.
Section 11.14 Surety Bond. Within fifteen (15) business
days after the issuance of a permit to construct and operate the
Facility by DWM, WMD shall obtain a surety bond in the amount of
$10 million issued to the County for WMD's faithful performance
of this Agreement (the "Surety Bond"). The Surety Bond shall be
issued by a surety institution qualified to do business in
Virginia. At the beginning of each Lease Year, ·the Surety Bond
shall be re-issued with an adjusted amount. The amount of the
Surety Bond and the Fund shall always equal or exceed $10 million
in the aggregate. Upon the Environmental Trust Fund reaching One
Million Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,250,000) in
deposits, the Surety Bond shall be reduced by increments of Two
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000) at the beginning of
each Lease Year to bring the aggregate total of the Environmental
Trust Fund and the surety bond as close to Ten Million Dollars
($10,000,000) as possible without going below Ten Million Dollars
($10,000,000).
Section 11.15 Exclusion of Unacceptable Waste. WMD shall
develop and implement strict internal procedures for the handling
and disposal of Solid Waste in compliance with federal, state and
local law. Such internal policy will specifically provide for
procedures for excluding Un~cceptable Waste from the Facility,
including, but not limited t'o:
(i) periodic, random, visual or
chemical inspections of incoming loads and chemical analysis of
suspected loads; (ii) monitoring and recording of all activities
at the qatefscale by a TV system for security purposes;
(iii) dumping each load at the working face with the waste
contents visually inspected by trained personnel. Any suspicious
material will be set aside for further assessment and waste
transporters will be detained and required to reload any
Unacceptable Waste onto their vehicles and remove it from the
Facility.
Section 11.16 Improvements. WMD shall construct as part of
the Facility an administrative building for management,
accounting and clerical support, a maintenance building sized to
handle the proposed equipment; an employee locker and lunch room
area and an equipment wash facility.
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Section 11.17 Groundwater Assessment and Protection. As a
part of the Part A application for the permit for the Facility,
WMD will conduct a thorough evaluation of the hydrogeological
conditions of the Property. This inspection will result in the
installation of groundwater monitoring wells and the drilling of
boreholes for the purpose of redefining the geotechnical and
hydrogeological conditions of the Property. WMD shall test all
residential wells located within .5 miles of the property line of
the Property described on Exhibit A, which is a part of the
Property, as of the date of this Agreement; provided that the
owner of such well grants WMD permission to conduct such tests.
WMD shall test such well for water quality utilizing the
parameters described in Exhibit I. This information shall
function as the base line for later assessment of ground water
impacts of the Facility. Leachate management will be evaluated
during the design of the Facility. The leachate may be
recirculated within the Facility disposal areas to minimize
off-site disposal quantities, to accelerate waste decomposition
and to help increase waste compaction. Leachate will be treated
and disposed of in compliance with law either by trucking
off-site to a permitted wast·ewater treatment facility or at an
on-site wastewater treatment facility.
Section 11.18 Water Supply. WMD shall install a water
supply well which will be used for general water needs for the
Facility. On site sedimentation ponds will be used for the
purpose of extracting water necessary for dust control and for on
site fire protection as needed.
Section 11.19 Recreational Use Assessment. As a part of
the design of the Facility, WMD will evaluate the type of active
uses of the Facility during Closure Term care period which may be
feasible for an ultimate end user .
..
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11.20 Transportat~on Study. As a part of the
development of the design of the Facility, WMD will conduct a
transportation study of potential access routes to.the Facility.
This study shall identify any improvements, if any, needed for
providing access to the Facility from Route 17. The study will
also evaluate any impact the Facility may have on school bus
traffic during school bus hours. WMD shall provide the County
with a copy of such study.
Sect~on

Section 11.21 Hours of Operation. Subject to permit
limitations, the hours for delivery of Solid Waste to the
Facility and to the convenience centers will be 6:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m., Monday through Friday, and 7:00a.m. to 2:00p.m. on
Saturday. The Facility and convenience centers will be closed
for no more than seven (7) holiday days during the calendar year.
Circumstances may require operations to continue outside of these
hours as deemed necessary by WMD. WMD's construction activities
will be conducted up to seven (7) days a week and may extend to
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hours beyond the normal operating hours. After all of the
convenience centers are constructed, WMD shall conduct a study of
their hours of usage and a community survey to determine the
community's preferred hours of operation. WMD shall adjust the
operating hours of the convenience centers to eliminate hours of
low usage and include any new hours for which there is a strong
community preference; provided, however, WMD shall not be
required to increase the total hours of operation.
Section 11.22 Title to Waste. Title to Solid Waste shall
pass to WMD upon its delivery to the greenbox, convenience center
or Facility operated by WMD. Title to Unacceptable waste shall
not pass to WMD, provided that if such Unacceptable waste is
delivered to WMD at a convenience center or the Facility and WMD
cannot identify the owner of such waste, then WMD shall dispose
of such waste at the sole cost of WMD. If such Unacceptable
waste is delivered to a greenbox and the owner of such waste
cannot be identified, then the cost of disposing of such waste
shall be shared between the County and WMD, with the County
· paying 25% of such cost and WMD paying 75% of such cost. The
county's share of such cost shall be set off against future Rent
due to the County.
ARTICLE 12

Insurance

an~

Indemnification

Section 12.1 Insurance. WMD shall, at WMD's expense and at
all times during the Agreement Term, maintain insurance as
provided below:
Any and all insurance required to be maintained by WMD
pursuant to the DWM Regulations and
Coverages

Limits of Liability
Statutory
$3,000,000/occurrence

Worker's Compensation
Bodily Injury Liability
(Except Automobile)
Property Damage Liability
Automobile Bodily Injury
Liability
Umbrella

$3,000,000/occurrence
$3,000,000/person
$3,000,000

Such insurance shall be furnished by insurers reasonably
acceptable to the County and shall contain a provision
prohibiting change in coverage limits or cancellation without at
least thirty (30) days advance notice to the County •. The County
shall be named as an additional insured on such insurance
policies. The amount of such insurance shall be adjusted
annually by multiplying the liability limit by the CPI fraction
set forth in §9.1.3.
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Section 12.2 Pollution Liability. WMD shall, at WMD's
expense and at all times during the Agreement Term after the
commencement of operations, maintain pollution liability
insurance in the amount of at least $3,000,000. such policy
shall name the County as an additional insured. WMD shall
provide the County with a certificate of such insurance ini~ially
and upon each renewal. such insurance shall contain a provision
prohibiting change in coverage or limits or cancellation without
at least forty-five (45) days advance notice to the County. The
amount of such insurance shall be adjusted annually by
multiplying the liability limit by the CPI fraction set forth in
§9.1.3.
Section 12.3 Indemnification. WMD, and any successor in
interest to WMD (approved by the County in accordance with this
Agreement), agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
County from and against any and all liabilities, claims,
penalties, forfeitures, suits and the costs and expenses
incidental thereto (including costs of defense, settlement and
reasonable attorney's fees) (together "Liabilities") which the
County may hereinafter incur, become responsible for, or pay out
as a result of death or bodily injuries to any person,
destruction or damage to any Property, contamination or adverse
effects in the environment, or any violation of governmental
laws, regulations or orders, (including all Liabilities pursuant
to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Cleanup and
Liability Act, as amended) caused in whole or in part, by WMD's
performance or failure to perform its obligations under this
Agreement or by any negligent or willful act or omission of WMD,
its employees or subcontractors in furtherance of this Agreement.
ARTICLE l.3

Mortgaqa·of WMD's Rights
Section 13.1 Right to Mortgage. Subject to the County's
approval, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, WMD
shall have the right to encumber by mortgage, deed of trust or
other instrument in the nature thereof as security for any debt
(a "Mortgage") all of WMD's right, title and interest hereunder
including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, its
right to use and occupy the Property as a Facility in accordance
with this Agreement, together with its rights and interests in
and to all buildings, improvements and fixtures now or hereafter
placed on the Property. In the event any mortgagee requests the
County to amend this Agreement to clarify the rights and
obligations of the County, WMD or such mortgagee, the County
agrees to make any reasonable modifications which are requested,
provided that the County shall not be required to enter into any
modification•which reduces the County's substantive rights under
this Agreement. Any Mortgage shall be in all respects, however,
subordinate and inferior to the County's rights, title,
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privileges, liens and interests as provided in this Agreement.
WMD shall, in no event, have the right, in any way, to encumber
the County's reversionary interest in and to the Property or the
Facility.
Section 13.2 Notices to the County Required. WMD shall, at
any time after the execution and recording of a Mortgage in the
Clerk's Office, Circuit Court, Gloucester County, Virginia,
notify the County in writing that a mortgage has been given and
executed by WMD and shall at the same time furnish the County
with a copy of the Mortgage and the mortgagee's address.
Section 13.3 Notices. The County, upon sending WMD any
notice of default or any other notice under the provisions of or
with respect to this Agreement, shall also send a copy of such
notice to any mortgagee at the address provided to the County by
WMD or such mortgagee, and no notice by the County to WMD
hereunder shall be deemed to have been duly given unless and
until a copy thereof has been sent to such mortgagee. Such
notices shall be given in accordance with the provisions of §17.1
of this Agreement.
Section 13.4 Mortgagee's curative Rights. Any such
mortgagee may, at its option, at any time before this Agreement
shall have been terminated, pay any amount or do any act or thing
required of WMD by the terms of this Agreement and all payments
so made and all acts or things so done and performed by any such
mortgagee .shall be as effective to prevent a forfeiture of the
rights of WMD hereunder as the same would have been if performed
by WMD. The provisions of this Section shall not be interpreted
to permit a change in the owner or operator of the Facility
without complying with the requirements of §14.5(c) of this
Agreement.
.:;t; :·

Section 13.5. Other Protections for Leasehold Mortgagees.
Provided WMD or the mortgagee has given the County notice of
mortgagee's interest, the following provisions, to the extent
required by such mortgagee, shall apply to such mortgagee's
leasehold mortgage:
(a)

There shall be no cancellation, surrender or
modification of this Agreement by WMD or by joint
action of the county and WMD without the prior
written consent of the leasehold mortgagee, and

(b)

·From time to time, and within ten (10) days of
request therefor, the County and WMD shall
execute, acknowledge and deliver to any or all
leasehold mortgagees, an agreement prepared at the
sole expense of WMD, in form satisfactory to such
leasehold mortgagee, among the County, WMD and
such mortgagee, reaffirming this Agreement, the
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absence of defaults, the commencement date and
other reasonable information.
ARTICLB 14
Default, Forfeiture, Termination
Section 14.1 Default Defined. A Default shall have
occurred when WMD (i) fails to pay, when due, any item of Rent,
Additional Rent or other payment to be paid by WMD hereunder and
such failure continues for thirty (30) days after receipt by WMD
of written notice from the County; (ii) fails to comply with any
material provision hereof and such failure continues for ninety
(90) days after receipt by WMD of written notice from the County;
provided, however, that the 90-day cure period shall be extended
so long as WMD is diligently and continuously using its best
efforts which will reasonably lead to cure of the breach within a
reasonable period of time; provided further, however, that there
shall be no such extension with regard to any failure to pay an
amount due hereunder nor shall there be any extensions for a
default which endangers the health and safety of the public or
threatens to cause material environmental.damage unless
sufficient actions have been taken to protect the public and the
environment within such 90 days; (iii) fails to obtain any policy
of insurance or to pay any insurance premiums required by the
terms of this Agreement to be obtained or paid by WMD and such
failure continues for thirty (30) days after receipt by WMD of
written notice from the county; provided, however, that the 30day cure period shall be extended so long as. WMD is diligently
and continuously using its best efforts which will reasonably
lead to cure of the breach within a reasonable period of time;
(iv) is insolvent and evidenced by the filing of either a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy for liquidation or an
involuntary petition in bant.ruptcy for liquidation not dismissed
within 180 days; or (v) dissolves or liquidates or, except in
connection with a Mortgage as provided in Article 14, transfers a
controlling interest of WMD without the County's prior consent.
For purposes of this Agreement, transfer of a controlling
interest of WMD shall mean the transfer of more than fifty
percent of the outstanding stock of WMD.
Section 14.2 Force Maieure. Any delay or failure of
performance by WMD shall not constitute a Default hereunder or
give rise to any claims for damages if and to the extent that
such delay or failure is primarily caused by any act, event or
condition beyond that party's reasonable control and
significantly adversely affecting its ability to perform its
obligations hereunder, including:
{a)

Acts of God, lightning, earthquake, fire,
epidemic, landslide, drought, hurricane, tornado,
storm, explosion, failure of utilities, flood,
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nuclear radiation, act of a public enemy or
blockade, insurrection, riot or civil disturbance,
strike or labor disturbance, or interference by
third parties with landfill operations;
(b)

condemnation or other taking by any governmental
body;

(c)

change in any applicable law, regulation, rule,
ordinance or permit condition, or the
interpretation or enforcement thereof, limiting
acceptance of waste at landfills or imposing
significant and material requirements upon the
operation of landfills not in effect as of the
date hereof;

(d)

any order, judgment, action or determination of
any federal, state or local court, administrative
agency or government body having a significant and
material effect on the construction or operation
of the Facility or the right or the ability of WMD
to receive waste at or of the County to deliver
waste to the Facility;

(e)

the suspension or interruption of any permit,
license, consent, authorization or approval; or

(f)

the termination, denial or failure of renewal or
issuance of any permit, license, consent,
authorization or approval during the period of
administrative or judicial appeal.

If WMD shall, as a result of any of the above described
events, fail to perform any obligations as required
under this Agreement, such failure shall be excused for
a period equal to the period of delay caused by such
event and shall not be a Default. If the performance
of WMD is affected by any such event, WMD shall qive
written notice thereof to the County as soon as it is
reasonably practicable and further shall attempt
diligently to remove such condition. To the extent
necessary and appropriate to remedy the consequences of
such force majure event, WMD shall be entitled to
access the Environmental Trust Fund, even though no
Default has occurred.
Section 14.3
(a)

Remedies Upon Default; Pavment to WMD.

If a Default has occurred, the County shall have
the right, without limiting other rights that it
might have at law or in equity, to terminate this
Agreement and to enter into and upon the Property
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and take possession of the same, and the County
shall thereupon be entitled to recover all damages
and other sums from WMD on account of such Default
as provided at law or in equity.
(b)

In the event the county terminates this Agreement
for any reason, except as a result of WMD's
Default without cure, the County shall pay WMD, in
addition to any other damages payable to WMD,
within one hundred eighty (180) days after such
termination, the fair market value of the Property
and all improvements thereon. In the event the
County terminates this Agreement as a result of
WMD's Default without cure, then the County's loss
or damages shall be set off by the fair market
value of the Property and all improvements
thereon, but no amounts shall be due to WMD from
the County. Such loss or damages may include (but
are not limited to) the following, as appropriate:
(i) the present value of lost Rent, {ii) the
present value of reasonably anticipated costs of
obtaining substitute collection services for the
balance of the Primary Term, (iii) the present
value of the reasonably anticipated costs of
preparing and operating the Facility to receive
the County's Solid Waste {for which no Tipping Fee
was to be collected) over the balance of the
Primary Term, and (iv) the present value of the
unpaid portion of the Implementation Fee. The
fair market value of the Property and improvements
shall be determined by the agreement of two (2)
independent appraisers who are members of the
Appraisal Institute one to be selected by each of
the parties ~d who shall be instructed to
appraise the.Property in the manner set forth in
this §14.3{b). The County and WMD agree that the
appropriate method to use in valuing the Property
will be to determine the present value of the net
income which could be derived from the operation
of the Facility during the remainder of the
Agreement Term. The formula utilized in
determining the amount and present value of lost
Rent shall employ the same assumptions as the
formula utilized in determining the amount and
present value of the net income. Upon termination
pursuant to this section, WMD shall have no
further obligation pursuant to this Agreement.

(c)

In the case of any Default by WMD in the payment
of any amounts as herein provided for or in
procuring insurance as herein provided for, the
County, on behalf p,_WMD, may make such payment or
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(b) If any mortgagee shall acquire title to WMD's interest
in this Agreement, such mortgagee may, subject to the provisions
of §14.5(c) of this Agreement, assign this Agreement to a .party
approved by the County such approval not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, and shall thereupon be released from
liability for the performance or observance of the covenants and
conditions herein from the date of such assignment, provided that
the County shall have received an executed counterpart of such
assignment which must, in form and content, be reasonably
acceptable to the County together with the name and address of
the assignee and in all events the assignee from such mortgagee
shall have assumed all obligations under this Agreement.
(c) For any transfer or assignment to be made pursuant to
the provisions of Articles 13 or 14 of this Agreement, there
shall be no change of the owner or operator of the Facility
unless the new owner or operator has been approved by DWM in
accordance with applicable regulations and approved by the County
in accordance with this Agreement. Upon approval of DWM of a new
owner or operator, the requirements of §15.1 shall be satisfied
with regard to such transfer.
ARTICLE 15

Assignment, Subletting
Section 15.1 Assignments. Except for transfers as provided
in Articles 13 and 14 which shall be subject to the provisions of
§14.5(c) of this Agreement, and transfers pursuant to §15.2
hereof, WMD may not sell or assign its rights under this
Agreement for all or any portion of the unexpired Agreement Term
at any time without the prior written consent of the county,
which consent shall be based upon the County's sole determination
that such assignee is financially capable of operating the
Facility and of performing all of the obligations hereunder and
possesses the necessary experience and management ability to
operate the Facility in an acceptable manner as required in this
Agreement.
Section 15.2 Assignments to Affiliate. Subject to the
County's prior written consent, such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed, WMD shall have the right to
assign to any subsidiary corporation of WMD, WMD's parent
corporation, or a subsidiary or parent corporation thereof or any
subsidiary of the foregoing; provided, however, that WMD shall
not be released from its obligations pursuant to this Agreement
as a result of such assignment to an affiliated company.
Section 15.3 Subletting. Except as provided herein, WMD
shall have no right to sublet all or any portion of the Property
without the prior written consent of the County which consent
shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. WMD

td4

shall have the right to sublet one or more portions of the
Property for the conduct of any accessory use permitted under
this Agreement. Any such sublease shall be subject to terms of
this Agreement. WMD shall furnish the County vith a copy of any
sublease with the address of the Sublessee. The County agrees to
send any such sublessee a copy of any notices given to WMD
pursuant to this Agreement affecting the sublessee. Such notices
shall be given in accordance with the provisions of 517.1 of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE 16
Closure Term Access and Use

Section 16.1

Post-Closure Access.

During the Closure Term

WMD shall continue to have exclusive control of the Property for

purposes of closing the Facility. In the event the County
desires to provide public access to the Property then the County
shall have the option to (i) enter into a sublease for the
Property or a portion thereof, in form reasonably satisfactory to
WMD and the County, or (ii) .terminate this Agreement having
entered into a license agreement for the Property, in form
reasonably satisfactory to WMD and the County. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in the preceding sentence, the
provisions of any sublease or license which concern the potential
li~bility of WMD for members of the public injured on the
Property, insurance regarding such liability and WMD's ability to
complete any actions required for closure of the Facility or
post-closure remediation shall be satisfactory to WMD, in WMD's
sole discretion and WMD shall not be deemed unreasonable in
rejecting any arrangements which have the result of increasing
the potential lia~ility of WMD or its insurers.
-~·

AR'l'ICLE 17

Miscellaneous
Section 17.1 Notices. Any notice required under this
Agreement shall be in writing and made either by personal
delivery, by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, or by overnight delivery. Notice shall be deemed
given upon personal delivery or upon receipt at the address
listed below. Notices shall be given to the parties at the
following addresses:
To WHo:

President Waste Management Disposal
Services of Virginia. Inc.
3329 Street Road
Bensalem. PA 19020

,

-
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With a copy to:

and
With a copy to:

Waste Management Disposal services
of Virginia, Inc.
3329 Street Road
Bensalem, PA 19020
Attn: General Counsel
John W. paniel. II
McGuire, Woods, Battle & Boothe
One James Center
Richmond, VA 23219

To the County:

William H. Whitlev
county Administrator
County of Gloucester
P. o. Box 329
Gloucester, VA 23061

With a copy to:

Thomas R. Robinett. Esq.
County Attorney
P. o. Box 1309
Gloucester. VA 23061

Either party may change the location or individual for
receipt of notices hereunder by providing written notice to the
other party as stated above.
Section 17.2 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be
governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia without
regard to its principles relating to conflict of laws.
~·

Section 17.3 Consent to Jurisdiction. For purposes of any
action or proceeding involving this Agreement, WMD hereby
expressly submits to the jurisdiction of all federal and state
courts located in the Commonwealth of Virginia and consents that
it may be served with any process or paper within or without the
Commonwealth of Virginia in accordance with applicable law.
Section 17.4 Waiver. ·No waiver or breach of any of the
covenants contained in this Agreement by either the County or WMD
shall be construed as a waiver of any prior or succeeding breach
of the same covenant or any other covenant of this Agreement.
Section 17.5 Severability. If any term, covenant or
provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal
or unenforceable in any respect, this Agreement shall remain in
effect and be construed without regard to such provision.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event one or more of the
terms, covenants or provisions_~f this Agreement is held to be
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invalid, illegal ·or unenforceable and the elimination of such
provision (i) has a material adverse financial impact on WMD and
results in WMD being unable to perform its obligations under this
Agreement on economic terms acceptable to WMD, WMD shall have the
right to terminate this Agreement or (ii) has a material adverse
financial impact on the County and results in a material change
in the benefits reasonably expected by the county hereunder, then
the County shall have the right to terminate this Agreement.
Section 17.6 Waiver of Jury Trial. THE PARTIES HEREBY
KNOWINGLY, VOLUNTARILY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVE THEIR RIGHT TO
TRIAL BY JURY IN CONNECTION WITH ANY ACTION, SUIT OR OTHER
PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT.
Section 17.7 Memorandum of Lease and Option. The County
will, at the request of WMD, promptly execute and deliver a
memorandum of lease and option in the form required for
recordation pursuant to Section 55-57.1 of the Code of Virginia,
as amended, to provide record notice of this Agreement and WMD's
rights in the Property. WMD shall pay any applicable recording
costs.
Section 17.8 Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the
entire agreement of the parties hereto and no representations,
oral or otherwise, between the parties, not embodied herein,
shall be of any force or effect, unless in writing signed by both
parties.
Section 17.9 Headings. The headings used herein are for
the convenience of the reader and shall not be deemed to modify
or in any way affect any of the covenants, terms and conditions
of this Agreement.
~·

ARTICLE 18
Operations
Section 18.1. Operations. WMD shall construct and operate
the Facility in accordance with the operating parameters set
forth in Exhibit J.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the County and WMD have caused the
execution of this Agreement as of the day and year first above
written pursuant to due authorization.
Approved as to form:
THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, VIRGINIA
By:

Tit~l-e_:

_______________

By: ______________________________
Its: ___________________________________
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WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES OF
VIRGINIA, INC.

~l~le: ~~€.~
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
OF ----------------' to-wit:
.The foregoing
day of

instr~ent

was acknowledged before me this
, 19
, in the
of
, Virginia, by
,
as
of the Board of superv1sors of the County of
Gloucester, Virg1n1a, on behalf of the County.

---------------------

My commission expires:

Name=------~------------------

Notary Public

COMMONWEALTH OF
C.J)t.Lt'l

i--1

~,~"Iva
i-11 u._
~GIRfA,
OF :Ph.)rrr./9/i)h,·ft

instrumen~

1

to-wit:

~G~

Yas acknowledged beforr·me this
the
C-t1~
of
~:; ;:.-~ ~~ ~ r::-·_:-t•~~n::-~~v.,~i-r-go ifl i a, by k<o b.L'=+ Q l3'P' i) Jof Waste
Disposal Service of Virginia, Inc., on ~ehalf of Waste
Disposal Service of Virginia, Inc.

~.w¥0..:.~......::::.-

..

...
-..

I

199~,, ~

.,;;;;;.=:;:.. . .;.;.;t::a.

My commission expires:

QA.;t-i

d..C,

I

f C;t;.S""

·

•

N~~7J:?tij:1f;;f:?
Notary Public

J
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NOTE: MAP TAKEN FROM U.S.G. S. TOF
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EXHIBIT B
[Intentionally omitted]

:P."
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BXB:IBIT C
OPTIO!l CONTRACT

This OPTION CONTRACT (this "Option") is made and entered
into as of the

----

day of -------------' 1993, by and between

THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, VIRGINIA, a political subdivision of
the Commonwealth of Virginia, as optionor (the "County"), and
WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC., a Virginia
corporation,· as optionee ( "w'"MD") •

AGREEMENT

1.

Consideration.

That for $10.00 and other gcod and

valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, the County grants

~riD

the right to purchase

the following described property subject to the terms and
conditions contained herein:.
;-.
All those certain parcels of land consisting of
approximately 510 acres located in the southeast corner
of the intersection of Route 17 and 601 in Gloucester
County, Virqinia, and more particularly described in
Exbibit A attached hereto alonq with all easements and
appurtenances thereunto belonging and benefiting those
parcels of land described above and all rights,
interests, and reversions of the County now or
hereafter existing that relate to such ·parcels (the
parcels described in Exhibit A are collectiv~ly
referred to herein as the "Property"}.
2.

pyrchase Price.

The purchase price for the purchase of

the Property shall be Ten Dollars ($10.00) plus the forgiveness
and release of any claims by WMD with regard to the County's
leqal

o~

equitable

obliga)fj~ t~

repay the monies WMD advanced

to the County for the purchase of the Property, including without
limitation the recording costs and associated clerk's fees.
Term of action.

3.

This Option shall continue until the

satisfaction of the condition set forth in §3.4 of that certain
Contract between the County and

~~

dated as of

(the "Agreement") or six months after the earlier of (i) the
termination of the Agreement or (ii) the failure of the condition
set forth in S3.4 of the

Agree~ent.

Exercise of Oction.

4.

within six

(6)

This Option may only be exercised

months of occurrence of the events described in

paragraph 3 (i) or (ii) above.

This Option.shall be deemed

automatically exercised upon the occurrence of such event, unless
WMD gives notice to the County that WMD revokes the Option.
5.

Settlement.

If this Option is exercised, settlement

shall occur at the offices of the County's
days after the County's receipt of notice

~ttorney
fro~

WMD

within thirty
that the

condition set forth in Paragraph 3 has failed and that this
Option is being exercised.

-.

At settlement the followinq shall

occur:
(a)

The County shall prepare a deed for and convey to

WMD marketable title in fee simple to the Property by qood and
sufficient deed vith special warranties of title, subject.only to
such title matters, liens and encumbrances which WMD had approved
prior to the County's purchase of the Property.
(b)

WMD shall provide the County with a release, in a

form reasonably satisfactory to the Gloucester County Attorney,
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With a copy to:

Waste Manaaement Disposal Services
of Virginia, Inc.
3329 Street Road
Bensalem, PA 19020
Attn: Gen~~al Counsel

and
With a cooy to:

John w. Daniel. II
McGuire. Woods. Battle & Boothe
One James Center
Ricbmond. VA 23219

To the Countv:

William H. Whitlev
countv Ad~inistrator
countv of Gloucester
P. o. Box 329
Gloucester, VA 23061

With a coov to:

Thomas R. Robinett. Esq.
countv Attornev
P. o. Box 1309
Gloucester, VA 23061

Either party may change the location or individual for
receipt of notices hereunder by providing written notice to the
other party as stated above.
7.

Assignability.

Except as provided below, WMD may not

sell or assign its rights arid obligations under this Option at
any. time without the prior written consent of the County, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

a.

No Brokers.

The county and

w~

warrant and represent

to each other that neither has utilized the services of a real
estate broker in the negotiation of this Option and that no
broker's fees or commissions are due to any party in connection

with this Option.
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Witness the following signatures and seals.
GLOUCESTER COUNTY, VIRGINIA
By
Title

WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL
SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC.

Seen and Approved as to form:
County Attorney
STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY/COUNTY OF
I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
as..r:·
of THE
COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, VIRGINIA, a pol1t1cal subd1v1sion of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, has acknowledged the same before me on
behalf of THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, the political subdivision.
Given under my hand this ____ day of------------' 1993.

Notary Publ1c

My commission expires:
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0

STATE OF

-

t:...Z...X.·t.-4=Qrv'~
~G-:EN-l'A

CITY/ COUNTY OF

£tu_(.a _,.} ;_/}_r.,I.J /1
I

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
7fty/Countyr-and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
I(.Jlh,tn~ (' flil...tl/r»c/\
as:{; elJ f.h..g,(iLCfJ,~-1of WASTE
MANAGEMENT DIS?qSAL SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC., a Virqinia
corporation, has acknowledged the same before me in the City and
State aforesaid on behalf of the Corporation.
(, q

•

~

Given under my hand this(1~'-~-"'day of rt-\c...,t...fUr.....
'·

My commission expires:
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EXHIBIT D
DEED OP LEASE

THIS DEED 0!' LEASE (this "Lease"), is made as of this_ day
, 1993, by and between THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER,
VIRGINIA, as the landlord (the "County") and WASTE MANAGEMENT
DISPOSAL SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC., a Virginia corporation, as
the
( .. w'"'MD") •
of

A.

The county and

entered into a contract dated as of

w~D

, 1993 (the "Agreement") whereby wriD agreed

to construct and operate a.safe, sanitary and environmentally
sound Solid Waste disposal facility (the "Facility").
B.
Pursuant to the Agreement, the County purchased those
certain parcels of land more particularly described in the
Agreement as the Property.

c.
The Agreement provides that the County shall lease the
Property to WMD subject to the terms and conditions of the
Agreement.
D.
Therefore, the county and WMD desire to enter into this
Lease for purposes of complying with the Agreement •
..

~ Q~

I I 1! .I

~

1:

· NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the Rent
and the covenants contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, the County and WMD agree as follows:

1.
Incorporation of Provisions of the Aqreement. All of
the terms, definitions, covenants, conditions and other
provisions of the Agreement are hereby incorporated by reference
and made a part hereof, including, without limitation, all terms
and provisions reqarding the Primary Term, Rent, Additional Rent
and Default. In the event of a conflict between any provision of
the Agreement and the Lease, the provision of the Agreement shall
control.
2.
Premises. The county hereby leases to WMD, and wriD
hereby leases from the county the Property, subject to the terms
and conditions contained herein and in the Agreement.
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3.
Rent. w~ hereby agrees to pay Rent (including Base
Rent, Additional Rent and other payments) in the amounts and at
the times specified in Article 9 of the Agree~ent and subject to
such offsets as may be described in the Aqreecent.
·
4.
No Partnership. Nothing herein or in the Agreement
shall be construed to constitute a joint venture bet•een wriD and
the County or the formation of a partnership.

5.
Extent o! Agreement. This Lease, in combination with
the Agreement, represents the entire and integrated agreement
between the County and w~D and supersedes all prior negotiations,
representations or agree=ents, either written or oral. This
Lease may be amended only by a written agreecent signed by both
the county and w~.
6.
Default. ~~D shall be in Default under this Lease upon
the occurrence of any Default by w~D in Article 14 of the
Agreement.
7.
Choice ot Law.
In the event there is any dispute
arising out of this Lease, the la~s of the Commonwealth of
Virginia will govern the construction and resolution of that
dispute.
8.
No Authorship. This Lease is the result of joint
negotiation and authorship and no part of this Lease shall be
construed as the product of either party hereto.
9.
Quiet Enjoy.cent. The County warrants that WMD may
peaceably and quietly enjoy the Property free from interference
from anyone.
10. No Broker. The county and WMD hereby represent and
warrant to each other that each such party has neither consulted
nor.negotiated with any broker or finder with regard to this
Lease or the Facility.
11. Bindinq !!feet. The covenants, conditions and
agreements contained in this Lease will bind and inure to the
benefit of the County and w~ and their respective successors,
mortgagees, subtenants and assigns .
. 12. All Acta by the County. The County warrants and
represents that it has taken all actions necessary to enter into
this Lease and to authorize (i) the signature hereof.on behalf of
the County and (ii} the performance of this Lease by the County.
13. All Acts. by WKD. w'"MD warrants and represents that it
has taken all actions necessary to enter into this Lease and to
authorize (i) the signature hereof on behalf of WMD and (ii) the
performance of this Lease by w~~
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the County and WMD have each caused this
Agreement to be signed on its behalf and its seal to be affixed
and attested by officials thereunto duly authorized.
COu~TY

OF GLOUCESTER

By:
APPROVED AS TO

FOR~:

WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL
SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC.
By:
County Attorney
By:
STATE OF
CITY/COUNTY OF

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
of the COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, whose name
as such is signed to the foregoing Lease, has acknowledged the
same before me in the City and State aforesaid.
Given under my hand this ____ day of ------------' 1993.

Notary Public

My commission expires:
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STATE OF
CITY/COUNTY OF

I, the undersiqned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
vice-president/president of WASTE
MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC., whose na~e as
such is siqned to the foregoing Lease, has ackno~ledged the sa~e
before me in the City and State aforesaid on behalf of the
Corporation.
Given under my hand this ____ day of ------------' 199 __

Notary

My coa:ission expires:

1~

Publ~c

•

EXHIBIT E
DESIGNATION OF DELIVERY DATE

The County of Gloucester, Virginia (the "County") and Waste
Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc., ("WMD") hereby
agree that the date of delivery to w~O of possession of the
"Property" as such term is defined in that certain agreement
dated as of
, 1993 between the county and WMO (the
"Agreement") is
, and that such date shall be
the "Delivery Date" as such term is used in the Agreement.
COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER
By:
APPROVED AS TO

FO&~:

WASTE

~~NAGEMENT DISPOSAL
SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC.

By:
County Attorney

By:
STATE OF

CITY/COUNTY OF

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
of the COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER, whose name
as such is signed to the foregoing Lease, has acknowledged the
same before me in the City and State aforesaid.
Given under my hand this ____ day of -------------' 1993.

Notary Public
My commission expires:
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STATE OF
CITY/COUNTY OF
I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
vice-president/president of WASTE
M&~AGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES OF VIRGINIA, INC., whose name as
such is signed to the foregoing Lease, has acknowledged the same
before me in the City and State aforesaid on behalf of the
Corporation.
Given under my hand this ____ day of -------------' 199 __

Notary Public

My commission expires:
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EXB:IBIT·'P
RENT PA YMl!NT :FOR.."!ULA

Total tons (for which Tipping Fee is paid) < 459,000 tons x $.50= $A
Total tons (for which Tipping Fee is paid) > 459,000 tons x
$1.00 = $B
$A + $B = Total Annual Rent
For example: Assume w~ is collecting 1880 tonsjday (for which
Tipping Fees are paid) for J06 days during the Lease Year.
In the
first quarter WMD would pay ·$71,440 (76 days x 1880 x .SO). The same
amount would be paid in the second and third quarters.
In the last
quarter (using 78 days), a total of $131,460 would be due (30,360
tons at $.50 which would bring total tonnage to 459,000 and then
116,280 tons at $1.00).
Total Rent for the year would be
$345,780.00.
Since this a~ount exceeds the Guaranteed Annual Rent,
no Guaranteed Annual Rent would be due.
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BXRIEIT G
INTERIM

~TE

COLLECTION

Ah~

This INTERIM WASTE COLLECTION

~~D

DISPOSAL AGREZMENT

DISPOSAL

AGREEM~T

(this

"Collection and Disposal Agreement") is made and entered into as
of the

---

GLOUCESTER,

day of

----- ,

VIRGI~IA,

1993 by and

bet~een

a political subdivision of the

TEE

co~~Y

O?

Common~ealth

of Virginia (the "County") and W4\STE lG\...'G\G2.'!3YT DISPOSAL SERVICES
OJ~

VIRGINIA, INC. , a Virginia corporation

A.

("~"MD") •

Simultaneously with the execution of this Collection

and Disposal Agreement, the County and

~~

have entered into a

contract (the "Agreement") whereby, among other things, the
County has agreed to lease certain property to

~riD

in return for

WMD's promise to construct and operate a safe, sanitary and
environmentally sound

Solid~Waste

disposal facility (the

"Facility").
B.

Pursuant to 511.12 of the Agreement, WMD aqreed to

enter into this contract to collect and dispose of Gloucester's
Solid Waste (as that

te~

is defined in the Agreement) until the

Commencement of Commercial Operations or until the

terminati~n

the Agreement.

1.

consideration.

In consideration cf the premises, and

other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
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of

sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,

~~

agrees to

provide the Services (as that term is defined below) to the
County subject to the
2.

te~s

Definitions.

and conditions contained herein.

Unless the context or the express

provisions contained herein indicate
terms used herein shall have
capitalized
3.

te~s

t~e

othe~«ise,

all capitalized

same meaning as those similar

used in the Agreement.

Services.

Beginning July l, 1993,

the County with collection and disposal

~riD

se~ices

shall provide
for the County's

Solid Waste by (i) continuing to man, operate and maintain the
existing convenience cen~er at the County's Existing Landfill,
and each of the four
constructed,

ne~

convenience centers as the same are

(ii) collecting Solid Waste at the County's

presently existing ;reenboxes (except to the extent that a
portion of these may be displaced by the·construction of

ne~

convenience centers as a part of the County's program), and (iii)
managing the recyclables

fro~

the County's present recycling

~

sites, such management to be in conformance with WMD's "Recycle
America" proqram (or such replaceMent programs as WMD may
implement from time to time)

(the~e

services are collectively

referred to herein as the "Services").

Where parallel, the

Services shall be qenerally performed in accordance with the
provisions of the contract between WMD of Hampton Roads·and
County (IFB #92-032).

~~e

wriD shall have the right until October l,

1993 to dispose of the Solid Waste collected pursuant to this
Collection and Disposal Agreement in the County's Existing

Landfill, subject to the availability of capacity in the Existing
Landfill.

In the event the County's Existing Landfill does not

have adequate capacity to receive the county's capacity, then the
County and

w~

shall work together to make alternative

arrangements for disposal of the County's Solid Waste.
of the Services,

fro~

As part

October 1, 1993 until the termination of

this Collection and Disposal Agreement,

w~

shall also collect

such Solid Waste as is delivered to the County's Existing
Landfill site.

To the extent the convenience center at the

County's Existing Landfill is not adequate to manage such Solid
Waste, WMD may locate additional equipcent at the County's
Existing Landfill.

w~

shall have the right, at its sole

discretion, to apply to the necessary state and federal entities
for the permits necessary to

~onstruct

and operate a temporary

transfer station at the County's Existing Landfill.

The County

shall cooperate and assist WMD in obtaining such permits.

As

part of the Services, WMD shall make all necessary arrangements
~

to dispose of or recycle, as appropriate, all of the County's

Solid Waste and recyclables.

The nature and location of such

additional equipment or temporary facility shall be subject to
the County's approval, such approval not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed.
4.

Term of Agreement.

The Services provided pursuant'to

this Collection and Disposal Aqreement shall terminate upon the

earlier of (i) the terMination of the Aqreement for any reason,

or (ii) the Commencement of Commercial Operations at the
Facility.
5.

Service Fee.

The fee for the Services shall be equal

to the Implementation Fee, to the extent that such Implementation
Fee payments have been paid to the County pursuant to Section
9.2.1. of the Agreement at the time of the termination of the
Agreement.

The amount of such Implementation Fee payments, as

the same may be disbursed from time to time, shall be the
outstanding Service .fee balance (the "Service Fee Balance").
6.

Pavrnent Terms.

Upon the termination of the Agreement

before the sati~faction of the condition iet forth in

§

3.4 of

the Agreement, the County agrees that an annual appropriation
sufficient to fund, over a period of twenty (20) years, equal
monthly payments composed of interest and a portion of the
Service Fee Balance will be timely considered each year by the
Board of Supervisors; provided, however, that the agreement to
.

consider such annual appropriations shall not obLigate the Board
of supervisors to make such appropriations.

The County further

agrees that a sum sufficient to provide for the timely payment of
the Service Fee Balance in equal monthly installments shall be
included in the annual budget prepared by the County
Administrator and submitted by him to the Board of supervisors.
The term of the payment shall be twenty (20) years beginning on
the first day of the month, twelve months following the
termination of the Services provided pursuant to this Collection
and Disposal Agreement pursuant to Section 3; provided, however
4
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that the term of payment shall be extended by a period of .one
year for each year in which the Board of Supervisors fails to
appropriate funds sufficient to make timely payments on the
Service Fee Balance, or by an appropriate fraction of a year in
the event the Board of Supervisors appropriates less than a
sufficient amount to make the full annual payment, such fraction
being equal to the fraction of the full payment that is not
appropriated in such year.
outstanding Service Fee

Interest shall accrue on the

Bala~ce

terwination of the Services.

beginning on the date of the

The interest rate shall be equal to

the annual interest rate of those certain bonds of similar
maturity that are to be issued by the Virginia Peninsulas Public
Service Authority in conjur.ction with the Virginia Resources
Authority (the "Bonds").

If the Bonds have not been issued by

June l, 1993, the interest rate shall be 6.15 percent per annum.
7.

Assignment.

Except as provided below, WMD may not sell

or assign its rights and obligations under the Collection and
Disposal Agreement at any time without the prior written consent
of the County, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
8.

Entire Agreement.

This Collection and Disposal

Agreement, in combination with the Agreement represents the
entire agreement between the parties hereto as to the subject
matter of this Collection and Disposal Agreement.
Collection and Disposal

Agree~ent

This

may not be amended or modified

unless such amendment or modification is in writing and signed by
the parties hereto.
5
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9.

Grant of Easements and Licenses.

To the extent

allowable by law, the County hereby agrees to grant to

w~

any

and all easements or licenses at the County's Existing Landfill
that WMD deems necessary or advisable to provide the Services,
provided that the County has first taken all necessary legal
steps to grant such license or easement.
Witness the following signatures and seals.

THE COUNTY OF
VIRGINIA

By
Title

6
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GLOUCES~~~'

Seen and Approved as to for=:

County Attorney
WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL
SERVICES, INC.

:67
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EXHIBIT H
Terms and Conditions for Operation of
and Disbursements from the Environmental
Trust Fund and surety Agreement
(the "Terms and Conditions")
1.

Establishment of Trust Fund. The Environmental Trust Fund
shall be established by WMD in accordance with §11.13 of the
Agreement with a national bank with offices in the County of
Gloucester. The fund shall be established in an interest
bearing account with the interest treated as accruing to the
benefit of the County. The County shall furnish the bank
with all necessary account information including taxpayer
identification numbers if applicable. Initial funding for
the account shall be $1,000.

2.

Fundina. Thirty (30) days after each quarter period (March,
June, September, December) WMD shall fund the Environmental
Trust Fund as provided in §11.13 of the Agreement. Interest
shall accrue and remain in the account as a part of the fund
but shall not reduce w~D's obligations to fund such account
as set forth in the Agreement.

3.

Apoointment of Trustee. An independent third party shall be
appointed trustee of the Environmental Trust Fund (the
"Trustee"). The County ~hall identify the party to function
as the Trustee, subject to w~D's approval. The county and
WMD shall complete and enter into the forms and agreements
necessary to authorize and employ the Trustee, all in a form
reasonably acceptable to the County and WMD. Any
- compensation for the Trustee (i) during the first year of
the Environmental Trust Fund shall be paid by WMD and (ii)
after the first year shall be paid from the Environmental
Trust Fund. The Trustee may be replaced from time to time
and at any time, in the event of the Trustee's resignation
or upon request of either party, subject to the approval of
the County and WMD.

4.

Payments from the Trust.
(a)

No payments shall be made from the Environmental Trust
Fund except in strict accordance with the terms and
conditions hereof, and the funds placed in the
Environmental Trust Fund, together with the interest
that accrues thereon, shall be held in trust for the
benefit of the County but subject to such withdrawal
rights for WMD as are set forth herein.
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(b)

Upon the occurrence of a Default by WMD under the
Agreement, which is not cured by WMD or by a mortgagee
pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, then the County
or w~D may withdraw funds from the Environmental Trust
Fund as necessary to remedy such Default, whether or
not the County has exercised any other remedy pursuant
to the terms of the Agreement including termination of
the Lease.

(c)

Requests for payment to the County or WMD from the
Environmental Trust Fund shall be made in writing by
notice to the Trustee with simultaneous notice to the
County or WMD, as appropriate, as well. Such requests
shall (i) describe the Default by WMD giving rise to
the claim, (ii) be accompanied by an invoice for the
work done to remedy the Default or a contractor's
reasonable, good faith estimate of the cost of such
remediation. Trustee shall not disburse such requested
funds until three (3) business days have elapsed from
Trustee's receipt of such notice. Payments from the
Environmental Trust Fund made pursuant to this
subparagraph shall only be used for the remediation of
the identified Default and for remediation of any
consequences thereof. For example, such funds could be
utilized to clean up ground water contamination and
extend alternative water supplied to any homeowner
whose well water was impacted by such contamination.
Funds from the Environmental Trust Fund shall not be
utilized to cure any monetary Defaults under the
Agreement. Funds shall only be disbursed from the
Environmental Trust Fund for costs to be immediately
incurred, and any funds not immediately utilized for
the purpose for which they were disbursed shall be
promptly returned to the Environmental Trust Fund. w~D
shall promptly reimburse the Environmental Trust Fund
for any amounts disbursed from the Environmental Trust
Fund pursuant to this subparagraph 4(c). To the extent
necessary and appropriate to remedy the consequences of
a force majure event as defined in §14.2 of the
Agreement, WMD shall be entitled to access the
Environmental Trust Fund even though no Default has
occurred.

(d)

Requests for payment to WMD from the Environmental
Trust Fund shall be made in writing by notice to the
Trustee with simultaneous notice to the County as well.
Such requests shall (i) describe the closure action
which has been undertaken, (ii) be accompanied by an
invoice for such work done to close the Facility, and
(iii) be accompanied by evidence of WMD's payment of
such invoice. Trustee shall not disburse such
requested funds until three (3) business days have
2
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elapsed from Trustee's receipt of such notice and the
County has approved the work completed (provided that
the work shall be deemed completed unless notice
specifying the uncompleted items is received by WMD and
the Trustee within five business days).
Payments from
the Environmental Trust Fund made pursuant to this
subparagraph shall only be used for repayment of costs
of the closure of the Facility in accordance with
approved closure plans.
(e)

Upon completion of all of WMD's post-closure care
obligations, the balance remaining in the Environmental
Trust Fund, including all remaining accrued interest,
shall be disbu~sed to the County. w~D shall provide
Trustee with notice of the completion of such
obligations with simultaneous notice to the County as
well.

5.

Surety Bond. The Surety Bond shall be issued as described
in §11.14 of the Agree~ent. Payments to the County from the
Surety Bond shall be made in the fashion described in
subparagraphs 4(b) and ~(c) of this Terms and Conditions,
subject to the ter~s of the Surety Bond itself. The Surety
Bond shall be in a form reasonably acceptable to the County
and WMD. WMD shall not be entitled to any disbursements
from the surety Bond. The County shall not be entitled to
any amounts remaining on the Surety Bond at the conclusion
of w~D's post-closure care obligations.

6.

Disoutes.
In the event the Trustee receives contradictory
instructions from the County and WMD or there is any
uncertainty as to the meaning or the applicability of any of
the provisions of the trust agreement or the provisions of
the Terms and Conditions or the Agreement of which it is a
part, or of any written instructions received by the
Trustee, then the Trustee shall be entitled, at the
- Trustee's option, to deposit the Environmental Trust Fund or
any portion thereof, as applicable, with a court in the
Commonwealth of Virginia having appropriate jurisdiction.
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BDIBIT J:

contaminant ID Humber

Cont~inant

1.

1925

pH

2.

1927

:3.

1928

4.

1929

Alkalinity - Total
Alkalinity - Bicarbonate
Alkalinity - carbonate

5.

1915

6.

1932

Hardness - EDTA
Acidity

7.

1910

Corrosion Index

a.

1025

Fluoride 1.8

9.

1017

Chloride 250

10.

1905

Color

11.

0100

Turbidity (FTU) 1.0

12.

1027

Hydrogen Sulfide 0.05

1:3.

lOSS

Sulfate 250

14.

1040

15.

1039

16.

1038

Nitroqen - Nitrate 10.0
Nitrogen - Anu:lonia
Nitrogen - Nitrite

17.

1041

Nitrogen - Total Kjeldahl

18.

1043

Phosphate - Total (AsP)

19.

1044

Phosphate - Ortho (AsP)

(APHA)

I
I

Name

15 cu

.

~

20 •. 1926
21.

1930

Specific Conductance (u mhos/em)
Total Dissolved Solids (185°C)

22.

1058

Volatile (550°C)

23.

1059

Fixed ( 550 °C)

24.

1049

Silica (as Si02)

25.

1997

Lanqlier Index @ 20°C

26.

N/A

Bromide

27.

1005

Arsenic
l
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o.os

Contaminant :ID !lumber

Contaminant Name

28.

1010

Barium

1.0

29.

1015

0.010

30.

1020

Cadmium
Chromium

31.

1030

Lead

o.os
o.os

32.

1035

Mercury

0.002

33.

1045

Selenium

0.01

34.

1050

Silver

o.os

35.

1002

Aluminum

36.

1016

Calcium

37.

1028

Iron

38.

1031

Magnesium

39.

1032

Manqanese

40.

1051

Strontiwn

41.

1095

Zinc

5.0

42.

1022

Copper

1.0

43.

1042

Potassium

44.

1052

Sodiwn

45.

1036

Nickel

46.

1007

Borsn

47.

1919

Calcium Hardness

48:

1918

Magnesium Hardness

49.

1913

ca & Mq Hardness

so.

1915

Total Hardness (Al, ca, Fe, Mq, Kn,
Sr & Zn)

51.

1004

Antimony

f

0.30

0.05

20.0

BXHl:Bl:'r J

of
contract
Between
The County of Gloucester, Virginia
and
Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc.

OPERATIONS
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Compliance

l
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2
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2

Response to Deposit of Unacceptable Wastes
Operations Standards

4

Wetlands and Creeks . .

6

.,
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operations

Compliance
1.

WMD shall locate, permit, construct, operate, close and
conduct post-closure operations of the Facility and all
accessory uses permitted hereunder in such a manner as to
comply with EPA Subtitle "D" Regulations, if and when
applicable, and the DWM Regulations and all other applicable
federal, State and local statutes and regulations.

The Countv's Insoection and Recorting
2.

WMD shall allow review and copying by the county's Inspector
of all books, records or logs kept at the Facility and
relating to operation of the Facility (except financial
records). The County's Inspector shall give WMD not less
than seventy-t~o (72) hours advance notice of his desire to
review books and records other than daily logs, which the
County's Inspector may revie~ imcediately upon request.

3.

WMD shall allow the county's Inspector to participate in the
taking of any and all sa~ples of waste, surface water,
leachate or groundwater at the Facility, and wtm ~h~l not
take any such sample without first offering the C~unty's
Inspector an opportunity to observe such sampling and obtain
split samples if the County's Inspector so desires. The
cost of testing any split samples shall be the County's
responsibility.

4.

WMD shall promptly allow review by the County's Inspector of
all test results and reports obtained in connection with the
Facility.
~

5.

In the event WMD is notified of any violation of applicable
federal, State or local laws, regulations or permit
conditions, WMD shall promptly notify the County's Inspector
thereof and provide a copy of any written notice of
violation or related correspondence.

6.

WMD shall keep records of all waste received, and the County
shall have the right to inspect and audit (subject to
paragraph 2 of this Operations Exhibit) the same insofar as
they pertain to the operation of the Facility. The records
shall show the type, weight, source and volume of Solid
Waste received, deviations made from the plan of operation,
those parts of the Facility then under use, drawings of the
actual surveyed location of all construction elements of the
Facility, receipt records, and any other information which
is required to be recorded by the Facility's permit or
federal or State regulations. Not later than March 1 of
-1-
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each year, WMD shall deliver to the county a certificate of
an officer of WMD certifying the previous year's tonnage and
receipts.
7.

If requested, WMD shall make copies available to the County
all of w~'s inspection reports on any finished cells ready
to accept waste, monitoring data and disposal arrangements
for removed loads. Loads which are rejected at the gate
shall also be identified.

a.

WMD shall promptly notify the County of any indications of
the presence of explosive gas, at the Facility or
surrounding areas, equal to or greater than SO% of the lower
explosive limit.

Cell Construction
9.

w~ shall provide for a professional engineering firm for
third pa~ty quality assurance of the liner system (including
industry accepted or any proven leak detection technology if
requested by the county) and allow a State representative,
if the State so requests, and a representative of the County
to examine the work on a daily basis during the construction
of the Facility.

The County's Comorehensive Solid Waste Management Plan
10.

wriD shall assist the County in compliance with a County
Comprehensive Waste Management Plan as required by DWM.

Recycling
11.

WMD shall assist the County in meeting all recycling
mandates as established by DWM and comply with all stateand federally-mandated recycling mandates applicable to
landfill operators.

12.

WMD shall provide the county with an annual report on the
results of the recycling undertaken in connection with the
Facility including but not limited to the volume, outlets
for materials.

Acceptable And Unacceptable Wastes
13.

WMD shall not be obligated to accept for disposal any
material not allowed for disposal by its permits from DWM or
EPA. WMD may refuse to accept any waste which does not
conform to any applicable law, regulation, rule or permit
condition, or that is an Unacceptable Waste, even if only
part of the waste load is nonconforming.
-2-
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14.

WMD shall not accept for disposal in the Facility any of the
following ("the following shall be deemed a part of the
defined term "Unacceptable Wastes"):
(a)

Any Solid Waste not within the categories described in
this Agreement;

(b)

Any "infectious waste" or "radioactive waste," as such
terms are defined by federal and state statutes and
regulations;

(c)

Any "pathological waste" or may material which is
highly flammable, explosive or otherwise reasonably
determined to be dangerous in accordance with DWM
regulations;

(d)

Any material the disposal of which in the Facility
would violate applicable federal or State laws, rules,
regulations or permits;

(e)

Any "hazardous waste" which shall be deemed to be:
(i) any waste defined as "hazardous waste" by Section c
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of EPA's
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, (ii) any
waste defined as "hazardous waste" by DWM's Hazardous
Waste Management Regulations, or (iii) solid waste,
which because of is quantity, concentration, or
physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, as
determined by DWM, may cause or significantly
contribute to an increase in serious irreversible or
incapacitating reversible illness or pose a substantial
present or potential hazard to human health, the
Facility or the environment when treated, stored,
transported, disposed of or otherwise managed;

(f)

Any non-hazardous domestic irrigation return flows or
industrial wastewater sludges not approved for disposal
by DWM regulations or industrial discharges which are
point sources subject to permits under S 402 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (86
Stat. 880);

(g)

Any nuclear or nuclear by-product material as defined
by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (86 Stat.
923);

(h)

Any material number of animal carcasses disposed of in
a single day or any petroleum contaminated materials,
without specific written approval by the DWK, as
applicable, and
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(i)

Any Solid Waste defined as a "Special Waste" pursuant
to the DWM Regulations with regard to which WMD gives
the county notice that WMD does not intend to accept
such waste; provided, that, such prohibition shall
continue until WMD gives the county notice that ~riD
intends to accept such Special Waste in conformance
with applicable federal and state laws, ordinances,
rules and regulations.

Response to Deoosit of Unacceotable Wastes
15.

In the event that Unacceptable Wastes are deposited in the
Facility, WMD shall promptly remove or cause to be removed
the Unacceptable Waste from the Facility and cause the same
to be disposed of in accordance with applicable federal,
State and local laws.

16.

In the event that Unacceptable Wastes are deposited in the
Facility, D~~ and the County shall be notified immediately
and a written report shall promptly be prepared and sent to
the County. If the vehicle disposing of such waste is known
or has not left the site, then immediate notice shall be
served on the owner of the vehicle together with
instructions to promptly remove and dispose of the
Unacceptable Waste. In the event such waste is not removed
and all appropriate response actions completed within 24
hours then wriD shall, with the DWM as necessary and
appropriate, remove and dispose of the waste and further
assist DWM in the prosecution of the responsible parties.

Operations Standards

.·

17.

shall control dust from the Facility by spraying roads
and unveqetated areas with water within the Facility to
reduce dust. Any mud on the roads resulting from vehicles
from the Facility shall be removed by WMD. WMD shall
- promptly seed all unvegetated areas except for the stockpile
area and areas where already constructed cells or other
improvements preclude dust. WMD shall sweep State Route 601
not less than once per day from the entrance to the Facility
to its intersection with Route 17.

18.

Overhead exterior lighting at the Facility, shall be located
and directed so that it does not materially increase ambient
light conditions and shall otherwise comply with the
County's requirements as set forth in the site plan.

19.

All complaints received by the County will be referred in
writing {including facsimile of complaint) directly to WMD
which shall give them prompt and courteous attention and
shall advise the County of the resolution of such

w~
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complaints, providing the county with copies of any written
responses to such complaints.
20.

Public access to the Facility shall be limited to a single
access point. No waste shall enter the Facility except
through this point. This access point shall be equipped
with a gate which shall be closed and locked during nonoperating hours. A scalehouse with an attendant during
operating hours shall be located within the gate. Security
shall be provided at all other times. ~~ shall initially
screen the Solid Waste to determine its appropriate
disposition within the Facility and shall use electronic or
other types of sensors to assist this determination as WMD
deems necessary. ~~ shall maintain a video camera to
record entering vehicles and to provide security.

21.

Private vehicles shall be directed to the convenience center
on the Facility by adequate signage.

22.

Pe~anent signs shall be posted at the main entrance of the
Facility advising of ope=ating hours, e~ergency contact
persons, the type of caterials which are acceptable and such
other information as is dee~ed necessary. Permanent·siqns
shall also be posted throughout the operational areas ·
directing traffic, identifying buildings and specifying
types or grades of caterial to be deposited in particular
areas. A separate and prominently displayed sign will
notify all users that the Facility prohibits any Hazardous
Waste and Unacceptable Wastes.

23.

On-site permanent survey benchmarks for horizontal and
vertical control will be established at the Facility. At
least annually, a revised topographic survey of the working
area shall be made and~wo certified copies delivered to the
County coincident with the annual tonnage report.

24.

All trucks entering and leaving the Facility shall be
weighed at the entrance. Trucks owned by WMD and other
reqular users do not need to be weighed upon leavinq if the
vehicle tare weights are known. Such trucks must be weighed
at least annually to check these weights.

25.

A site inspection checklist shall be maintained in the
administrative offices at the Facility. Results of previous
inspections shall be maintained for three (3) years.
Inspections shall be made jointly by the Facility
_
supervisor, a representative of the County, a representative
of DWM, or its succ~ssors, whenever practical.

26.

A record of observed climatic conditions shall be maintained
in the administrative offices of the Facility.
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27.

A list of emergency telephone numbers shall be conspicuously
placed in the Facility administration office in case an
emergency occurs: Those numbers will include the police,
fire department, ambulance or rescue squad, county emergency
services coordinator and State and federal offices
responsible for clean-up of hazardous material spills. All
Facility employees shall receive periodic emergency response
training as part of the regular accident prevention program.

28.

All permanent roads in use at the time of closure will be in
a passable condition at closure.

29.

In the event that WMD is notified of any violations of
applicable laws, regulations or permit conditions at the
Facility, wriD shall notify the County and shall promptly and
diligently cooperate with the applicable regulatory agency
and take other reasonable actions in an attempt to cure the
violation.

30.

WMD shall evaluate and, if necessary, submit a plan for
improvements to state Route 601 in Qrder to adequately
accommodate traffic turning from State Route 601 into the

Facility without causing delays in traffic or creating
traffic hazards. Such plan shall be in a form sa•;isfactory
to the Virginia Department of Transportation and ~he County.
WMD shall construct or cause to be constructed all such
planned improve~ents prior to commencing operations at the
Facility.
31.

w~ shall include in the site plans for the Facility an onsite staging area for trucks. such staging area shall be of
sufficient capacity to prevent trucks from backing up to
State Route 601 as they.. wait clearance into the Facility.
Such area may also be used for overnight parking of hauling
trucks provided that such area shall be located ·entirely
outside of the first 100' of the buffer surrounding the
Facility. In no event shall trucks be parked within such
portion of the buffer or on State Route 601 or allowed to
back up to interfere with traffic on State Route 601.

32.

The entrance road to the qatehouse, and the staqinq area,
shall be paved.

Wetlands and ereeks
33.

WMD shall not disturb any wetlands adjacent to and connected
by at least seasonal surface flow on the Property unless
otherwise permitted'by appropriate governmental entities.
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..
WMD shall not take any action vhich dams any such creek,
materially reduces the flow of any such creek or results in
the degradation of the quality of the water of any such
creek through the release of contaminants.

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER

CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY, ET AL,
I

I
I

v.

Plaintiffs
Case No. (93) 6726

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY, ET AL,

II

Defendants

II

i:d

li

I'

DEMURRER

COMES NOW the Defendant,

the Board of Supervisors of

I!,,

Gloucester County, Virginia, hereinafter the "County," by Counsel, i.

ji

and says that the Plaintiffs' Bill of Complaint fails. to state a

,I

II cause of action and fails to state facts upon which the relief

li

'I
L

II

therein demanded can be granted, stating specifically as follows:
1.

That the Plaintiffs have failed

to allege · facts

sufficient to constitute standing to bring their Bill of Complaint ;

II

ll in that they do not allege and cannot demonstrate a personal stake :

II
I

in the outcome of any controversy and do not allege and cannot
demonstrate that the contract with the Defendant Waste Management .
Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc., deprives them of any personal
or property right or imposes on them any burden or obligation !
different from that suffered by the general public.
2.

That Count I of the said Bill of Complaint fails to:

state a violation of Article VII, §lO(b), of the Constitution of:

II

Virginia, subsection (b) being the only part thereof applicable to

I!

II
I,

iI!l
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counties, in that none of the future potential payments therein
described are unconditional commitments to spend money,
rather,
1

are strictly conditioned either on the

but,

provision of

services by the said Waste Management or on the future occurrence

1

!I of. unknown

events which may or may not take place.

As such, no

!

"debt" is created within the meaning of said Article.

il

3.

That Count II of said Bill of Complaint fails to state
I
I

a violation of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act in that it I
I
!i
i
does not allege the passage of an "ordinance" at any of the !
lj. !

·I

!I
II
!i!I

"meetings" described therein or at any other meeting of the said

Board, nor could it so allege as the County has passed no ordinance

regarding its contract with the Defendant Waste Management or the · ·

;I

!I

Request for Proposals (RFP).

II

an RFP or award a contract under the Public Procurement Act.

il

II

I·I

I
~

No ordinance is required to approve

Additionally, the Virginia Freedom of Information Act cannot be
enforced under Section 8.01-184 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as
amended, but is enforced, pursuant to its own terms, by proceeding

I

under Section 2.1-346 of the said Code.

!i

Complaint is, on its face, not such a proceeding, and a declaration

Plaintiffs • Bill of

!

!I

of invalidity as to a contract is not an allowable remedy under
Section 2.1-346.1 of the said Code.

I regarding

As to Plaintiffs' allegations

adequacy of the meeting room, the Defendant Board of

Supervisors has express authority to designate its own meeting

I place

~I

pursuant to Section 15.1-536 of the said Code of Virginia,

and Plaintiffs had adequate remedy at law to review the said ,

If

II
i:

2

I.
t;
II

II

il

il
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!j

'I
!!
1.

:i

Board's Resolution of January s, 1993, regarding its selection of
meeting places for the year 1993 by resort to Section 17-123 of the
~I

!Iq

said Code.

These meeting room allegations fail to state a cause of

action under the aforesaid Freedom of Information Act.
4.

If

That Count III fails to allege any violation of the

j;

i',I Constitution of Virginia in that Article IV, Sections 14 and 15,

;I. !

are not applicable to units of local government.

Furthermore,

'

'I Section 9. 3 of the County's Agreement with the Defendant Waste
Management, incorporated into Plaintiffs' said Bill, specifically
' retains the County's authority to tax the leasehold and physical
I)

:!

improvements, provided the amount of such taxes is deducted from

ii

rent payable under the Agreement to the County.

lj

As such, there is

II

~

!

! 1

no agreement by the County to make anything nontaxable or to waive

i I

:!
11
'I

•I

ij

receipt of any tax.

Additionally, Section 15.1-28.02 of the Code

of Virginia, 1950, as amended, expressly enables the county to

, enter

~ .

.

!

into an exclusive arrangement for the services provided by

the aforesaid Agreement.
5.

That Count IV of the Plaintiffs' said Bill fails to

;i
!•

allege any noncompliance with the procedures set forth in the

j·

Virginia Public Procurement Act by the County and could not be

I

amended to so state because there were none.

Instead, Count IV

that the contents of the Agreement violate the Act, which
I alleges
allegations do not state a cause of action, as the Virginia Public
Procurement Act does not regulate the content of this Agreement,
only the procedures by which it is obtained.
3
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Section 15.1-28.02 of

the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended, expressly authorizes the
county to form a contract for waste disposal services, whether or
not for profit, including cogeneration facilities.
6.

That Count v of the Plaintiffs 1 Bill of Complaint fails

to allege a cause of action in that the action of the Board of

I Supervisors

Ia
1

I.
I

in approving the aforesaid Agreement is sufficient, as

matter of law, to allow the County to acquire the land through

purchase or condemnation, if necessary.

No additional legislative

I· actions are required, as the said Board may acquire the land at its

I discretion.

Additionally, Section 9.3 of the Agreement expressly

jl retains the Board's authority to

I

'I

I

it.to rebate anything.

imp~se

taxes and does not require

Additionally, the said Board's authority to

re-zone the property at a future time is expressly retained, and
County's only commitment in the said Agreement is that the property

I is

II

correctly zoned at the time the Agreement is signed, which is

not contradicted by Plaintiffs.

The said Board has not contracted

away any legislative or police powers.

Finally, Section 15.1-28.02

authorizes the County to form a single contract for the purposes
therein expressed, and Article VII, §9 of the Constitution of
Virginia does not, on its face, apply to counties.
7.

Count VI of Plaintiffs' said Bill fails to discern

Section 3. 3 of the County's Agreement with the Defendant Waste
Management, which is incorporated into said Bill, and reads, in
part, as.follows:
No provision of this Article 3 shall be
interpreted to require any governmental action
4
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i

except in strict accordance with all applicable
laws and after undertaking all necessary notices
and public hearings required for such action.
Additionally, Count VI fails to allege County ownership of the real
estate in question and could not be amended to so allege ownership.
The requirements of Section 15.1-262 and Article VII, §9 of the
Virginia Constitution

(even if the latter were applicable to
•

counties) could not be made to apply unless and unt1l the County

I

1

I

owned the land.

Count VI, therefore, fails to allege facts or law

sufficient to constitute a cause of action.
WHEREFORE, the Defendant County of Gloucester, Virginia,
and its Board of Supervisors pray that it may be heard upon this
Demurrer,

and that the Bill

of

Complaint be dismissed with

prejudice, and that it may be awarded its costs and attorney's fees
expended herein.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
GLOUCESTER COUNTY

Thomas R. Robinett
Gloucester County Attorney
P. o. Box 1309
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
(804) 693-5575
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER
CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF GLOUCESTER
COUNTY, et al . ,
Plaintiffs,
Case No. (93) 6726

v.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF GLOUCESTER
COUNTY, et al.,
Defendants.

WASTE MANAGEMENT'S DEMQ'RRER

Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc. ("Waste
Management"), by counsel, responds to the Bill of Complaint and
states that the Bill of Complaint fails to state facts or law
upon which the relief demanded can be granted.
In support, Waste Management states as follows:
1.

Plaintiffs do not have standing to bring this suit.

2.

Plaintiffs' conclusions are not supported by law.

3.

Plaintiffs' challenge to portions of the Agreement

entered into by the County of Gloucester and Waste Management,
(the "Agreement"), even if successful, does not affect the
validity of the entire Agreement.

If any term of the Agreement

is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the only remedy
is to sever the offending provision and the remainder of the
Agreement "shall remain in effect and be construed without regard
to such provision."
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Count 11
4.

In response to the specific counts, the sections of the

Agreement challenged by the plaintiffs do not constitute "debt"
under Article VII,

§

10 of the Constitution of Virginia.

None of

the future payments are unconditional commitments to spend money,
and instead are conditioned on the future provision of service by
Waste Management or the occurrence of events which may or may not
take place.
Count II

s.

The alleged gatherings of members of the Board of

Supervisors of Gloucester County are not "meetings" as defined by
the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
6.

The Freedom of Information Act only requires that

governmental bodies not exclude the public from official meetings
and that the public be entitled to free entry to such meetings.
Plaintiffs have alleged no facts illustrating that any member of
the public was excluded.
7.

The Board is not obligated under the Act to relocate

its meetings from its regular meeting place to a larger place to
accommodate unusually large assemblages.
8.
Code

§

The Freedom of Information Act cannot be enforced under
8.01-184.

under Code

§

Instead, it must be enforced, by its own terms,

2.1-346.

Additionally, even if an illegal meeting

occurred at which Waste Management was discussed, no action was

The Counts will be specifically addressed using the order
and numbers used in the Bill of Complaint.
1

2
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taken.

Moreover, a declaration of invalidity as to a contract is

not an allowed remedy under Code

§

2.1-346.1.

Count III
9.

The constitutional prohibition against granting special

privileges does not apply to local government, but, if it does,
the Agreement does not violate the constitutional provision.
Section 9.3 of the Agreement specifically retains the County's
authority to tax Waste Management's leasehold interest and
physical improvements upon the property.

Additionally, Code

§

15.1-28.02 authorizes the County to enter into an exclusive
arrangement for disposal services whether or not the Agreement
"displaces competition in any market."
Count IV
10.

The plaintiffs' allegations concerning the process of

selecting Waste Management and entering into the Agreement do not
constitute a violation of the Virginia Public Procurement Act.
The Procurement Act does not regulate the terms of the Agreement,
only the procedures by which it is adopted.
11.

Additionally, the Procurement Act specifically provides

for negotiations after publication of the Request for Proposal
and after proposals have been received, when the County contracts
for "nonprofessional services."
Count V
12.

The Board has not bartered away its legislative and

police powers.

The action of the Board in approving the

3
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Agreement lawfully permits the County to acquire the land through
purchase or condemnation if necessary.
13.

Section 9.3 of the Agreement expressly retains the

Board's authority to impose taxes.
14.

The Board's authority to rezone the property is

expressly retained and the County's only commitment is that the
property be properly zoned when leased to Waste Management.
15.

Code

§

15.1-28.02 authorizes the County to enter into

an agreement for disposal services and Article VII

§

9 of the

Constitution of Virginia does not apply to counties.
Count VI
16.

Count VI fails to allege facts which,· if proven, would

permit the relief requested to be awarded.

Section 3.3 of the

Agreement requires strict compliance with the law.

Nothing in

the Agreement negates the requirement to comply with applicable
law.

Plaintiffs cannot now be heard to argue that the County

will violate the law in the future.
17.

Count VI fails to allege County ownership of the

property in question and the County does not own such property.
18.

Article VII,

§

9 of the Constitution of Virginia does

not apply to counties.
CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Waste Management prays that the Court will
sustain its Demurrer and dismiss the Bill of Complaint with
prejudice.
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----------·----------·--_--~

MR.-ROBINETT:

1

2

5

I'm afraid that falls to me,

Your Honor •
.

~,..

..

'

··my

4

-----------

5

name is Tom Robinett, and I'm County Attorney for Gloucester

6

County and I do represent the County in this case.

7

would please the Court, what I would like to do is to begin by

8

a brief discussion of the facts which surround and in fact

9

background this litigation so that the Court might be familiar

3

(The court reporter was sworn.)
MR. ROBINETT:

May it please the Court,

If it

10

with those matters before I proceed to discuss the merits of

11

the demurrer.

12

THE COURT:

All right.

13

MR. ROBINETT:

Your Honor, within the last

14

decade, the Board of supervisors of Gloucester County became

15

aware that the capacity of its present and existing

16

would eventually run out and that a new site was required.

17

The Board directed in the middle '80s that a search be started

18

to locate a new landfill site and a consultant was hired to

19

assist in that search.

20

landfil~

Not too long after that action was taken,

21

there was action in Congress and later in the General Assembly

22

which served to redefine the word "landfill."

23

became a vastly, more complicated and much more expensive word

24

than it had ever been before.

25

regulations was to make practically every locality in Virginia

The net effect of these new
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That word now

6

1

re-examine its methods for dealing with solid waste.

The old

2

way simply wouldn't work anymore.

3

merely passed the compliance problems to the localities, it

4

did not pass on any solutions or any financial help.

5

were no state bonds and there were no federal funds, just a

6

new problem.

Because the new definition

There

Gloucester's governing body struggled to

7

8

deal with the new requirements just like every other locality

9

in Virginia.

Every other unfunded state and federal mandate

10

hits the rural areas hardest because obviously we have the

11

smallest tax base.

12

Basically, the Board began to consider in

13

1989 and 1990, three basic solutions to the solid waste

14

dilemma which confronted it.

15

its own county-only landfill to the new landfill standard, to

16

the new regulations.

17

First, the County could build

Secondly, the County could join in with

18

other localities and, pursuant to the Water and Sewer

19

Auth~rities

20

would then presumably construct one facility that all the

21

member localities would use.

22

substantially on the south side of Hampton Roads, for example.

23

Act, form an authority of various localities which

or

That method is employed

finally, the Board could approach the

24

private sector for contractual solutions to the County's solid

25

waste problems, including but not limited to the operation of

LEWIS & DeBERRY
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7

1

a for-profit facility within the County.
Throughout most of the year 1990, the Board

2

3

of supervisors in Gloucester struggled with these

4

alternatives.

5

tied to definitive districts and each solution considered had

6

its public detractors and had its public advocates.

7

Controversy and feelings ran high then and they continue to do

8

so now.

9

Residents, actually had its origin during this period of

10

At that time, it was a five single-member body

The plaintiffs' organization in this case, Concerned

discussion in 1990 or the 1990 discussions.
The Board agreed on the site for its new

11

12

landfill, the site called Marlfield, but it could not agree on

13

how that site would be developed, specifically whether or not

14

the site would be developed for county-only use or whether it

15

would be developed for a commercial for-profit facility or

16

exactly how it would be utilized.
Finally, in September of 1990, the Board of

17
18

Supervisors voted on a margin of three in favor to two against

19

to go ahead and join the Virginia Peninsula Public Service

20

Authority, a regional authority composed of localities to

21

reach a regional solution to the situation to the problem of

22

landfill.

23

decision was finally ratified in December of 1990.

24
25

In essence, that was the decision made.

That

In 1991, in response to the 1990 census, the
Board went through the reapportionment process.
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The five

8

1

single-member districts which had previously existed were

2

redrawn to configure to the 1990 census; and, in addition, the

3

Board voted to expand its membership by adding two at large

4

seats, two seats elected from the County as a whole.

So the

5

five-member board shifted in 1991 to seven members.

Elections

6

were held in November of 1991.

7

seven-member set Board of Supervisors in Gloucester sat down

8

for the first time.
THE COURT:

9

10

And in January of 1992, a

Were the five previous members

among that group?

11

MR. ROBINETT:

12

continued to be, the same five.
THE COURT:

13

Yes, sir, they were and

You have the same five who were

14

there to start with plus two others were elected by the

15

populous?
MR. ROBINETT:

16

Yes, sir, that's correct.

17

Almost from the time the Board took its seats, it began to

18

question and to re-examine the solid waste strategy which it

19

had decided in 1990.

20

and members of the VPPSA staff, the Virginia Peninsula Public

21

Service Authority staff, to closely re-examine exactly what

22

the costs to the Gloucester County taxpayers would be for, if

23

you like, getting into the PUblic service Authority system and

24

for

25

that system.

hand~ing

It called in members of the County staff

the County's solid waste disposal needs through

LEWIS & DeBERRY
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1

Figures provided during those meetings in

2

essence convinced the Board, convinced the majority of the

3

Board that the authority solution, Solution No. 2, if you

4

like, was almost as expensive as Solution No. 1, building a

5

county-only landfill; in other words, continuing on with what

6

they had before but meeting the new standards for landfill.

7

The Board had discounted Solution No. 1

8

after it had thought seriously to do just exactly that at the

9

so-called Marlfield site because it was too expensive.

And

10

the Board voted in the fall of 1992, after.re-examining this

11

question at a number of different meetings, the Board decided

12

to discard the Public service Authority option in favor of

13

formulating a request for proposals and going to the private

14

sector for contract.

15

The Board directed the staff to develop a

16

request for proposal in 1992, in the fall of that year, and

17

that request for proposal, which is I believe the second

18

exhibit to the bill of complaint filed by the plaintiffs here,

19

is exactly what was developed and what was brought forward in

20

November of 1992.

21

That proposal -- request for proposal stayed

22

on the street until December of 1992, at which time three

23

responses were received.

24

response was selected in December_of 1992, and that was the

25

response submitted by the Defendant Waste Management.

From the three responses, one
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1

Board had had a contractual relationship with Waste Management

2

since 1986 for the cartage of its trash, the collection and

3

cartage of its trash on a county-wide basis to the centrally

4

located old landfill, and now the Board looked to Waste

5

Management to solve this new landfill problem.

6

The County Supervisors instructed its staff

7

to negotiate a contract.

Those negotiations went on into

8

April of 1993; and, at that time, a contract was presented to

9

the Board of Supervisors for approval April the 6th, 1993.

10

The Board voted to approve it on a vote of four in favor,

11

three against.

12

matter of this litigation and which brings us here today.

13

It is that contract which is the subject

As the court is now aware, the plaintiffs

14

vehemently protested the Board's decision in this matter, and

15

for .that reason, I believe they have filed a bill of complaint

16

seeking to set the contract aside.

17

a number of grounds which I will proceed to at this time.

18

Waste Management has filed a separate demurrer of those

19

actions -- or to that action.

20

The County has demurred on

At this point, Your Honor, did you have any

21

questions of me as to the factual background?

22

THE COURT:

23
24

25

This proposed landfill was

intended to address a county-wide problem?
MR. ROBINETT:·

Yes, sir, as to both disposal

of solid waste and as to recycling, both issues were to be
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1

addressed.

The contract or agreement also addresses a number

2

of different areas, but the main thing that the Board was

3

looking for at the time the RFP went on the street to look for

4

private sector developers was solid waste solutions and

5

recycling solutions.

6

THE COURT:

For the County?

7

MR. ROBINETT:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. ROBINETT:

Yes, sir.

For the County residents?
Yes, sir, for the County's

10

residents.

Now, it was clearly understood that what was going

11

to come back was a for-profit proposal.

12

directed and worded in that way.

13

for example, was included.

14

now Option No. 3, the other two options having been discarded.

15

16

The RFP was certainly

An environmental trust fund,

We knew -- we knew we were seeking

THE COURT:

The old landfill, the one that's

in use still --

20

addresses the needs only of

21
22
23

Yes, sir.
THE COURT:

It doesn't address the needs of

24

New York residents or Pennsylvania residents or anybody out of

25

the -- even out of the County?
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MR. ROBINETT:

1

2

THE COURT:

But the agreement does, doesn't

it?

5

MR. ROBINETT:

6

THE COURT:

7

Sir?

The agreement does address needs

of other areas than Gloucester County?
MR. ROBINETT:

8
9

It is

a county-only operation.

3

4

It does not, no, sir.

As to a new facility, yes,

sir.

10

THE COURT:

That's what I mean.

11

MR. ROBINETT:

12

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

Yes, sir.

And that, I assume, was included

13

in the agreement because of waste Management's desire or need

14

as the case may be?
MR. ROBINETT:

15

Waste Management, I believe

16

Mr. Broaddus would have to address that issue, Your Honor.

17

But I think I could fairly say that Waste Management is in the

18

business to make a profit.

19

And for that reason, yes, sir, I think your supposition is

20

correct.

It is a commercial organization.

21

THE COURT:

Go ahead.

22

MR. ROBINETT:

That's all I have.

Yes, sir.

The first part of

23

the County's demurrer to the plaintiffs' bill of complaint,

24

Your Honor, deals with the standing of plaintiffs to bring

25

this particular action.

An examination of the bill of
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1

complaint fails to disclose that they have either alleged or

2

can demonstrate a personal stake in the outcome of any

3

controversy.

4

they have a relationship to the situation such as is described

5

and contemplated by case law on the subject.

And I think it specifically does not allege that

6

For example, they do not speak of any

7

personal or property rights or any impositions on them or any

8

burdens on them, obligations on them different from that

9

suffered by any other member of the general public as a result

10

of this action.
THE COURT:

11

12

Mr. Robinett, let me go back

just one second.

13

MR. ROBINETT:

14

THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

The Concerned Residents and

15

Mr. Owens individually were in opposition to the proposal to

16

go to a private for-profit operator?

17

MR. ROBINETT:

18

THE COURT:

19

Very much so.

This is so -- before they ever

signed any agreement, that is the Board signed any agreement?
MR. ROBINETT:

20

Yes, sir.

The Board was

21

abundantly aware through any number of different presentations

22

made to it.

23

of Mr. owens and the organization which he heads, i.e., the

24

plaintiff~

25

that opposition, and every

The Board was abundantly aware of the opposition

in this action.

The Board was abundantly aware of
p~ece

and particle and facet and
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1

argument of that opposition was stated and restated and

2

restated to the Board.
THE COURT:

3

Did they state a position -- did

4

they take a position on what they did feel was appropriate or

5

simply said we don't want this kind of stuff?
MR. ROBINETT:

6

At one point in time, I think

7

it's fair to say that they indicated that a county-only

8

facility would be acceptable, but I do not recall any other

9

specific position stated other than they supported the

10

previous decision made about utilizing an authority.
A reasonable authority?

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. ROBINETT:

Yes, sir.

They did state on

13

several occasions that they thought that position was an

14

adequate one, and they did state on several occasions that

15

they thought Option No. 1 about a county-only facility was an

16

adequate one.

17

solution, the one which is before the court now.

They have vehemently opposed this particular

18

Again, we find that the bill of

19

to establish standing because

20

allegations

Court could

21

standing.

22

themselves in the bill

23

taxpayer.

24

know whether

All

said about
owens says he is a

and we

>j:,
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MR. ROBINETT:

1

COURT:

2

The demurrers

be
t must be

3

sustained, the

4

likewise dismissed?

5

MR.

6

THE

7

Correct, yes, sir.

another forum as

you suggest, a
ROBINETT:

8

Yes, sir.

is that that is the

9

10
11

THE COURT:

Okay.

12

MR. ROBINETT:

Count 1 of the bill of

13

complaint alleges in essence that the County by signing this

14

agreement has contracted debt, in other words, a violation of

15

Article 7, Section 10(b) of the constitution of Virginia, that

16

this agreement constitutes -- how can I put it -- constitutes

17

a debt in and of itself, that the Board is contracted to pay

18

money at a future time.

19

that that is obviously not the case.

20

Of course, the County's position is

What the County has done is what any

21

contracting entity would ordinarily do, and that is it has

22

agreed to pay damages in the event an agreement is reached at

23

a future time.

24

is not an unconditional statement of debt.

25

received without offset or any of that sort of thing at all.

In other words, the impetus to pay the damage
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It's not for value

19

1

The payment.of the money is strictly conditioned on events

2

which may or may not occur in terms of breaching the

3

agreement.

4

arrangement and it does not constitute debt within the meaning

5

of the law.

6

well.

For that reason, it's an ordinary commercial-type

It's also, of course, a service agreement as

Their next point in Count 2 is that there

7

the Freedom of Information Act.

8

county's purposes, plaintiffs

9

10

our point

stated

which adopted this
an

11

void

12

because

13

meetings were

14

the room, the public

15

held wasn't big enough

the foiks who wanted

16

to come in.

a violation of the

17

Freedom of Information Act,

18

agreement must be

19

trouble with that

20

we do with the rest o

And for that

that reason, the entire
have an awful lot of
as of course

point,
bill of

been passed

all, no

21

22

in which the

by the Board o

supervisors on this point.

23

esponse to this demurrer, he

24

' counsel endeavored to tell us

25

word and it goes to any sort of legislation.

-¥
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1

Count 3 relates to Article 4, Sections 14

3

4

and 15 of the constitution of Virginia.

These are of course

5

not applicable to local governments.

6

to say or the plaintiffs' bill of complaint goes on to say

7

that the County has somehow lost its ability to tax.

8

agreement does not call for the County to lose its ability to

9

tax.

Specifically, he goes on

The

There is no agreement by the County to make anything

10

nontaxable or to waive taxes about

11

receipt of any tax.

12

the agreement or characterization of the agreement.

13

if you read the agreement, it simply doesn't call for that.

14

It doesn't say that.

15

Count 3, and the demurrer should be sustained as to that.

anythin~

or to waive

That's simply an unfair construction of
In fact,

The plaintiff is clearly wrong on

16

Count 4 alleges a violation of the

17

Act.

And I think it's fair to

is the RFP, the request for

18

19

led to the

20

not, I

t, that the specifications
itself, that
the two documents is

21
22

the basic

23

violated.

is

24

he people who had standin

25

Public Procurement Act are
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They're certainly not

1

So I don't think plaintiff

2
3

that one.

4

the RFP is

5

the county

6

horribly specific, you

7

is free to receive

8

responses, free to

other part of the problem,

is that
what
a statement in

terms.

Act does not

the Public

9

10

focus on the

11

that content.

The county

regulates
Public Procurement

the

13

allege and, in fact, cannot allege that

14

irregularities in those procedures as far as

Count 5 of the bill of complaint once again

16
17

goes back to the business about taxation.

It talks about the

18

county's ability to procure land and so forth and so on.

19

don't know what to say about that except the county, once

20

again, the County does not give up any rights to tax anything

21

or give up any right to receive a tax.

I

There is an offset agreement here because

22
23

the taxes received can be given back to Waste Management by in

24

terms of a reduction of the rent that they're supposed to pay

25

the county.

Those offset agreements are perfectly legal.
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1

There is case law on that point.

I think plaintiff is simply

2

all wrong as to Count No. 5 as well.
Count No. 6 just fails flatly to read a part

3
4

of the agreement.

5

clear that the County is going to use its best efforts to and

6

must undertake to comply with all the laws necessary, the

7

public hearings necessary and so forth and so on that are

8

required by this transaction.

9

to even read that portion of the contract when he makes his

10
11

Section 3.3 of the agreement makes it very

The plaintiff just simply fails

allegations.
And the main problem, I think, with Count

12

No. 6 is 15.1-262, Article 7, Section 9 of the Virginia

13

constitution, indeed we are required to hold public hearings

14

before we dispose of publicly owned real estate.

15

you've got to have before you can dispose of publicly owned

16

real estate is public ownership.

17

point own the site contemplated by this agreement, doesn't own

18

it today, didn't own it when this bill of complaint was filed,

19

and most assuredly did not own it on April the 6th; therefore,

20

it's physically impossible to conduct public hearings on the

21

disposition of publicly owned real estate.

22

be, if we did what plaintiff would ask us to do, holding a

23

public hearing on real estate owned by someone else and how we

24

plan to dispose of it.

25

that anywhere, Your Honor, so there's no violation of 262.

But what

The County does not at this

We would in fact

There's no statutory authority for

!W.
~·
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1

needs.

And there's no public

2

requirement

So what

3

we're talking about w

crowds

4

or crowds at meetings

accommodated within

5

that meeting

6

have known until

noses
are folks apparent

7
8

got there, what

come

audit the proceedings or else
lie comment period, but there were not public

9

sir.

10
11

Your Honor, that concludes my presentation.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. BROADDUS:

Mr. Broaddus?
If it please the Court, I am

14

Bill Broaddus and I am here on behalf of Waste Management.

15

Mr. Robinett has given a very thorough and comprehensive

16

background and gone into many of the facts, and I'll try to

17

avoid duplication, Your Honor, but there are a number of

18

points that I would like to touch upon.

19

In addition to the background that

20

Mr. Robinett gave, I think it's important to note that the

21

General Assembly has, as early as 1984, directed and

22

authorized local governments to exercise powers with respect

23

to the disposal of solid waste.

24

are

25

for profit or nonprofit, to pick up and dispose of waste.

spec~fically

It's provided that counties

authorized to contract with persons, whether
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1

It's authorizing the localities to provide for their present

2

and future waste disposal requirements.

3

It authorizes the payment to the private

4

source for receiving quantities of garbage and waste, even if

5

those quantities are not generated.

6

adjustments to payments when taxes are imposed or other events

7

occur which are beyond the control of the operator of the

8

facility.

It provides for

And it authorizes the locality to take such

9

10

acts as are necessary even though those acts displace

11

competition.

12

shall not be deemed to be a debt or gift in violation of the

13

constitution.

14

the policy of the Commonwealth to displace or limit

15

competition in the area of garbage, trash and refuse

16

collection.

And the section also provides that the contracts

The section goes on to say it specifically is

And that section, Your Honor, is Section

17

And the section that immediately follows that,

18

15.1-28.01.

19

28.02, is very similar.

20

has contemplated the problem and it's charged the local

21

governments with having to address it.

22

So, Your Honor, the General Assembly

Mr. Robinett gave a lot of helpful

23

information about the background of an evolution of the

24

request for proposals.

25

fall of '92 specifically requires the proposal to address

The request which was issued in the
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1

closure of·the existing landfill, disposal at no cost to the

2

County of the County's solid waste, collection of that waste,

3

disposal of the County's solid waste beginning in October 1,

4

'93 when these new, very costly regulations kicked into place,

5

and to address the post-closure problems which have to be

6

remedied and monitored for a period of time.

7

Now, Your Honor, it's important, I think, to

8

note that the RFP clearly contemplates that the responder will

9

accept solid waste generated outside of the County.

For

10

example, on Page 3 of 24 under the paragraph headed No. 1, the

11

third bullet down, it requires the disposer to accept waste at

12

no cost to the County.
Well, certainly in the private sector, Your

13
14

Honor, and the General Assembly has specifically authorized

15

local governments to contract with entities operated for

16

profit, that's saying the private sector is not going to be

17

able to accept waste at no cost to the County unless it is

18

generating revenue through some other means.

19

of revenue generation is by accepting waste from outside the

20

County.

That other means

21

In addition, Section 2.19 of the RFP

22

provides that the proposal shall provide to the County

23

post-community fees, that is that they would -- the operator

24

would actually pay to the county certain funds.

25

if the County's waste is accepted for free, then that host fee
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1

can only be derived from paying or charging someone else and

2

so that again contemplates that there would be waste accepted

3

from outside the county.

4

Section 2.23 provides that the proposal

5

shall not accept more than 2,000 tons of waste per day.

6

County's own waste figures were approximately 80,000 tons per

7

day, so that obviously is a recognition that there would be

8

waste generated from outside the area.

9

The

And Section 4.2.15 requires the proposer to

10

describe the service area that would-be served by the

11

landfill, clear recognition that something other than the

12

County of Gloucester is involved.

13

so it was in response to that RFP

14

contemplating the type of landfill which has been proposed

15

that Waste Management filed its submission, was selected to

16

provide services to the County, and the County approved the

17

contract.

18

subject of dispute before the legislative body and now some of

19

the same individuals seek to oppose it in court.

20

As Mr. Robinett has indicated, the matter was the

I may have misspoken, Your Honor, if I can

21

go back for a moment.

I said I think the wrong figure on the

22

County's disposal needs.

It's 80 tons per day.

Thank you.

Your Honor, with respect to

23
24

association

25

of cases in

aware
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1

Now, Your Honor, under Count 1 which

2

concerns an allegation of illegal debt, I think it's important

3

to examine the actual facts.

4

situation of course are the provisions of the agreement, which

5

is before the Court as an exhibit.

6

the point, Your Honor, but I do want to address it.

And the facts in this particular

I'll try not to belabor

Section 14.3, which is challenged by the

7

8

plaintiffs, concerns a situation in which the county

9

terminates the contract not for cause.

Now, in that

10

situation, Your Honor, the parties could simply have not

11

addressed what would happen if there were a termination by the

12

County not for cause or essentially the County breached the

13

contract.

14

retain ownership of the land.

It was in the County's interest that it be able to

If the Court will recall, the County has

15
16

designated the site in the RFP, said what site would be used.

17

It also said that whoever wins the contract is going to

18

effectively buy that site for the County.

19

were terminated by the County in such a way as to permit the

20

operator to claim an equitable interest in the property and to

21

recover it, then that would permit the operator to seek a

22

permit in its name to operate the landfill not subject to the

23

contract.

If the contract

That would not be in the County's best interest.

24

The county's best interest is served, if it

25

wishes to terminate the contract not for cause, by being able
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1

to control that land and retain effective equitable as well as

2

legal control of it.

3

provided for it.

4

essence, contemplates what I would describe as either

5

liquidated damages or as an avoidance of condemnation.

6

recognize that if the County says we want to terminate this

7

contract, that Waste Management cannot prevent them from doing

8

that, that the County can still retain the property and they

9

have provided for the valuation of the property and the way in

10

So the parties contemplated that and

It specifically addresses it and, in

They

which it will be calculated.

11

I recognize that the Court may not -- and

12

certainly outside cases are not controlling, but there is a

13

case from the Supreme Court of Georgia which specifically

14

seems to uphold this type of an arrangement.

15

into play, Your Honor, when the County breaches the contract,

16

when it wishes to retain ownership of the property and

17

provides a measure of determining with certainty what the

18

damages are.

19

breached the contract without cause, certainly the contractor

20

would have a claim for damages and would get probably the same

21

result.

22

So it only comes

Otherwise, if it was not there, the County

But here we have the certainty to know where

23

we're going, so it doesn't do anything other than simply

24

provides specificity because the County certainly is not

25

relieved of its obligation to comply with contracts.
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1

immune to a damage claim for a breach of contract.

2

The next point is Section 11.4, and that

3

Section provides that in the event the County takes action

4

which imposes additional cost on the landfill, the landfill

5

will have to pay those but they will be credited against the

6

rent that the landfill will pay to the County.
It also provides that in the event that the

7

8

additional costs imposed by the county exceed the amount of

9

rent that the operator pays, then the operator would have the

10

right to charge a tipping fee on waste received from the

11

County.

12

so it is nothing more than a service contract which the

13

Supreme Court of Virginia has clearly upheld in the Massey

14

case.

15

it relies on cases from other jurisdictions, at least one of

16

which was a contract for the disposal of solid waste, and

17

there were long-term agreements in those other cases.

That fee would be charged as the waste is brought in,

And in that Massey case, upholding service contracts,

18

The second or the third section which was

19

challenged, 11.8, recognizes that in the event the County's

20

generation of waste exceeds the quantity which is contemplated

21

and authorized to be submitted free of any charge, then, under

22

those circumstances, Waste Management would have the right to

23

impose a tipping fee for the excess solid waste received.

24

Again, that is something that would be exactly within the

25

context of a service contract as authorized by the Supreme
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1

court.

And in any event, that particular section, 11.8,

2

provides that any payment from the County would be subject to

3

appropriations.
Now, the fourth one is Section 11.22.

4

That

5

involves the disposal of hazardous waste, which is received to

6

the green boxes that the court I'm sure is familiar with

7

having traveled these roads.

8

it, Your Honor, are owned by the County.

9

provides that Waste Management does not take title to the

The green boxes, as I understand
It specifically

10

hazardous waste which is delivered to the green box, but it

11

does provide that Waste Management, in cooperation with the

12

County, will provide for the disposal of it.

13

down the disposal cost: 75 percent to Waste Management, 25

14

percent to the County.

15

something as to services being provided.

And it breaks

So the County again is paying for

Now, Your Honor, the plaintiffs seek to

16

17

distinguish Massey by saying that the fees there were set and

18

specified.

19

representation of what was before the Court in Massey.

20

the locality was obligated to pay, as I understand it, a

21

certain figure, a certain amount of money per passenger per

22

passenger mile as the service was provided to the County.

23

There was no certainty of how many passenger miles there would

24

be.

25

I don't believe that that is an accurate
There

So that case is not distinguishable.
In sum, Your Honor, we submit that there is
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1

no basis for holding that this contract constitutes debt or

2

that any of its provisions do, and that of course, in addition

3

to what I've already said, is again supported by the statute

4

of the General Assembly specifically saying that the contracts

5

would not constitute debt.

6

Now, Your Honor, the next count challenges

Act.

8

9

·carefully b

I think it's important
the

it does not allege

ordinance

in adopting its

10

11

approving

action

12

a regular meeting

public.

ccurred outside of

provisions in the

13

Now,

14

Freedom of Information

15

remedies in the event of a

16

Board held meetings

17

discussing the

18

that act.

the contract is approved a

19

hearing, a

no allegations that it was

for penalties and
And if in· fact the
for purposes of
plaintiffs have

remedy under

20

remedies do not extend this situation un

21

facts to include any validity of the subject

22
23

Now, Your Honor, the next count is Count 3

24

concerning special privileges.

At the outset, we would submit

25

that Article 4, Section 14, on which the plaintiffs premise
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1

their argument was applicable to the General Assembly and not

2

to local government.

3

situations in which the General Assembly, in the absence of

4

the prohibition, will adopt a special, private or local law.

5

So that is -- we don't have acts of the General Assembly here.

6

We have an act approving a contract.

7

constitutional basis upon which the plaintiffs predicate their

8

complaint is simply not present.

And it specifically applies to

And so the

Turning to the merits, they allege that

9
10

Section 9.3 waives taxes or that it rebates taxes.

Your

11

Honor, it does not do anything of that nature.

12

specifically recognizes the taxes that are presently in

13

existence and imposed on that landfill site and on anyone that

14

would come in to operate the landfill and on businesses

15

generally in the County.

16

those taxes.

It

It obligates Waste Management to pay

It then recognizes that the County may at

17
18

some future time impose additional costs or taxes on the

19

operator independent of all other businesses in the County.

20

And it provides that if that were to occur, then Waste

21

Management would be able to take a credit for those taxes

22

against the rent which it pays.

23

albeit dicta, the Supreme Court of Virginia in the Bristol

24

case

25

recognition that the rent which Waste Management is obligated

cer~ainly

That is something which,

suggested was permissible.
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1

itself to pay at some time in the future was based on certain

2

assumptions.

3

right to do, then Waste has to comply with that and the rent

4

would be modified.

5

specifically provides for adjustments to rents, to payments

6

when taxes or other events beyond the control of the operator

7

occur.

And if the County changes those, as it has the

And the General Assembly in this section

The next point they challenge is Article

8

2

which they say avoids competition.

Certainly it does provide

10

that there would be an avoidance of

compet~tion

11

permitted by law.

12

General Assembly and, in fact, I think could be construed as

13

directing that it occur.

14

Virginia Power provides electricity or a cable television

15

company provides cable to residences or in which a gas company

16

provides gas to a certain franchise area to the exclusion of

17

all other competitors.

9

18

to the extent

That is specifically provided for by the

It's not unlike the situation which

The next point is that Waste Management

19

retains the right to remove equipment or structures which are

20

not associated by the closure of the facility and that somehow

21

this means that they don't pay taxes.

22

confusion about this.

23

than any privately negotiated contract in which the lessee who

24

installs improvements may wish to.remove certain types of

25

improvements at the conclusion of the contract and that's what

I must confess to

And certainly it's nothing different
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1

the parties agree to do.

2

With respect to Count 4, the Public

3

Your Honor, the only thing that can

4

that the plaintiffs allege that the contract
semblance to the RFP.

5

little

6

site is

7

agreement.

they

The only deviation

by the

there's a cogeneration
r Honor, that
THE COURT:

8

9

described by the a

10

show my ignorance,

say it's

fo~~-benefit and to

is a cogenerat}on facility.
,I

It~s

MR.

11

me~ ~

Excuse

one, Your Honor, which,

12

as I understand it, and

13

area, it's one in which the op_rator takes the product and if

14

it can generate energy or

15

that's there and use

16

then uses to support schools, electric bills or other types of

tha~

certainly not an expert in this

g~nera

energy from the product

to genera e electricity which it

I

17

industry which

migh~

be there.

-In this particular

18
19

at a certain size would generate methane gas.

20

that

21

provide t9't to a facility, an industrial

22

be there, for example, could supply their

methan~/gas

the landfill

and use it to generate electrici

can capture
and
might

/

,/

23

'erating the landfill.

It's an energy saving device

24

ch is specifically recognized by the Code. There is no

25

incinerator authorized by the contract and none contemplated,
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plaintiffs do make reference to that.

1

2

It seems in this complaint that

3

its judgment for the judgment

Board

4

of Supervisors.

5

takes the general

6

that against the agreement,

the agreement

7

addresses each of

criteria.

8

specific criteria

The fact that the

9

RFP even

Court does review

and
and measures

The

cogeneration is

10

nothing more than

11

would respect

12

facts

a~leged

So we
submit that there's no basis u

the

for these plaintiffs to have standing o

the

~

13

mer~ts

to pursue a claim that somehow

/.·

14

ct has been violated b

some means that we are uncertain of.

Count 5 alleges a bartering away of the

15
16

legislative powers.

They begin by saying that Section 3.1

17

obligates the County to purchase or condemn the property.

18

This is a provision, Your Honor, that's specifically

19

referenced and contemplated in the County's request for

20

proposal.

21

this particular site and we're going to acquire it either by

22

acquisition or by condemnation and we want somebody else to

23

come in and operate it.

24

imposed on the County independent of its own determination as

25

set forth in the RFP to acquire this site.

It specified the site, said we want a landfill at

So there's no contractual obligation
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1

They again reference as their next point

2

allegedly waiving taxes.

3

obligation to waive taxes.

4

some taxes are in place, additional ones are imposed.

5

has got to pay it, but it gets a credit or an offset against

6

the rent which it pays.

7

As I've indicated, there's no
There's simply a recognition that
Waste

The next point is that Section 3.2.2 -- or

8

2.2 I believe, the County represents that the property will be

9

properly zoned when it's made available to Waste Management.

10

That's no more, Your Honor, than any type of representation in

11

any contract that the item being conveyed is susceptible to be

12

used for which it's being conveyed.

13

property is properly zoned to permit a landfill is not waiving

14

or bartering away of one's legislative authority.

15

·certainly saying that the

They then challenge exclusivity again.

As

16

I've indicated, the General Assembly specifically contemplates

17

that that can be done.

18

And finally on that section, they challenge

19

again the section that permits Waste Management to recover its

20

investment in the event that the permits are not issued.

21

That's a temporary option in place to protect Waste

22

Management's compliance with the obligation to pay for the

23

acquisition of the property.

24

of the property and then the state says we're not going to

25

give you a permit, it should be able to get its contribution

If it pays for the acquisition
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1

back from the County and that's all that that provides for.

2

The last count, Your Honor, is that the

3

plaintiffs have alleged an illegal alienation of County

4

property.

5

hearing because there's been no lease.

6

executed.

7

agreement specifically contemplates and requires compliance

8

with all applicable law; and if, after compliance with that

9

As Mr. Robinett has said, there's been no public
It just hasn't been

And the section specifically contemplates -- the

·law, the County does not enter into the lease, then the

10

agreement is void or it's terminated, I should say.

11

there's no alienation, there's no failure to comply with any

12

section, and the claim at best is premature.

13

So

Finally, Your Honor, the allegations that

14

Article 7, Section 9 of the constitution is applicable to this

15

case is wrong.

16

to cities rather and towns and not to counties.

17

reasons, Your Honor, we would respectfully ask the Court to

18

find that there is no standing by any event.

19

complaint fails to state a basis upon which this Court can

20

proceed, and we ask the Court to dismiss the bill of complaint

21

and sustain the demurrers.

That's applicable by its terms to counties -So

for.~those

The bill of

22

THE COURT:

All right, Mr. Benson.

23

MR. BENSON:

Good day, Your Honor.

My name

24

is Todd

25

Your Honor, I'd like to start by viewing a couple of sections

~enson,

and I represent the plaintiffs in this case.
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1

of this contract which is challenged here today.
I'd like to start by drawing the Court's

2

3

attention to Section 14.3 of the contract.

Now, contrary of

4

how Mr. Broaddus represented this to you, it does not talk

5

about the County, if they breach the contract without a cause,

6

nor does it establish a method of imposing damages.

7

this section says, "In the event that the County terminates

8

this agreement for any reason."

9

exercising their police powers in the future because laws

Rather,

This includes the County

10

change, perception of waste changes,.the

11

For whatever reason, this says that this is the subject that

12

controls.

13

without reason.

14

their police powers.

g~oundwater

changes.

It's not default in a case of they're doing it
It's for any reason including the exercise of

Nor does it set a method of prescribing

15

16

damages.

17

the future.

18

agreement for any reason" -- this is on the top of Page 32,

19

Your Honor.

20

agreement for any reason except as a result of Waste

21

Management's default without cure, the County shall pay Waste

22

Management in addition to any other damages payable to Waste

23

Management within 180 days after such termination the fair

24

market value of the property and the improvements thereon."

25

Rather, it sets forth what the damages shall be in
"In the event the county terminates this

"In the event the County terminates this

What are those improvements thereon?
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1

are found in Section 11-6, and those improvements are

2

staggering and significant.

3

to pay for damages for any reason whatsoever, except if Waste

4

Management is in default, for the construction as part of the

5

facility of an administrative building for the management in

6

the county and the clerical support, a maintenance building

7

sized to handle the proposed equipment, an employee locker

8

room, lunchroom, an equipment wash facility.

9

The County has obligated itself

The county is further obligated to pay those

10

items found on Section 10.2 of the contract, and that is the

11

convenience center at the facility consisting of a compactor

12

or 40-yard open container for household waste, a 40-yard

13

container for metal and white goods, a 40-yard container for

14

tire drop off, a 30- or 40-yard container for brush and yard

15

waste, and an appropriate container for collection of used

16

oil.

17

The County is further obligated to pay for

18

those items delineated in Paragraph 11.1 which deals with

19

perm~tted

20

facility, including signs for the identification of the

21

facility, a recycling center, a gas collection facility.

22

of those are mandatory proscribed damages.

23

ever need for police power reasons to back out of this

24

agreement, they must pay those costs, unspecified but

25

potentially staggering.

uses.

Waste Management may use the property for the
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The county also has some illegal costs in

l

2

Section 9.3.

That section says, "During the term, if the

3

county assesses, imposes or adopts any real estate taxes on

4

the fee or leasehold interest in the property, any taxes on

5

the personal property used in the operation of the facility

6

other than the personal property taxes, any taxes on the

7

revenues from the facility or any other tax fee or other

8

charge upon the revenues, earnings or operation of the

9

facility or to landfills other than the business license taxes

10

or other than taxes uniformly applicable to all businesses in

11

the County of Gloucester or in the event that Waste Management

12

is required to pay a state mandated host fee which is directly

13

or indirectly paid to the county, the county shall credit the

14

amount of such tax fee or charge against the rent to be paid

15

under this agreement."

16

to pay those fees in the future.

We definitely challenge that promise

The final one that I want to draw the

17
18

Court's attention to right now is Section 11.4, I believe it

19

is, yes.

20

on Waste Management in complying with any ordinance adopted by

21

the County after the date of this agreement, which would apply

22

directly or indirectly to the facility or to landfills and not

23

to businesses generally, shall be credited against the rent to

24

be paid to the County under this agreement unless the adoption

25

of such ordinance is mandated by the Commonwealth."

"The County agrees that any increased cost imposed
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1

those are rebates back, payments back to Waste Management

2

under those latter two sections.

3

out-and-out future penalty should the County exercise their

4

police powers to leave this contract.

The first one is an

Now, this is important because their main

5
6

defense against the obligation of future debts comes under the

7

service contract agreement.

8

here today who is arguing with you that if we decide that it's

9

a debt, that there must be certain provisions that a county

10

must go through before they can obligate themselves to that

11

debt.

I don't think that there's anyone

As the supreme Court of Virginia has said,

12
13

approval by a majority of citizens voting on the question

14

properly submitted to them is a prerequisite to the power of

15

the Board of Supervisors to create an obligation for any

16

purpose payable at some future time beyond the termination of

17

the current fiscal year.

18

indirectly, direct payments or rent rebates, directly or

19

indirectly can the Board bind the county to such an

20

obligation.

In no other way, directly or

21

So the question then becomes is

22

within the confines of the Virginia constitution.

23

you the service exception to that principle found in the

24

Massey case.

25

and decided the same issues.

~his

a debt

They give

But prior to the Massey case, the Court heard
Fairfax county came up before
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1

the Board of supervisors twice.

And the first time they

2

attempted to do it, the Virginia Supreme Court said no, you

3

have failed.

4

debt.

5

to restructure their contract and eventually came up with one

6

that the Supreme court of Virginia would recognize as a

7

service contract exception to the otherwise provisions of the

8

constitution prohibiting debt.

You have not succeeded.

You have incurred a

After the court ruled, Fairfax County went back, tried

9

In the earlier case, the first time when

10

Fairfax County lost, the Supreme Court indicated,

11

agreement," that's Fairfax County's and the City of Fairfax,

12

"the County and City will underwrite their proportionate

13

shares of any deficits."

14

ultimately will see, Fairfax is going to lose.

15

limited their future debt to their proportionate share.

16

11

Under the

Now, that's the key, because as we
Yet here they

You heard Mr. Broaddps· say that the County's

17

waste will be so tons a day.

18

bringing in 2,000 tons a day.

19

County of -- Waste Management will be having a huge private

20

enterprise whereby they can bring in somewhere around 540,000

21

to 730,000, I believe the number is, tons a day.

22

the 2,000 tons a day and times it by 270 days -- those are

23

your workdays of 365 -- that means the County's contribution

24

to this

25

the waste going into the landfill.

l~ndfill

Well, Waste Management will be
Calculated another way, the

If you take

will be somewhere between 5 and 10 percent of
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1

Here we have a situation where the.County

2

was only writing off their proportionate share of the debt.

3

If they followed one, even one the Court threw out, they would

4

have to limit their debt as we saw in 14.3 where they're going

5

to pay for all these improvements.

6

considered, it was their proportionate share which should be

7

or 10 percent of the improvements.

8

law which increases their costs under Section 11-4, the

9

At least in one the Court
5

If they pass a new zoning

·residents of Gloucester County are going to have to pay the

10

whole cost that Waste Management incurs

11

citizens of Gloucester County are responsible for 5 or 10

12

percent of that debt.

ev~~

though the

If they pass a new tax, the agreement calls

13
14

for the citizens of Gloucester to underwrite 100 percent of

15

those changes as opposed to the 5 or 10 percent for which they

16

are responsible.

17

service to the residents of Gloucester represents at most 5 to

18

10 percent of the landfill capacity.

19

agreement by the Board of Supervisors for the citizens in a

20

rural Virginia county to underwrite Waste Management's

21

operations against any changes, in the zoning, taxes, police

22

power, underwrite Waste Management's operations in New York

23

and in New Jersey and in Connecticut and in Pennsylvania.

24

no stretch of the imagination can_that be viewed as a service

25

contract to the people of Gloucester.

This is not a service agreement.

What this is, an
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In the Fairfax County case, going back

1

the Supreme Court was looking at what Fairf~·

2
3

undertaken to do--

4

THE COURT:

Is this

5

No, sir.

6

7

brief.

9

one?

This is

11

other one.

12

time and that's

See,

15
16

did

COURT:

13
14

is cited in the

of Fairfax c

Gordon against

e Supervisors

you cite as 207 va. 827, so
didn't it?
MR. BENSON:

Yes, sir.

17

Gordon is a standing case that I'll get to

18

I'm looking at the issue of future debt under

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. BENSON:

to

Go ahead.
The Supreme Court of Virginia

21

in overruling the scheme that Fairfax county came up with

22

described that agreement as follows:

23

the County and City will underwrite their proportionate shares

24

of any deficits incurred in the operating expenses of the

25

transit system by making monthly service payments in advance

"Under the agreement,
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1

to the authority, beginning with the first day of the fiscal

2

year next succeeding the initial operation."

3

They then went on to characterize the

4

position of defendants in this case, and this is the one about

5

the contingent debt where the Court says that's not applicable

6

in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

7

defendants' position, the Supreme Court of Virginia said,

8

"Petitioners say that to constitute a debt within the meaning

9

of constitutional limitations, there must be a present

Characterizing the

10

obligation; and that since the agreement requires the County

11

and City to make the service payments when, as, and if transit

12

service is rendered, and then only if available revenues of

13

the transit system are inadequate, this creates nothing more

14

than a contingent liability and not a present indebtedness ...

15

That's what they're saying.

16

change taxes, change zoning, or if they'll abrogate the

17

contract.

18

We don't know if the County will

Continuing the Supreme Court stated,

19

"Petitioners rely on the principle that a local government may

20

lawfully contract for necessary services such as water,

21

electricity, or sewerage, over a period of years and agree to

22

pay therefore in periodic installments as the services are

23

furnished. 11

24

25

The Court rejected that argument in this cases.
"We do not think, however, that the

principle relied on is applicable in the present case.
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1

examination of the authorities cited by petitioners did not

2

reveal a single case in which the local governments underwrote

3

or guaranteed the deficit incurred in the operation of the

4

facilities furnishing the services under their contracts.

5

There is no authority to underwrite the deficits."

6

section that we looked at and the one in Article 11.

That's the

It says if we run deficits because the laws

7
8

or taxes change, the taxpayers of Gloucester County will

9

underwrite those through rebates.

And the Supreme Court said

10

they have never heard of a case that does that.

And once

11

again in Fairfax county, they at least limited it to the

12

services they were getting.

13

are underwriting any deficits that Waste Management incurs

14

because of their New York, their New Jersey, any operations

15

outside of Gloucester, and that is unlawful.

Here the citizens of Gloucester

Continuing the Supreme Court said,

16

11

It is

17

true that in Button we said:

'It is not a contract to furnish

18

water, electricity or other public service utilities to the

19

city, the furnishing of which is a condition of the

20

obligation.'

21

rule that a continuing service contract, for which the

22

municipality agrees to pay in installments as the service is

23

furnished, does not create a present debt for the aggregate

24

amount of the installments throughout the term of the contract

25

within the meaning of constitutional limitations of municipal

This dictum a mere recognition of the general
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1

indebtedness.

However, it cannot be concluded from the dictum

2

in Button that all contracts which are called service

3

agreements are in fact such, irrespective of the provisions

4

contained therein."
"Although the County's and City's contract

5
6

is designated a 'transit service agreement,' the label placed

7

upon it does not necessarily make it such.

8

the County and City under the agreement are for more than just

9

payments for transit service.

The obligations of

They agree to pay that amount

10

by which the 'operating expenses' exceed the revenues from the

11

transit system after provision is first made for debt service

12

and reserve requirements for the revenue bonds issued by the

13

authority.

14

of operation, maintenance, renewals and replacement of the

15

facilities of the system," and the Court held that that was

16

unlawful.

The 'operating expenses' include all the expenses

Where is the service agreement in Section

17

The County agrees that any increased costs, not any

18

11.4?

19

increased cost for services to the residents of Gloucester,

20

any increased costs.

21

percent or 30 percent, whatever the percentage is, they will

22

come forth and say that that's what we're taking from out of

23

Gloucester.

24

citizens of Gloucester.

25

that even though you have to wait for the future because the

Even those 90 or 95 percent or 50

Whatever those are, the contract binds the
The Supreme Court said you can't do
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1

commitment to do it is today if that contingency arises.

2

The reference to the Bristol case saying

3

that the Court has allowed one to finagle with the taxes is

4

incorrect.

s

payment that you now know is due and owing and you have a

6

service debt that you know is due and owing, you can wash the

7

two.

8

problematic when you extend that over 20 years because, as you

9

extend it out, you can never be assured that your tax rate is

That case simply held that if you have a tax

But in the Bristol case, the Supreme Court said it's

yo~r

10

always going up at the same rate as are

service

11

agreements because there's a tendency for those two to

12

diverge.

13

course it would be unlawful and illegal and_you can't do it.

14

We don't have that surety in this case, that service agreement

15

to the residents of Gloucester will always equal their share

16

of the tax burdens of the changes to Waste Management.

17

Defendants reliance on 15.1-28.01 is

And they said should that divergence occur, of

18

perplexing.

19

authority to enter into contracts with various parties to

20

provide for service to that entity.

21

authority to enter into a contract where they're going to

22

underwrite Waste Management's activities in New York and New

23

Jersey and Pennsylvania.

24

services to your county.

25

That section simply says that a county has

It doesn't say they have

It says you can contract for

Speeding is a crime, but when you get your
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1

business license -- when you get your driver's license, it

2

remains a crime.

3

business license, you're not allowed to engage in fraud.

4

too here there are certain prescriptions that we do not allow

5

counties to do, and one of them is to impose a future debt

6

upon its citizens.

Fraud is a crime, and because you get a
So

And the fact that 15.1-28.01 authorizes

7
8

contracts, it does not authorize illegal contracts.

The issue

9

here is not whether or not the County has authority to enter

10

into a contract.

The challenge here is whether they have done

11

it lawfully and, in executing their authority, have they done

12

so in a way that unlawfully binds future boards.

13

clear that these are future debts, and because of that, the

14

contract is invalid.

The law is

Your Honor, I'd like to move next to Count 5,

15
16

barter of public power.

We heard in Mr. Robinett's opening

17

statement that the County had a dilemma, how to pay for its

18

landfill, the costs involved, the terrible costs.

19

looked at many, many different ways and they're in the position

20

where they're soon going to have to close it, and up comes Waste

21

Management.

22

and close the landfill with dollars that the County itself did

23

not have, but as we see in Waste Management's rebuttal brief to

24

this court, the County is liable to get

25

fiscal year '93-94.

And they

And not only is Waste Management offering to operate

$2

million surplus in

Well, that's amazing.

The County didn't
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1

have the money to operate and to close this landfill, and here

2

comes Waste Management saying not only will we close it, but

3

we'll give you $2 million.

4

And as Mr. Broaddus admits or Mr. Robinett

5

admitted, Waste Management isn't in the business of giving

6

charity.

7

What did the County put on the table to enable them to have

8

Waste Management close it at exceedingly high costs and give

9

them $2 million to boot?

So the question must be, what is the consideration?

I

think there can be only one answer

10

when you look at the contract.

The County sold its police

11

powers to Waste Management to facilitate the 90 or 95 percent

12

of operations in New York, Pennsylvania and elsewhere outside

13

of Gloucester County.

14

If you look at Section 2.2 of the contract,

15

this is a staggering provision for a government to put in a .

16

contract.

17

the date of this agreement until the expiration of the term of

18

this agreement, the facility is intended to be the only

19

landfill or solid waste management facility located in the

20

County of Gloucester, Virginia and that the exclusivity of the

21

facility is a major consideration for this agreement.

22

County agrees to use its best efforts to the maximum extent

23

possible permitted by law to maintain such exclusivity with

24

Waste Management until the end of this term."

25

"The County and Waste Management agree that from

The

There's only one way that a board can act.
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1

A board can only act when it is sitting as a body and it takes

2

votes.

3

powers to ensure the exclusivity of this contract and this

4

organization in Gloucester County, Virginia.

This is a promise that they will use their legislative

Now, 15.1-28.01, upon which Mr. Broaddus

5

6

relies, does not satisfactorily resolve that concern.

That

7

section simply says that a county can enter into a contract

8

which makes provisions -- "such other provision as is

9

necessary for the safe and effective construction, maintenance

10

or operation of such facility," and then it goes on to say,

11

"whether or not such provision displaces competition in any

12

marketplace."
So if you're trying to protect the safe

13
14

construction, maintenance or operation, an incidental bumping

15

aside of someone does not matter.

16

coming right out and saying, don't worry, we're going to

17

prevent anyone else from doing this job in this county and

18

you've got the Board of Supervisors' word on it.

19

exercise our powers and authorities to keep anyone else in the

20

County.

21

construction, maintenance or operation.

22

far cry to say that 15.1-28.01 allows a board to say we're

23

going to give you this kind of exclusive treatment in our

24

county.

25

But that is a far cry from

We'll

Nowhere in this section does it say it's for the safe
And I think it's a

Section 3.2.2 discussed by Mr. Broaddus a
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1

short time ago, they've got a contract saying they'll give

2

them the zoning if they ever get the property back.

3

only one way you zone, and that's through a legislative

4

process.

5

year after, but this contract guarantees that they'll have the

6

zoning they want.

7

is always done in two-party agreements.

8

bodies, not with the governmental body that controls the

9

zoning.

There's

And we could have a different board next year or the

Mr. Broaddus says this is standard.

This

Not with governmental

This is a promise to rezone the property for private

10

enterprise, and that is the sale of the public trust and the

11

legislative prerogative.

It is illegal.

Section 3.1.1, the County promises to use

12
13

its sovereign powers to acquire this property.

14

real kicker that Waste Management gets out of this.

15

wonder how they're going to handle their contracts in New

16

Jersey and New York and Pennsylvania and now they've

17

discovered

18

they'll say we're having difficulty and we need a land for

19

landfill and the County says no problem.

20

the contract.

21

condemn this property if need be.

22

allows them to exercise contracts whether they own the

23

property or not or enter into contracts with companies, either

24

public or. private, doesn't change the fact that, in this case,

25

the Board of supervisors said by contract we promise you.

t~ey

This is the
They can

can come to Gloucester County, Virginia, and

We'll write it into

We will exercise our police powers.

So the fact that 15.1-28.01
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1

need be, we can condemn this property.

That is unlawful.

2

That is a sale of the legislative prerogative.

3

Section 9.3, no new taxes.

That's one where

4

Mr. Broaddus and Mr. Robinett have said where have we promised

5

that we won't raise new taxes.

6

small fee on the privilege of doing that.

7

11.4, no exercise of the police power at all unless we pay

8

this small little fee, presumably a fee that will give them

9

million the first year.

We're just going to place a
similarly, Section

$2

That's a lot of money to be given

10

back for the privilege of exercising your police powers.

But

11

they say what's wrong with that.

12

consistent body of case law that says you cannot abrogate the

13

police power.

What's wrong with that is a

One of the cases that I have cited in my

14
15

brief is the case of Byrd.

It was a case where the Court was

16

supposed to decide whether or not a contract was a proper

17

contract or not.

18

into a contract with a developer.

19

and we'll get the sewer service to you by a fixed date.

20

that was later determined -- or what the Court had to look at

21

was, was that a valid contract.

22

tell a builder we'll kick sewer down your way in another

23

couple years, just start working on it?

24

law, the federal court said no, it's not.

25

away of the legislative prerogative.

It's where a Board of Supervisors entered
You build this development

Could a Board of Supervisors

Applying Virginia
That is a bartering
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Quoted the Court, "The contract thus

1

2

hampered the discretion of future boards to determine if the

3

public interest would best be served by constructing a sewer

4

in that area.

5

imposed an unconditional obligation upon the County to build a

6

sewer system regardless of whether the County could obtain

7

suitable financing arrangements.

8

that suitable financing be obtained further restricted the

9

Board's legislative discretion."

Moreover, the expressed terms of this contract

The absence of a condition

The commitment to build the

10

sewer in the first place and the provision that they didn't

11

make it subject to financing, both of those invalidated it.

12

Continued the Court, "The Court therefore

13

holds that the alleged contract to provide sewer services to

14

Byrd's land purported to restrict the Byrds' discretionary

15

authority to promote the public health.

16

the contract was formed, it was ultra vires and void ab

17

initio."

18

Thus assuming that

Now, this has been distinguished by my

19

opponents by saying it's a federal court, what do they know

20

about Virginia law.

21

Supreme Court of Virginia has said the same thing, and that is

22

the sale of the police power is not a complete abrogation.

23

That is a sale, but it's not restricted to that.

24

held that even if you limit it, if you infringe upon it, if

25

there is a penalty, the rebate system, it is also an illegal

But Virginia law is consistent.
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1
2

bartering of the public power.
The Supreme Court of Virginia in RF&P

3

Company vs. City of Richmond said, "There are certain

4

propositions of law applicable to the incident case that are

5

either admitted or so well settled as to not require the

6

citation of authority.

7

police powers of the state cannot be alienated or abridged by

8

contract or otherwise."

9

Among them are the following: that the

can't be abridged.

In Mumpower vs. Housing Authority, 176 Va. 426,

10

the supreme court of Virginia again said, "It would seem,

11

therefore, to be the prevailing opinion, and one based upon sound

12

reason, that the State cannot barter away, or in any manner

13

abridge or weaken, any of those essential powers which are

14

inherent in all governments, and the exercise of which in full

15

vigor is important to the well-being of organized society, and

16

that contracts to that end are void upon general principles."

17

Once again, for their demurrers to be

18

sustained and my motion for summary judgment to be denied,

19

this Court has to find that the power of the County to impose

20

taxes is not lessened or abridged by the provision in 9.3,

21

that every time they do that which influences Waste Management

22

in their operations, including their New York and Pennsylvania

23

operations, the money goes straight back to Waste Management.

24

For this Court to rule in their favor, this

25

Court has to find that the County in no way abridged its
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1

future authority when it agreed that any increased cost

2

imposed upon Waste Management in complying with any ordinance

3

adopted gets kicked back to Waste Management.

4

This Court must find that the County has not

5

abridged its authority when it says "in the event the county

6

terminates this agreement for any reason," including

7

legitimate sound police power reasons, for any reason that the

8

citizens of Gloucester County have to pay the energy recovery

9

system, the building structure there, that they have to pay

10

for those.

11

of future boards in the exercise of their zoning, police and

12

tax powers.

13

must be denied and our motion summary judgment -- or their

14

demurrer must be denied and our motion for summary judgment

15

must be granted.

16

Certainly that is going to restrict the discretion

For that reason their motion for summary judgment

Count 3 deals with giving unlawful

17

privileges.

Article 4 -- Section 14 of the constitution of

18

Virginia prohibits granting of special rights or privileges.

19

Section 15 is the reverse of that which says no corporation

20

shall be exempted from general law.

21

the General Assembly shall make no law, etc., etc., but it's

22

got to apply to the counties because counties are set up by

23

delegation from the General Assembly.

24

subdivision of the state, and there's no way, if the General

25

Assembly has not the power to violate this section of the

Article 14 does say that

A county is a political
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1

constitution, they can create an offspring that has that

2

power.

3

In essence, that says no corporation shall get special

4

privileges and no corporation shall be exempted from the

5

general law.

Section 14 and 15 are both applicable to the counties.

Now, we've already looked quite a lot at

6
7

Section 9.3 with the rebate of the tax monies.

I do think

8

that's an exemption from the general provisions because it's

9

not tied directly into services of the people and therefore

10

it's not a service contract.

It refers to any money that

11

Waste Management must incur, and therefore, that is a special

12

privilege to them.

13

any special privileges.

14

confused, why is Mr. Benson talking about the fact that they

15

can remove their property.

They say that we're not waiving them from
And I think Mr. Broaddus said I'm

Under the Virginia tax law system, when you

16

17

have a person who has his own private building on public

18

property, the law provides two things: one, that the leasehold

19

will be taxed; and two, that the County can tax those

20

improvements.

21

Office in Henrico County we did that.

22

build a new facility on top of the Capital Region Airport, we

23

would tax them because their individual property that they had

24

to right

25

became taxable property.

~o

Certainly when I was in the County Attorney's
When someone would

remove but they were placing on the county land
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Here the agreement is saying you don't have

1
2

any property that is subject to tax and that's not so.

The

3

leasehold interest is and the improvements Mr. Broaddus'

4

client intends to build are both taxable.

5

under 58.1-3200, "All taxable real estate having been

6

segregated and made subject to local taxation and then

7

continuing for purposes of the assessment of real estate for

8

taxation, the term 'taxable real estate' shall include a

9

leasehold interest in every case in which the land or

They're taxable

10

improvements or both, as the case may be, are exempt from

11

assessment for taxation to the owner."

12

improvements that they plan to build .and also the leasehold

13

interest are taxable.

14

all property shall be taxable.

15

more stuff -- you have no more property subject to tax in this

16

county.

17

going to impose those taxes and are obligated to do so.

Therefore, the

The constitution of Virginia says that
This agreement says that no

The County is run up the fla9Pole that they're not

18

I think the exclusivity as well makes this

19

favored treatment.

This is unheard of for someone to enter

20

into a contract saying we're going to keep everyone else out

21

of the County.

22

this.

23

other landfills can come into Gloucester County, but I do

24

think it's beyond the power of the Board to say no one else

25

can do this.

No one else can earn an honest livinq doing

on the one hand, my clients may be delighted if no

15.1-28.01 that allows for incidental
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1

displacement does not empower them to say that we're going to

2

do everything we can to make sure this happens.

3

What if they don't?

What if someone comes

4

in for legitimate zoning and says we're going to build a

5

landfill and the County looks at the contract and says no,

6

we've got to do everything we can to keep you out so they turn

7

down the zoning?

8

grant the zoning, then Waste Management will turn around and

9

say you breached the contract now.

That would be improper.

Conversely, if they

You let someone else come

10

in and you knew exclusivity was important to us.

11

cannot affirmatively commit that they're going to undertake

12

that, for a private business to get 90 or 95 percent of its

13

revenues from New York and New Jersey and Connecticut.

14

is not what that section of the Virginia Code is for.

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. BENSON:

The Board

That

What is it for?
It's a Dillon's rule problem.

17

What happened, over the years, with the solid waste management

18

laws in Virginia, at least from my experience in dealing with

19

them.and being asked to join troubleshooting groups with the

20

Waste Management Department, was to look at it and see how

21

this fits in with local government practice.

22

series of laws that were passed in all directions such as

23

mandates at local governments encouraged recycling, but no

24

authority that they could recycle, no authority that they

25

could enter into contracts.
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1

And when this was last amended, to the best

2

of my recollection, it came after one of these sessions when

3

local government and Waste Management and BFI attorneys were

4

sitting around hammering this out.

5

is the one who finally proposed the actual language for this.

6

I think this is language to authorize them to enter into

7

contracts, but I do not think it gives them the authority to

8

underwrite the losses of Waste Management because of their

9

operations out of state or out of the County.

10

I believe Cynthia Bailey

That cannot

possibly be the exception to the provisions of 15.1-28.01.

11

And this is interesting in that regard, Your

12

Honor, because in their briefs and in their argument, they

13

mention that any contract shall not be deemed to be a debt or

14

gift.

15

15.1-28.01 says any contract shall not be deemed to be a debt

16

or gift to the counties and the towns within the meaning of

17

the law.

18

this.

19

in the foregoing powers granted such counties, cities, and

20

towns shall include the authority to pledge the full faith and

21

credit of such local governments in violation of Article 10,

22

Section 10 of the constitution of Virginia."

23

They keep coming back to that language.

Your Honor,

And they say therefore we have the authority to do

But they keep leaving out the next sentence,

11

Nothing

So the Virginia General Assembly, even if

24

they had not said that, that would have been the law because

25

the General Assembly has no authority to grant unto localities
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1

the pledging of their full faith and credit beyond the one

2

fiscal year because of constitutional prohibitions.

3

Your Honor, dealing with the option

4

agreement, to a certain extent, I am equally amused with my

5

opponents, how can we do this when we don't own the property.

6

On the other hand, they did do it.

They said we commit to you

7

that we will exercise this option.

And there's only one way

8

that you can buy property if you're a county.

9

that this Court has to decide:

The question

Is a commitment to an option

10

agreement the same as the purchase of property?

11

then there is no violation that we can challenge today.

12

If not, well,

But if a contract obligation to enter into

13

the obligation -- if the contract agreement entering into the

14

obligation is the same as the contract, well, then they have

15

to go through the mandating procedures.

16

Mr. Robinett laughs and says we don't even own the property.

17

But they committed to condemn it and they committed to enter

18

into the option agreement.

19

Now, on the one hand

Now, what am I supposed to do or what are my

20

clients supposed to do?

Certainly, if we didn't challenge it

21

now, they would be saying our time to challenge these

22

decisions had passed.

23

into the option agreement?

24

agreement where they said we will give you an option.

25

have this property if you don't get your permits, is what the

And when are we to know when they enter
We do know that there was an
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1

trigger is.

If Waste Management doesn't get their permits,

2

then the county has got to give the property to Waste

3

Management.
This is the only time we can catch it.

4

This

5

is the only time we know that they won't be doing it at some

6

other time.

7

promising, the County is signing their name and saying the

8

option agreement is as good as signed, that we can challenge

9

it now and that they have to go through the procedures because

10

And it makes sense that if this agreement is

an option is as binding as the contract itself.
Under the Public Procurement Act,

11
~es

12

13

your

has said that I'm trying to ask you

judqm~nt

to that of the Board of Supervisors.

..............

14

all.

I don' t·'"·-t;;hink that this is a

decided

......

15

on this demurrer in~,,~ didn't think it co7· be decided simply

16

on the pleadings and, ··tQ.erefore,
did nqt"
file a motion for
.._
/

17

summary judgment.

··........

../

I'm not· a~...king __ you to substitute your
\.-,_

18

judgment for that of the Boarq ··of. Supervisors.
,,.,

19

"i

~··' .

... ,_"""

minimal requirement, that.the RFP must indicate the general
//

~

/

...

·~

":.

20

terms, that which is sought to be procur

21

that this

22

that is an a

23

to do

24

25

But there is a

~,

/

agre~does

We have alleged

not reflect the

ropriate one for an evidentiary

discovery, and then make our case
contract is not consistent with the RFP.
we will --
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1

each and every one.

2

briefs.

And certainly we suggested one

It think it is

financing," "subject

3

4

/

_,//

t we did suggest that in our brief to this

5

addus argued th~t,.-case in front of the

6

Court.

In fact,

7

Supreme Court of

8

unlawful expenditures subject , /future financing, when we

hat

i~-at

least make these

,/

9

10

have a new board in another,1ear
o
/

years, they can say we

decided not to pay this,,.cinymore, we ha

an absolute way out.

,/·'

certa1n
""·
. 1y
don't particularly like that .suggestion,

11

That would take

c~

of many of the

12

going to

/I

13

but that

that the Supreme Court has sustained and I

allega~ons

"'

'·
15

_________

opriations and also the bartering away of police

_________

___

16

would have to look at.. _,_,__._._,_..,
that in more detail.

17

THE COURT:

""'

,.,._

Would it be fair to presume, and

18

that's all it is at this point, would it be fair to presume

19

that whatever I do or whatever you do or whatever Mr. Broaddus

20

does or the Board of Supervisors does, that there's going to

21

be a large segment of this community, Gloucester County,

22

that's not going to agree with you, whatever?
MR. BENSON:

23

No, Your Honor,

I

can't go

Right now I have 20 percent of the

24

along with that.

25

signatures from 20 percent of the voters in this county ready
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1

to remove Mr. Belvin from office.

2

of the voters is an unheard of number.

3

voters from other segments.

4

but when we look at any political petition, I think it's

5

fairer to assume that if you rule against me, by far, most of

6

the residents of this county will be upset with that action.

7

I have petitions ready to remove four Board of Supervisors

8

right now at twice the signatures as the law requires.

9

think that is a staggering amount.

10

court's presumption.

11

were upset with this.

I have numbers of

And 20 percent is not 50 percent,

I

I cannot agree with the

The citizens of Gloucester County are
The County has mortgaged their futures.

THE COURT:

12

I think getting 20 percent

Can I

p~esume

that the

13

discontent goes beyond the landfill to other subjects on other

14

days.

15

MR. BENSON:

16

retained for this one person.
THE COURT:

17

I cannot address that.

I'm

Well, you talked to 20 percent

18

of the voters and they told you that they're pretty -- ready

19

to remove Mr. Belvin.

20

MR. BENSON:

21

signatures, Your Honor.

22

reside in Richmond, and

23

basis.

24

wrong.

25

I have 20 percent of their

I did not do that personally.
I

I

do not reside here on a day-to-day

But I think the presumption the Court is making is

I think that the way this came about is
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1

highlighted by the fact that this Board has bound future

2

boards to continue to pay Waste Management to underwrite their

3

other activities, and that is abhorrent.

4

should not be done.

5

if the next board can't turn around and say no, we renounce it

6

or we don't appropriate funding.

7

painful way to correct it, but at minimum, a future board has

8

got to be able to come in and say we're not going to fund this

9

anymore.

It is wrong and it

There will be long suffering under that

At minimum, this would be a

For whatever reason, it's no longer in the political

10

interest to the health and safety of our citizens.

11

cannot be waived to a contract that dictates how they operate

12

under 15.1-28.01 or their other statutory and constitutional

13

14
15

THE COURT:

They

Why have you not already filed

your petition against Mr. Belvin, to remove Mr. Belvin?
MR. BENSON:

Why have I not filed that?

16

Because the Commonwealth's Attorney is out on vacation and he

17

told me he was coming back on July 1st.

18

until he gets back because the statute provides that he will

19

be the attorney in charge.

20

that I not file before then.

21

THE COURT:

22

And he asked as a courtesy to him

Can I assume that Mr. Belvin

voted in favor of this project with Waste Management?

23

MR. BENSON:

24

THE COURT:

25

He asked me to wait

Yes, sir.

Yes, sir.

And with his vote gone, you have

the potential to have the vote go the other way?
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1

four to three this time?

2

MR. BENSON:

3

THE COURT:

4
5

Yes, sir.
Do you understand what I'm

saying?
MR. BENSON:

I do not think -- if you're

6

suggesting this is a legislative matter, I think that's

7

incorrect, with all due respect, Your Honor.

8

greatly exceeded their authority if you --

9

THE COURT:

I think they

I understand that.

But it seems

10

to me that anybody listening to all this could draw a

11

conclusion or at least assume a conclusion that if the Board

12

changes composition, this problem that we're talking about

13

today would vanish.

14

MR. BENSON:

If the Court is willing to stay

15

these proceedings pending that, I might agree with that.

16

the problem with this contract is, once it is upheld, the

17

County is locked into it for the next 20 or 30 years.

18

matters not one whit whether we remove Mr. Belvin tomorrow or

19

we wait until the next election.

20

saying if at any time for any reason you back out of this,

21

except for Waste Management's default, the County has got to

22

reach into their pocket and find money that today they don't

23

have and they will not be able to do that.

24

the money to buy out all those improvements and the contract

25

says they will have to.

It

You have a contract now
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1

THE COURT:

What is the state, from your

2

point of view, what is the state of the present landfill?

3

It's going to be closed under this agreement.

4

MR. BENSON:

5

THE COURT:

But what is the state of its

MR. BENSON:

I think it's very close to

6

intended used?

7

8

their limit.

9

the date they're shooting for.

If it's not there already, I think October is

THE COURT:

10

11

Yes, sir.

October.

I remember seeing the date of

I thought that triggered this agreement.

12

MR. BENSON:

That could be a very good

13

reason why the Court should rule in our favor and the Board go

14

back and do the proper thing and make the subject contract

15

subj.ect to future appropriations by the Board.

16

ample time between now and October to do the correct thing in

17

that regard.

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. BENSON:

20

MR. ROBINETT:

They have

All right, sir.
Thank you.
May it please the court, I'm

21

going to leave the bulk of the rebuttal to Mr. Broaddus, but

22

there are one or two items that I would like to take up, items

23

that I have a peculiar familiarity with.

24

state to the Court that I have an awful lot of trouble

25

accepting Mr. Benson's characterizations of the contract.

I would have to
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1

seems to me that the County, even after he's finished, that

2

the obligations he has so vehemently described to the Court

3

are still future obligations still conditioned on events which

4

may or may not occur and, therefore, then we're not talking

5

about any sort of debt.

6

But there was one thing that I particularly

7

noted, and that had to do with his analysis which ran to

8

percentages of total tons put into the new landfill, that the

9

County is only doing 80 tons a day and so forth and so on.

10

The obligation, it is so easy for someone to make that

11

argument and to say that Waste Management's total obligations

12

to the County under this contract have to do with the disposal

13

of 80 tons a day of County waste or 100 tons a day or whatever

14

that figure comes out to be and that that's all Waste has to

15

do.
I want to demonstrate something to the Court

16
17

right now.

(Counsel crumbled paper.)

I just made solid

18

waste, disposal of which, had I done that day before

19

yesterday, would have been a County responsibility, a

20

responsibility paid for by Mr. Owens and paid for by the other

21

taxpayers of Gloucester county to include me.
On 1 July 1993, that burden was lifted from

22
23

my shoulders and Mr. Owens' shoulders and plaintiffs'

24

shoulder~.

25

document by Waste Management.

That burden was assumed under the terms of this
Cost of that on an annual basis
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1

is probably $4- or $500,000, but it doesn't matter.

What I'm

2

trying to get across to the court is there is a lot more that

3

Waste Management undertakes.

4

reference to, Your Honor, is 11.12 of the contract.

The specific section I have

5

The analysis that all Waste has to do in

6

terms of furnishing the County service is to dispose of 80

7

tons a day is just flatly ridiculous and does not take into

8

account the requirements.

9

point, the County doesn't even to own land.

Note too, July 1, 1993, at this
At this point,

10

there is no -- the options have not been signed, the lease has

11

not been signed, the public hearings have not been held on the

12

disposition of that property.

13

Supervisors could find that it's not in the County's best

14

interest to grant that lease or to grant that option.

15

could exercise its powers, and its only obligation I think

16

under the contract would be to repay that which Waste has

17

already advanced down to the date of that decision.

18

That could occur.

The Board of

It

I don't believe that what Mr. Benson has

19

argued in terms of unconditional requirements is there.

20

think all of these requirements, all of these payments are

21

conditioned on future events, conditioned on future

22

appropriations of the Board, conditioned on future things

23

which may or may not happen.

24
25

I

The exclusivity, again, in my book, that's
still covered by 28.02, 15.1-28.02, and the County is obliged
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1

to use its best efforts to assist in that area.

2

guaranty.

3

instrument anywhere which guarantees zoning.

4

a representation in the instrument that on the date the

5

instrument is signed, the zoning is correct, but it doesn't

6

say anything about what could happen in the future.

Similarly, I just can't find language in the

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. ROBINETT:

9

THE COURT:

10

There is no

The County makes

Has the instrument been signed?
Yes, sir.

It says April something in the

copy I'm looking at.

MR. ROBINETT:

11

The copy that you have, as I

12

pointed out in some responses to Mr. Benson's pretrial

13

discovery, the copy that you have attached to the bill of

14

complaint is not a signed copy.

15

Honor, it was signed by Benjamin Seawell and by me. on April

16

the 6th, 1993.

17

that, by the way, the omission of those signatures, the

18

contract which he has presented is correct.

19

But I can tell you, Your

Yes, sir, I can tell you that.

Other than

The argument about the options in lease,

20

Mr. Benson seems -- Mr. Benson creates some law here.

I don't

21

know how else to phrase that.

22

lease and because there is an option contained in this

23

document, that at the time you signed the document, you also

24

signed the option of lease.

25

happened factually, but he says the result is the same and,

He says that because there is a

Of course, that's not what
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1

therefore, 262, 15.1-262 is triggered and you're required to

2

have a public hearing because you disposed of publicly held

3

property.
I don't know how to put this, Your Honor.

4

I

5

just have the devil's own time with that particular problem.

6

15.1-262, as I read it, is quite clearly related to land which

7

is owned by the jurisdiction.

8

is owned by Chesapeake Forest Products Company which was the

9

situation when this instrument was signed on April the 6th and

It is not related to land which

10

is the situation today.

11

hold a valid public hearing on the disposition of land owned

12

by Chesapeake Forest Products, I'm sorry, that's just simply

13

beyond me.

14

~

How in the world the County could

This business about ordinance and any

15

leqi~ve

16

from the

17

perfectly

18

resolution, a contract'and a motion.

act is an ordinance, I've already read

~

~

of Information Act

capabl-e--~ distinguishing betwee~.:~ordinance, a

'

/"
·ets to the part that'S

.... ,_

19

terms quite freely.

Yet,

20

described in the bill of

"-..,
whe~

~,

~-fact, it uses those

/

i

-,

· aint,.., ·--...to void this whole

"'
would like to~Q"it
says ordinance.

21
22

Plaintiffs'

23

passed,

complaint doesn't alleg~ordinance was
I didn't find that in the bil

Even if they had,

of

24

· t anywhere.

25

have done it, what alchemy they would have used to

I

don't know
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~~-------------··-··------·-·~-,------------~

it was done, the lawsuit stood dismissed.

1

The argument then, oh, well, if you didn't

2

in that lawsuit, you can't raise it now is sil

3

I had, Your Hon/
things over to

./
Your

8
9

~

urse we can raise it now.

effect.

6
7

/
y.

case law to that effect and no

4
5

~

Standing was

H~,

with respect to

standing, on Page 4 of t~r original/-'emorandum, in support

specifi~lly )ei~renced

10

of our demurrer, we

11

and a very brief quote, Judge,

13

standing to challenge a

the Amelia case

/

here Judge Murphy ruled that

/

~~·cision

of

e Board of Supervisors

//

14

of Amelia County which_.. ·qranted an

15

construct, operate and maintain a solid

/

landfill of

/

16

Amelia County, apd we go on to discuss the

And as the

/

17

Court noted, t6e plaintiffs in that case did

to

/

/'

18

the supreme/Court which denied a writ saying
/

/

no

e error, so clearly we did raise this

19

on notice to it.

20

He elected not to amend

an adjoining landowner, so we do think

21
22

has precedential value.

23

With respect to Count 1 on the contract to

24

any

25

say that in the Massey case which was the first Massey case,

futur~

debts, Your Honor, that allegation, I would simply
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1

the Supreme· Court said the county has violated the

2

constitution.

3

obligation by the County to guarantee payment of a deficit

4

incurred by a third party.

5

this agreement before the court can be construed in that

6

fashion.

There, as Mr. Benson points out, there was an

7

There's simply no way in which

With respect to the Freedom of Information

8

Act, Your Honor, again, if one assumes for purposes of the

9

demurrer that there were illegal meetings of which discussion

10

occurred, that does not require under these circumstances the

11

invalidity of the agreement.

12

Committee met at the General Assembly, that didn't mean that

13

the budget which was ultimately adopted by the General

14

Assembly was in any way invalid.

15

When the Senate Finance

Your Honor, the arguments with respect to

16

special privilege and bartering away of legislative powers and

17

illegally alienating property, I think that the parties are

18

crossing without meeting and the Court's going to have to make

19

its decision.

20

assertion that a constitutional provision is applicable to the

21

County.

22

side.

23

assertion as are many of the other assertions, Your Honor, in

24

which it seems to be an effort to take labels and throw them

25

at this particular matter and see if they stick.

Special privilege, again, is premised on the

It's not.

That's not been addressed by the other

Bartering away of legislative and public powers is an
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1

you've got to look at the facts.

2

I think it was Lewis carroll, the English

3

satirist who had a character who said,

4

make the words mean what I want them to mean.

5

nothing less."

6

people understand them to mean.

7

construed in the way in which Mr. Benson has asserted.

8

fact, which we deny, it is susceptible to two meanings, then

9

the Court, according to the Supreme Court possibly, must give

11

I have the power to
Nothing more;

Here we know that the words mean what common
And this agreement cannot be
If in

10

it that meaning which would sustain the contract and not a

11

meaning that it would make it invalid.

12

Your Honor, I think that the matter can

13

almost be boiled down to Section 15.1-28.01.

14

Assembly specifically says it's the policy of the Commonwealth

15

or authorized counties to displace or limit competition in the

16

area of garbage, trash, and refuse disposal.

17

localities to provide for their present and future waste

18

disposal requirements.

19

contract for the adjustment of rights due to costs or taxes

20

imposed or other events which occur beyond the control of the

21

facility operator.

22

The General

It directs

As part of that, it permits them to

The General Assembly has contemplated many

23

of these problems because, in fact, the new regulations are

24

burdensome, they are costly.

25

there has to be means of addressing them.

It is clearly recognized that
Gloucester has
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1

utilized the authority which the General Assembly has provided

2

to it.

3

everyone.

4

occurred or the conflict that occurred at the end of

5

Mr. Benson's presentation that this is a political dispute.

It has done so in a manner which has not pleased
That's very apparent from the conversation that

6

And four members of the Board have concluded

7

and therefore the Board has concluded that this is the

a

appropriate way to go to provide for the County's needs.

9

Your Honor, we would respectfully ask this Court to uphold
It is in place now.

And

10

this agreement.

11

County has signed it.

12

regulations become effective, imposed even greater burdens.

13

And we respectfully submit to the Court that it's in the best

14

interest of this County, certainly its citizens, certainly my

15

client, if the Court sustains the demurrers and dismisses the
complaint.

16

we have signed it; the

There are obligations imposed.

I'll be happy to answer any questions.

17

THE COURT:

18

this is the way this

19

favor and

Mr. Broaddus, suppose

demurrers
would it

20

and denied his

21

be just devastating if

22

implementation

23

pending

24

New

withheld
by the aggrieved
would that do to this case, or do

25
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER
CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY, }
}

MATTHEW JAMES OWENS, JR.,

}
}
}
}
)
}

AND
WENDY L. SWAN,

· Plaintiffs,}
}

v.

}
}

case No.

93-6726

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY,)
)
)
}
}
}
}

AND
WASTE MANAGEMENT DISPOSAL SERVICES
OF VIRGINIA, INC.

Defendants.}

AMENDED BILL OF COMPLAINT SEEKING
QECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Come now your Plaintiffs, Concerned Residents of Gloucester
County and Matthew James Owens,
Virginia Code

§

interest,

by counsel,

pursuant to

8. 01-184 seeking this Declaratory Judgment and

Injunctive Relief.
1.

Jr. ,

In furtherance, Plaintiffs state as follows:

Concerned Residents of Gloucester County is a public
nonprofit Virginia corporation.

It

is composed of

Gloucester County residents and taxpayers and represents their
interests in this litigation.
2.

Mr. owens is a resident of Gloucester County, residing at

Route 615, Ark, Virginia.

Mr. owens is a taxpayer in 'Gloucester

county.
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3.

Wendy L. Swan lives at Route 1, Box 1477, Adkins Lane,

Saluda, Virginia

23149.

Ms. Swan is a taxpayer in Gloucester

County and owns property immediately adjacent to the proposed
landfill.

The landfill will have a disproportionate,

adverse

impact on Ms. Swan and her adjacent residence.
4.

The Board of supervisors of Gloucester County is the

governing body of Gloucester county, a political subdivision of the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
5.

Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia,

("Waste Management")

is

a

Virginia corporation

in the

Inc.
waste

disposal business.
6.

On

November

20, ·1992,

the

Board of

Supervisors of

Gloucester County, through its office of purchasing,

issued a

request for proposal, RFP #93-020, seeking proposals for a private
firm to permit, construct, and operate a landfill in Gloucester
County over a period of a twenty-year contract.

(Exhibit 1 of Bill

of Complaint).
7.

On April 6, 1993, the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester

County awarded a contract (the "Agreement) to Waste Management
Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc. pursuant to the aforementioned
RFP.

(Exhibit 2 of Bill of Complaint).
8.

For reasons set forth below,

the Agreement is both

unconstitutional and illegal, and Plaintiffs are aggrieved by the
unlawful,

arbitrary,

and

capricious

action

Supervisors in approving this Agreement.

2
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by

the

Board

of

9.

Plaintiffs have complied with all necessary prerequisites

to filing and maintaining this lawsuit.

STANDING
10.

The Concerned Residents of Gloucester is an organization·

comprised of citizens and taxpayers of Gloucester County with
authority to represent its members in these proceedings.

Mr. Owens

is a landowner and taxpayer of Gloucester County.

As a result,

both Plaintiffs have standing under Virginia law.

Armstrong v.

Henrico County, 212 Va. 66, 76 ( 1971) ( "[T]axpayers have standing to
attack an alleged illegal diversion of public funds."); Gordon v.
Supervisors of Fairfax County, 207 Va. 827, 830 ( 1967) ( 11 (T]axpayers
have the right to resort to equity to restrain local government
officials

from

exceeding

their

powers

in

a

way

which

will

injuriously affect the taxpayers, such as making an unauthorized
appropriation of public funds.")·
11.

In the Agreement between the Board and Waste Management,

the Board has committed to purchase or condemn a large tract of
land currently owned by Chesapeake Forest Products Company (the
"Property")

and to use this public property for the use and

enjoyment of Waste Management.

The Board further agreed to be

liable for the expenditure of future
authorized by law.
taxes

under

funds not permitted or

The Agreement further calls for the rebate of

certain

circumstances

to

Waste

Management.

Accordingly, your taxpayers have immediate standing to enjoin this
unlawful use of County funds.

This suit is for the purpose of
3
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restraining the Board from exceeding its powers in a way that will
injuriously affect your taxpayer Plaintiffs.

COUNT I
The Agreement Illegally Binds
Future Boards to Spend Money.
12.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

11 as if fully set forth in this Count I.
13.

The

Agreement

purports

Supervisors to pay damages.

to

bind

future

Boards

of

This binding of a future Board to pay

money is unlawful under the Constitution of Virginia, Art. VII,

§

10 because it is not enacted in accordance with the Constitution
and laws of Virginia.

Among other things,

there must be an

approved public referendum on such commitments. No such referendum
was held on this Agreement, and the commitment of future funds is
illegal.

Such illegal expenditures include the following:
A.

Section 14. 3 requires payment t·o Waste Management by

future Boards over the next twenty years in the event of a breach
of contract:
In the event the County terminates this agreement for any
reason, except as a result of WMD's default without cure,
the County shall pay WMD, in addition to any other
damages payable to WMD, within one hundred eighty (180)
days after such termination, the fair market value of the
property and all improvements thereon.
B.

Section 11.4 of the Agreement authorizes Waste

Management to impose future charges upon this Board and subsequent
Boards in the event the Board exercises its legislative power to
zone or rezone the property.
4
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C.

Section 11.8 obligates the Board and future Boards

to pay tipping fees for "County" waste in excess of 37,000 tons per
year.
D.

Section 11. 22 obligates future Boards to pay for

certain waste disposal costs resulting from disposal of hazardous
wastes.

COUNT II
The Agreement Is Void Because It Was Adopted in
Violation of the virginia Freedom of Ioformation Act.
14.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

13 as if fully set forth in this Count II.
15.

The entire Agreement is void in that it was adopted in

violation of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
Code

§

Virginia

2.1-340.1(0) states that "[a]ny ordinance adopted by a local

governing body which conflicts with the provisions of this Chapter
shall be void."
16.

The award of the Agreement to Waste Management is in

conflict with this section.
17.
Virginia

Among other things, the Board of Supervisors violated the
Freedom of

Information Act by holding meetings

and

discussing the Waste Management Agreement (Exhibit 2 of Bill of
Complaint) and the RFP (Exhibit 1 of Bill of Complaint) under
circumstances which are unlawful including the following:
October 20, 1992:
March 2, 1993:

courthouse parking lot

Courthouse men's room

5
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December, 1992 through present: five or six
meetings at Mr. Belvin's place of business
At dinners held regularly prior to Board of
Supervisor meetings.
Specifically, three or more members of the Board would
assemble

for

purposes

of

discussing

Management, or the landfill.

the

Agreement,

Waste

Such meetings were neither public nor

advertised as required by law.
18.

In addition, the Board has violated the Virginia Freedom

of Information Act by calling meetings at locations which were
inadequate to accommodate the public's interest to attend in
violation of Virginia Code

§§

2.1-340.1 and 2.1-343.

Among other

things, on January 5, 1993, January 19, 1993, February 16, 1993,
March 2,

1993,

and March 16,

1993,

meetings were held where

citizens could not attend the meetings and comment upon the RFP or
the proposed Agreement.
19.

Accordingly, the entire contract is void because it was

adopted under circumstances in conflict with the Virginia Freedom
of Information Act.

COUNT III
The Agreement Confers an Unlawful
Privilege upon Waste Management.
20.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

19 as if fully set forth in this Count III.
21.

The

Agreement

violates

prohibition on special privileges.

6
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the

Virginia

constitutional

22.

The

Constitution prohibits Gloucester County

Virg~nia

from "enacting any local, special, or private law .•• [g]ranting to
any private corporation, association, or individual any special or
exclusive right, privilege, or immunity."

Va. Const., Art. IV,

§

14(18).
23.

In addition, the Virginia constitution further forbids

any corporation to "be specifically exempted from the operation of
any general law."
24.

Va. Const., Art. IV.

§

15.

The Agreement violates both of these provisions.

Among

other things:
A.

Section 9. 3 waives real estate taxes which the

County is otherwise required to impose under
3 201, and Article X,

58.1-3200 and 58.1-

§§

1 and 4 of the Virginia Constitution.

§§

Specifically, these sections require the assessment and taxation of
Waste

Management's

lease

hold

interest

and

the

physical

improvements Waste Management will make on the property.
B.
efforts"

of

Article
the

2

Board

of
to

the

Agreement

provide

Waste

commits

the

Management

"best

with

competition within the political jurisdiction of the Board.

no

This

is the kind of economic favoritism specifically prohibited.
c.

Section 11.10 of the Agreement authorizes Waste

Management to remove improvements ( § 11.16) erected on the Property
at

the

end

of

the

lease.

Constitution, Article X,

§§

By

application

of

the

1 and 4, and Virginia Code

Virginia

§§ 58.1~3200

and 58.1-3201, these improvements must be taxed separately.

Yet,

the County has agreed that these improvements are not taxable.
7
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j
j
j

COUNT IV

j

The Agreement Is a Violation
of the Public Procurement Act.

j
j

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

25.

j

24 and 29 through 31 as if fully set forth in this Count IV.
The Virginia Public Procurement Act, va. Code

26.
~,

§

j

11-35, gt

j

requires that all contracts for such services be awarded only

j

after compliance with the procedures set forth in the Act.
Section

27.

11-37

required

the

Board

to

issue

j
j

an RFP

j

"indicating in general terms that which is sought to be procured."

j

The Agreement awarded to Waste Management bears little

28.

j

resemblance to the RFP issued, and therefore violates the Public
Procurement Act.

The Board requested an entity willing to provide

waste disposal services to Gloucester County.
A.

j

Section

11.1

of

the

j

Among other things:

Agreement

j
j

authorizes

j

construction of a cogeneration facility.
B.

j

The Agreement is, in reality, an agreement by the

j

Board to use its police powers to further the business interests of
Waste Management.

In consideration, Waste Management will provide

the Board with limited, free disposal service.
was neither
§

11-35 J1t

j

contempla~ed

j

Such an Agreement

j

by the RFP nor authorized by Virginia Code

j

j

~

j
j
j
j

j
j
j

8

j

j
j
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j
j

COUNT

V

The.Agreement Is an Unlawful Bartering
Away of Legislative and Police Powers.
29.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

28 as if fully set forth in this Count V.
30.

The

Agreement

constitutes

an

unlawful

sale

of

the

legislative and police powers of the Board.
31.

Broken down to its essence, the Agreement is a bilateral

agreement between the Board and Waste Management for the Board to
exercise or to forego to exercise its legislative and police powers
in return for the consideration tendered by Waste Management,
thereby impinging upon essential governmental powers.
A.

For example, Article 3,

§

3. 1 of the Agreement

requires the Board to buy or condemn "the Property. 11

Section 3 • 1. 2

then requires Waste Management to pay ("pass through") the purchase
price to the Board.

The Agreement then allows Waste Management to

use the Property as a private, landfill servicing the entire east
coast.

Purchase of real property and condemnation are fundamental

powers which must be exercised through legislative action.
~Virginia

B.

Code

§§

15.1-282 and 25-46.1, gt

~,

~

Section 9. 3 is an agreement by the Board not to

impose taxes required by law or subsequently deemed necessary in
that it requires a rebate to Waste Management of all new tax
revenues received by the Board.

The County has absolutely no

authority to rebate taxes or otherwise impinge, through contract,
its taxing authority.

9
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c.

Further, the Board guarantees to Waste Management

that it will ensure proper zoning of the property (§ 3.2.2) and
that it will not change the zoning without penalty ( § 11. 4) .
Zoning is a quintessential

legislative power.

It cannot be

bartered away or impinged through contract.
D.

Section

2.2

states

that

the

Waste

Management

facility is intended to be the only landfill or solid waste
management facility in Gloucester County "and that the exclusivity
of the Facility is a major consideration for this Agreement."

The

Board then proceeds to guarantee its best efforts to prohibit
competition with Waste Management.

The Board is utterly without

authority to provide such "major consideration.·"
E.

Article III requires the Board to exercise an option

to purchase the Property, such option to be automatically exercised
upon the occurrence of certain events.
("Option

Agreement") •

This

is

a

Agreement,

total

Constitutional mandates of Article VII,

§

Exhibit C

abrogation

of

the

9 of the Virginia

Constitution.
32.
discretion

The Agreement guarantees the exercise of legislative
(to purchase or condemn property and restrain the

enterprise of others) and otherwise impinges the Board's authority
to

exercise

other

police

powers

(zoning,

taxation).

This

constitutes an unlawful sale and infringement of the legislative
authority of the County, rendering the Agreement void.

10
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COUNT VI
The Agreement Is Void Because It
Illegally Alienates county Property.
33.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through

32 as if fully set forth in this Count VI.
34.

Article III of the Agreement requires the Board to

provide Waste Management an option to purchase the Property after
the County buys or condemns the Property for a landfill.

An option

to buy is tantamount to a sale since the option may be enforced
through specific performance.
35.

Such a provision in this instance is illegal.

36.

Virginia Code

§

15.1-262 prohibits the disposal of public

land without compliance with that section, including a public
hearing thereon.
37.

Article VII,

§

9 of the Virqinia Constitution prohibits

the sale of property without a public vote by the Board with a
three-fourths vote for approval.
38.

No public hearing has been held on the Board's option

commitment.

No three-fourths vote was achieved.

A public hearing

and vote after the option is granted would render any public
hearing and vote meaningless if Waste Management owns a valid
option.

Thus,

§

15.1-262 must mandate a public hearing prior to

the conveyance of an option right.
For the foregoing reasons, your Plaintiffs respectfully pray
that this Court take jurisdiction of this matter, declare the
Agreement void for the reasons stated herein, enjoin the parties
from implementing this Agreement, order the refusal of all moneys
11
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spent by the Board in furtherance of this unlawful Agreement, and
grant such other relief as the Court deems appropriate.
Respectfully submitted,
CONCERNED RESIDENTS
OF GLOUCESTER COUNTY,
MATTHEW JAMES OWENS, JR., and
WENDY L. SWAN

By~?Y/5;.
w. Todd Benson
w.

Todd Benson, Esquire
Bondurant & Benson, P.C.
1207 Roseneath Road
Richmond, Virginia 23230
(804) 278-8900

CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Amended
Bill of Complaint Seeking Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive
Relief was filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Gloucester
County on July 6, 1993, and mailed, postage pre-paid, by regular
United States Mail to William G. Broaddus, Esquire, McGuire, Woods,
Battle & Boothe, One James Center, 919 E. Cary Street, Richmond,
Virginia
23219 and to Thomas R. Robinett, Esquire, County
Attorney, Gloucester County Administration Building, Main Street
and Duval Avenue, Gloucester, Virginia 23061.

w.

Todd Benson

----

FOURTH -JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF VIRGINIA
CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

July 20, 1993

JOH..., W. WINSTON

100 ST. PAUL•s BOULEVARD

NORF'OLK, VIRGINIA 23510

JUOGE

w.

Todd Benson, Esquire
BONDURANT & BENSON, P.C.
1207 Roseneath Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Thomas R. Robinett, Esquire
county Attorney
Gloucester County Administration Bldg.
Main Street and Duval Avenue
Gloucester, VA 23061
William G. Broaddus, Esquire
McGUIRE,· WOODS, BATTLE & BOOTHE
One James Center
919 E. Cary street
Richmond, VA 23219
Re:

Concerned Residents of Gloucester county,
Matthew James owens, Jr.,
and
wendy L. swan

v.

Board of supervisors of Gloucester county
and
waste Management Disposal services
of Virginia, Inc.
case No. 93-6726
Gentlemen:
Having now considered the Plaintiff's Bill of Complaint and
Amended Bill of Complaint (the latter adding the name of wendy L.
swan as a plaintiff with the Court's prior permission and over
Defendant's objection), the Demurrers filed by each Defendant to
each Count of the Complaints, the Motion for Summary Judgment filed
by Plaintiffs, the legal memoranda with authority and precedent
relied upon, and oral argument of counsel presented at the hearing
on July 2, 1993, the Court will now rule on the issues before it.
First, the issue of Plaintiffs' standing to file this equity
action and to litigate this matter must be resolved in favor of
each one. These County residents and taxpayers, acting either as
1
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a group or individually, have standing to attack the alleged
unauthorized appropriation and unlawful use of public (county)
funds by the Gloucester Board of Supervisors, whether their
properties are immediately adjacent to the contested landfill or
not. Gordon v. Supervisors, etc., 207 va. 827 (1967); Armstrong
v. Henrico county, 212 va. ' ' (1971).
The Court now turns to the substantive issues presented by
the parties. Let it first be very clearly understood however that
the wisdom and judgment of the members of the Board of Supervisors
in voting to enter into this landfill contract with Waste
Management is not an issue for judicial resolution here. That call
may only be challenged and dealt with by the voters of Gloucester
County in future Board elections.
For the heat apparently
generated by their landfill decision can only be dissipated in that
manner if the majority of the current Board members acted within
their legal authority in making it.
The Plaintiffs charge that the Contract entered into with
Waste Management (1) binds future Boards to pay money over the next
20 years, in violation of the Constitution and statutes of
Virginia, (2) was adopted in violation of the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, (3) confers unlawful privileges upon Waste
Management, (4) violates the Virginia Public Procurement Act, (5)
barters away the Board's legislative and police powers, and (6)
illegally alienates County property.
Being in need of a new landfill to receive the solid waste
continually generated by Gloucester County and its residents the
current Board of Supervisors authorized the solicitation of bids
from private operators to develop, permit, construct and operate
a new solid waste landfill area in the County for that purpose.
The RFP (Request for Proposal) #93-020 was circulated in December
1992 subject to appropriate modification during negotiations with
the offerer who responded. All of the procedures required by the
Virginia Public Procurement Act, Virginia Code §§ 11.35 et al, were
followed, and the Board executed a non-professional services
contract with offerer Waste Management Disposal Services of
Virginia, Inc. on April 6, 1993.
Code § 11.37 defining
"Competitive Negotiation" 3 (b) and "Nonprofessional Services", the
method followed here to arrive at the contract.
My review of the various Contract documents (the RFP, the
Waste Management proposal in reply, the option to buy, the lease
agreement, the Contract into which these legal documents are
incorporated by reference) and of the cited applicable law does not
disclose any violations by the Board of Supervisors of any of the
provisions of the Virginia Constitution or of the Virginia statutes
relied upon by the plaintiffs here that permit this Court to
declare this Contract unconstitutional or illegal or void, either
in whole or in part.
2
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Thus the court finds that the Board of Supervisors entered
into this Agreement without acting illegally or improperly as
charged by plaintiffs. Again their relief, if any, must originate
at the ballot box. For those reasons the Demurrers are sustained
without leave to amend and the Motion for Summary Judgment is
denied and this suit will be ordered dismissed with prejudice, all
over the vigorous objection of each of the plaintiffs.
Counsel for defendants will present an appropriate order to
that effect, endorsed by all counsel, and mailed to the Judge
Designate at his home address in Norfolk who will enter it and
deliver it to the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Gloucester County.
Very truly yours,

~~i·n~~
Judge Designate

JWW/mlj
cc:

Mr. Charles E. King, Jr., Clerk
Gloucester County Circuit Court
P. 0. Box N
Gloucester, VA 23061

3
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF GLOUCESTER
CONCERNED RESIDENTS OF GLOUCESTER
COUNTY, et al . ,
Plaintiffs,
Chancery
Case No. (93) 6726

v.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF GLOUCESTER
COUNTY, et al . ,
Defendants.
FINAL ORDER

On July 2, 1993, the parties, by counsel, were heard upon
the Demurrers filed by the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester
County and Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc.,
and the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by plaintiffs.

The

Court received oral argument of counsel and legal Memoranda
submitted on behalf of the parties.

Prior to the conclusion of

the hearing, the Court granted the plaintiffs' oral Motion for
Leave to file an Amended Bill of Complaint for the purpose of
adding Wendy L. Swan as an additional plaintiff.
rh~ ~efend~nt~'

The Court notes

objection tc sustaining that Motion.

Having considered the allegations of the Amended Bill of
Complaint and the contract documents and the memoranda and
argument of the parties, the Court finds, as stated in its July
20, 1993 letter opinion which is incorporated herein by
reference, that the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester County
entered into the Contract and contract documents without acting
illegally or improperly and, accordingly, ORDERS that the
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defendants' Demurrers be and are sustained without leave to amend
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and that the Motion for Summary Judgment is denied.

The Amended

Bill of Complaint is hereby dismissed with prejudice, all over
the objection of the plaintiffs.
,Let the Clerk send a copy of this Final Order upon entry to
counsel of record.

ENTER:

~ l.~ \~~3

Qre.__~.~~
Judge

We ask for this:

~
•• -!(. ~J[
·Thomas R. Ro~inett
County Attorney
Gloucester Co. Administration Bldg.
Main Street and Duval Avenue
Gloucester, Virginia, 23061
Counsel for the Board of Supervisors of Gloucester County

~G.B~-John w. Daniel, II

Daniel K. Slone
William G. Broaddus
Therence 0. Pickett
McGUIRE, WOODS, BATTLE & BOOTHE
One James Center
Richmond, Virginia
23219
(804) 775-1000

Counsel for Waste Management Disposal Services of Virginia, Inc.
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERBOR

I.

The Court Erred when It Sustained the Demurrer to Count

I, Thereby Permitting the Board to Bind Itself and Future Boards t.o
Spend Money.
II.

The Court Erred when It sustained the Demurrer to Count

III, Thereby Allowing the Board to Confer an Unlawful Privilege
upon Waste Management.
/.

III.

The Court Erred when It Sustained the Demurrer to Count

V, Thereby Authorizing a Contract which Constituted an Unlawful
Bartering Away of Legislative Powers.
IV.

The Court Erred when It Sustained the Demurrer to Count

VI, Thereby Authorizing the Board to Alienate County Property in a
Manner Proscribed by Law.
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ASSIGNMENT OF CROSS-ERROR

The trial court erred in finding that plaintiffs had standing to bring this suit.
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